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TAMPA’S JAMES MCKAY AND THE
FRUSTRATION OF CONFEDERATE
CATTLE-SUPPLY OPERATIONS IN
SOUTH FLORIDA
by CANTER BROWN, JR.

B

the summer of 1863, the availability of beef and other
provisions from Florida was crucial to Confederate forces
east of the Mississippi. The fall of Vicksburg in July had barred
access to western beef, and food stocks in the East were nearly
depleted. In October, the situation was so critical that one Army
of Tennessee supply officer pleaded with Florida’s commissary
agent: “I cannot too strongly urge upon you the necessity, yes,
the urgency, of sending forward cattle promptly. It appears that
all other resources are exhausted.” The following day he added,
“I assure you that nearly all now depends on you.“1
With Confederate armies increasingly dependent upon
Florida food, Union and Confederate leaders turned their attention to the southern portion of the state, where most cattle were
ranged. By the spring of 1864, that area was the focus of bitter
civil war as Union men and Confederates— primarily south Floridians on both sides— fought to control the cattle supply.2
The supply problem that was the basis of this confrontation
affected strategy and campaigning by Confederate armies, particularly the Army of Tennessee. 3 The extent of its impact,
though, has not easily been discernable. Confederate leaders
believed, at least until near the war’s end, that Florida cattle-supply operations were conducted in good faith for the benefit of
their war effort. Civil War historians have accepted the same
Y

Canter Brown, Jr., is a resident of Gainesville, Florida.
Richard D. Goff, Confederate Supply (Durham, NC, 1969), 202; Robert A.
Taylor, “Rebel Beef: Florida Cattle and the Confederate Army, 1862-1864,”
Florida Historical Quarterly 67 (July 1988), 15-31; United States War Department, War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union
and Confederate Armies, 128 vols. (Washington, DC, 1880-1901), series 1,
XXVIII, part 1, 472 (hereinafter, OR).
2. Canter Brown, Jr., Florida’s Peace River Frontier (Orlando, 1991), 155-75.
3. Goff, Confederate Supply, 184, 192.
1.

[409]
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Captain James McKay I. Photograph was reproduced from Gary R. Mormino and
Anthony P. Pizzo, Tampa: The Treasure City (Tulsa, OK, 1983), 49. Original from
Helen McKay Bardowsky Collection.
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premise. Affairs in south Florida were complicated, however,
and available evidence indicates that many of the area’s mostprominent cattlemen withheld the bulk of their herds from Confederate use. South Florida’s commissary officer, James McKay,
cooperated in this effort, but he also may have undermined the
supply operation in a more fundamental way. From the spring
of 1862 until the end of the war, he may have been a covert
agent of the United States government.4
McKay was born in Scotland, March 17, 1808. He immigrated
to the United States about 1835, eventually settling in Mobile.
In 1846, his attention was drawn to business possibilities in
Florida, which had become a state the year before, and he transferred his family to the little village of Tampa. There, he opened
a store, served as a building contractor, and speculated in land.
Two years later he purchased a schooner and commenced a
shipping business between Tampa, Mobile, and New Orleans.5
McKay’s business success took hold in the 1850s when he
secured a contract as sutler for Fort Myers, then an isolated
United States Army post. Described later in life as “gentlemanly
and kind to everyone he meets,” McKay was an easy man to
know.6 At the post, he and his associates, among them cattleman
Francis Asbury Hendry, became friends with many regular-army
officers, including Lieutenant Henry Benson, Major William
Henry French, and Colonel Harvey Brown. Since south Florida
at the time was a sparsely populated frontier, chances for social
4.

As to the “good-faith” interpretation of Florida cattle-supply operations,
see William Watson Davis, The Civil War and Reconstruction in Florida (New
York, 1913; facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1964), 268-95; John E. Johns, Florida
During the Civil War (Gainesville, 1963; reprint ed., Macclenny, 1989), 16165; Taylor, “Rebel Beef”; Robert A. Taylor, “Rebel Beef: Florida Cattle
and the Confederacy, 1861-1865” (master’s thesis, University of South
Florida, 1985); Robert A. Taylor, “A Problem of Supply: Pleasant White
and Florida’s Cow Cavalry” in John M. Belohlavek and Lewis N. Wynne,
eds., Divided We Fall: Essays on Confederate Nation Building (St. Leo, 1991),
177-202.
5. Karl H. Grismer, Tampa: A History of the City of Tampa and the Tampa Bay
Region of Florida (St. Petersburg, 1950), 319; Donald B. McKay, Pioneer
Florida, 3 vols. (Tampa, 1959), II, 25.
6. Karl H. Grismer, The Story of Fort Myers: The History of the Land of the
Caloosahatchee and Southwest Florida (Fort Myers, 1949; reprint ed., Fort
Myers Beach, 1982), 64-65; Grismer, Tampa, 319; “Journal of Geo. F.
Thompson, as Inspector, Bureau Freedmen, Refugees and Abandoned
Lands, on a tour of central Florida and the lower West Coast, Dec. 1865,”
83, box 24, misc. mss. collection, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
University of Florida, Gainesville (hereinafter, PKY).
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relationships were few, and a military post offered such possibilities for a man’s family as well as for himself. Hendry later
explained how friendships arose at Fort Myers: “The officers
and men were very kind to me, and socially it was very pleasant
to live among them. Some of the officers and soldiers had their
wives and children with them, and made it very pleasant for my
wife.“7 As events were to prove, friendships made and favors
exchanged in that environment were not quickly forgotten.
The last of Florida’s Indian wars— the Third Seminole, or
Billy Bowlegs War— ended in May 1858. The peace opened for
cattlemen vast ranges near the Kissimmee River and Lake
Okeechobee. Coincidentally, troops were withdrawn from Fort
Myers leaving McKay without a source of income. “[M]y only
alternative in business left to me after the troops leaving Florida
. . . )” he recorded, “was the transportation of cattle to Havana.”
Accordingly, McKay leased a steamboat and commenced a cattleshipping business. The act made him a hero among area cattlemen who were desperate for viable markets.8
McKay first based his shipping business on Tampa Bay. Although he dealt with scores of owners— most south Floridians
had some cattle— his principal early associates were Hendry, William Brinton Hooker, and Jacob Summerlin. Only twenty-four
years of age in 1858, Hendry was the junior man of the group.
Hooker prior to the war had the largest herd, but Summerlin
quickly emerged as the area’s leading cattleman. He possessed
in the eyes of his contemporaries a larger-than-life personality,
which an observer noted in 1865: “Mr. Summerlin is a man of
naturally great will power, but devoid of culture in any of the
refinements of life. The poor look up to him as their superior
and receive his ideas as law.“9 Summerlin’s leadership ability,
7.
8.

9.

Francis Asbury Hendry, Early History of Lee County and Fort Myers (privately
printed, n.d.), n.p.; Bartow Polk County Record, March 7, 1922.
James W. Covington, The Billy Bowlegs War, 1855-1858: The Final Stand of
the Seminoles Against the Whites (Chuluota, 1981), 79; Brown, Florida’s Peace
River Frontier, 146; James McKay to Harvey Brown, June 10, 1861, Letters
and Reports Received, 1861-66, record group 393, part I, entry 1654,
National Archives, Washington, DC (hereinafter, NA):
James McKay account book, 1850-1868, Special Collections, University of
South Florida Library, Tampa; Spessard Stone, “Francis Asbury Hendry
1833-1917,” South Florida Piuneers 33/34 (July/October 1982), 18-23; Kyle
S. VanLandingham, “William Brinton Hooker 1800-1871,” South Florida
Pioneers 5 (July 1975), 6-12; John Solomon Otto, “Hillsborough County
(1850): A Community in the South Florida Flatwoods,” Florida Historical
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Jacob Summerlin, c. 1890. Collection of the author.

coupled with McKay’s energy and enterprise, served as the foundation of south Florida’s cattle business.
Summerlin and McKay’s partnership was, simple. They
purchased cattle for $3 to $8 a head and sold them in Havana
Quarterly 62 (October 1983), 189-90; Kissimmee Osceola Sun, September 11,
1975; Joe A. Akerman, Jr., Florida Cowman, A History of Florida Cattle Raising
(Kissimmee, 1976), 55, 85; “Journal of Geo. F. Thompson,” 81.
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for $10-$12 in Spanish gold coin. In 1859, 679 beeves were
shipped and, in the following year, 4,016. As his prosperity
boomed with the cattle business, McKay took an increasingly
strong role in Tampa business and political affairs. In both he
associated closely with a group of men that included, among
others, Hooker, merchant Madison Post, and lawyers Joseph M.
Taylor and James Gettis. Politically, they battled the regular
Hillsborough County— as opposed to town of Tampa’s— Democratic party which loosely was centered upon lawyer and former
legislator James T. Magbee. McKay’s faction in 1858 ousted Magbee from his important federal position as collector of the port
of Tampa, and the following year McKay was elected to a oneyear term as mayor. In 1860, however, Magbee managed a comeback by defeating Hooker’s son-in-law for election as southwest
Florida’s state senator.10
By 1860, McKay’s personal and business affairs were in good
order. He purchased that year a new and larger steamer, the
Salvor. When a disastrous drought killed several thousand cattle
awaiting shipment at Tampa, however, he and Summerlin moved
their loading operations south to Charlotte Harbor and the
mouth of the Peace River. In the wilderness near modern Punta
Gorda, they constructed an 800-foot loading dock and wharf,
and in November 1860— as the nation was electing Abraham
Lincoln as its president— they commenced cattle shipping from
that point.11
Florida seceded from the Union— the third state to do so— on
January 10, 1861. The action was not submitted for popular
approval, though, and support for the Union was widespread.
“[I]n Florida a very large minority were opposed to secession,”
then-Governor John Milton wrote Jefferson Davis in 1862, “and
in many parts of the State combinations existed to adhere to and
maintain the United States Government.“12 Milton informed
Confederate Secretary of War George W. Randolph that “[t]here
10.

Akerman, Florida Cowman, 55; Tampa Sunland Tribune, July 21, 1877;
Tampa Florida Peninsular, May 1, 1858, July 17, August 20, 1859, July 14,
1860; Brown, Florida’s Peace River Frontier, 126-29, 132-34; McKay, Pioneer
Florida, II, 25.
11. James McKay [Jr.], “History of Tampa of the Olden Days,” Tampa Daily
Times, December 18, 1923. This article has been reprinted as “Reminiscences
of Capt. James McKay, Jr.” in Sunland Tribune 17 (1991), 78-87.
12. Johns, Florida During the Civil War, 11-22; John Milton to Jefferson Davis,
September 23, 1862, in OR, series 4, II, 92.
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is not within my knowledge a portion of the State free of skulking
traitors.“13 Among the Unionists were many south Floridians.
“The people from whom I was obtaining cattle, numbering about
150 persons, or families,” McKay later explained, “never could
see any benefit they could derive by breaking up the Govt., but
to the contrary.” Francis A. Hendry and Jacob Summerlin were
Unionist. McKay stated of himself: “I stood in the front rank in
my section of country, resisting with all my might the pestiferous
progress of disunion sentiment.“14
Summerlin and McKay responded to the crisis by accelerating
their shipping operations at Peace River. On January 1, 1861,
McKay purchased 10,000 head of cattle from Hooker. Thereafter, he made run after run from Florida to Cuba. “Ever since
November, 1860, up till June, 1861,” he recalled, “I was not at
Tampa or with my family ten days all put together, being attending to my cattle operations from Charlotte Harbor to Havana.“15
His interest was not partisan. Rather, his goal was a pragmatic
one— to transport as much beef as possible before Union or
Confederate authorities put a stop to the trade.
In the confusion of early 1861, no one in Confederate-dominated Tampa or Union-controlled Key West interfered with
McKay’s operations. Although tensions were heightened after
President Lincoln’s March 5 decision to reinforce Pensacola’s
Fort Pickens, the trade continued. On April 6, the captain enjoyed an additional stroke of luck. The Salvor was at Key West
when some of McKay’s old friends from Fort Myers arrived in
town. Major William H. French, who had refused to surrender
his Texas-based forces upon that state’s secession, had brought
his men to Key West where he assumed command of United
States troops. “The major and some of my old acquaintances
came on board,” McKay remembered, “all of whom I was pleased
13.

Milton to George W. Randolph, August 5, 1862, in OR, series 1, LII, part
II, supp., 336.
14. McKay to William H. Seward, February 11, 1862, General Records of the
Department of State, Civil War Papers, Corr. Regarding Prisoners of War,
1861-62, box 7, record group 59, entry 491, NA (hereinafter, Prisoner of
War files); “Petition of Jacob Summerlin,” September 12, 1865, Case Files
of Applications from Former Confederates for Presidential Pardons, 186567, record group 94, M-1003, roll 15, NA (hereinafter, Pardon files);
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 14, 1893.
15. Hillsborough County, Deed Book C, 200, Hillsborough County Courthouse,
Tampa; McKay to Lorenzo Thomas, December 7, 1861, in OR, Series 2,
II, 967.
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to see.” During the reunion, a “flat” carrying some Union-army
men began to drift to sea, and McKay obliged officials by steaming to the rescue.16
McKay’s good fortune continued. Colonel Harvey Brown—
also a Fort Myers associate— was named commander of the Department of Florida and ordered to relieve Fort Pickens. The
colonel arrived at Key West on April 13 and issued orders reinforcing Major French’s authority as well as that of another of
McKay’s “true friend[s],” United States District Court Judge William Marvin. Lieutenant Henry Benson, yet another acquaintance, shortly asked McKay to supply beef to Union troops at
Fort Jefferson in the Dry Tortugas. The captain responded by
offering a bargain. He would supply the beef and, in the future,
allow the army’s contractor to use his facilities at Peace River;
in return, the Union army would not interfere with his Florida-toCuba cattle trade. According to McKay, Benson agreed.17
Word of McKay’s efforts on behalf of the Union forces soon
spread to Tampa. Unfortunately for the captain, the news arrived concurrently with reports of the firing upon and surrender
of Fort Sumter in Charleston harbor. At a public meeting, residents resolved against any future shipments of beef to Key West.
Unaware of the action, McKay returned to Key West from
Havana with horses for French’s artillery battery. The major
then asked the captain to transport several secessionists to Cedar
Key, and McKay complied.18
After dropping his passengers, McKay returned to a suddenly
hostile Tampa. He already had concluded that his days of cattle
shipping were numbered and previously had offered to sell the
Salvor to Confederate authorities. A naval official had arrived
during his absence to examine the vessel, but a trip on Tampa
Bay convinced the officer that “she drew too much water for

16. Johns, Florida During the Civil War, 45-49; Jefferson B. Browne, Key West:
The Old and The New (St. Augustine, 1912; facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1973),
92; McKay to Thomas, December 7, 1861.
17. Johns, Florida During the Civil War, 46-47; Browne, Key West, 214-15; James
McKay [Jr.] to “My dear Father,” n.d., in Julius J. Gordon, ed., “‘The
Missions of Tampa’: Excerpts from the Diary of Father Clavreul, 18661873,” Tampa Bay History 13 (Fall/Winter 1991), 64-65; McKay to Thomas,
December 7, 1861.
18. Tampa Florida Peninsular, May 11, 1861; New York Evening Express, May 21,
1861; McKay to Thomas, December 7, 1861.
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inside work and was not fast enough for outside work.“ He,
therefore, declined the purchase. The rejection notwithstanding,
McKay continued to arrange his affairs before it was too late.
Particularly, on May 31 he transferred title to the cattle he had
purchased from Hooker to his partner, Summerlin. He then
departed with another shipment of cattle for Key West and
Havana. 20
McKay’s luck abandoned him on June 7, the day he arrived
at Key West from Havana. Word of the Confederate States’
interest in the Salvor had leaked both to French and to Flag
Officer William Mervine, commander of the Gulf Blockading
Squadron. Mervine ordered the Salvor detained and barred
McKay from returning to Tampa. The following day the naval
officer established a general blockade of Key West.21
In the face of Mervine’s action, McKay appealed to the highest
Union official with whom he enjoyed a personal relationship.
On June 10, he wrote Harvey Brown at Pensacola, pleading that
the steamer be leased for army use. Ten days later he reported
to Brown that French’s quartermaster “has employed my steamer
with a view of purchase if approved of by you.” He also noted
that “through the goodness” of French, he had been allowed to
leave Key West for home.22 At that point, events began to swirl
far out of McKay’s control.
After a rough passage in a fishing smack, the captain arrived
at Tampa on June 26. Soon after his landing, “a pretended
organized Co of troops”— the Sunny South Guards commanded
by Captain John T. Lesley— seized the fishing smack, “stating
that she belonged to Unionists.“23 When McKay managed through
Florida Governor Madison Starke Perry to have the smack released, the soldiers burned it. McKay and his friends were com19.

McKay to Thomas, December 7, 1661; McKay, “History of Tampa of the
Olden Days.”
20. Hillsborough County, Deed Book C, 201; New York Tribune, June 25, 1861.
21. New York Tribune, June 25, 1861; William H. French to Thomas, October
17, 1861, Letters deceived by the Office of the Adjutant General (Main
Series), 1861-70, M-619, roll 22, NA; United States War Department, Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion, 30 vols.
(Washington, DC, 1894-1922), series 1, XVI, 530-31 (hereinafter, ORN).
22. McKay to Brown, June 10, 1861.
23. McKay to Thomas, October 20,1861, M-619, roll 22, NA; McKay to Seward,
February 11, 1862; Theodore Lesley, “The Sunny South Guards Was
Tampa’s Elite Military Unit At Outbreak of the Civil War,” Tampa Tribune,
December 6, 1959.
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pelled to ask the governor to clarify for Captain Lesley that his
authority was subject to that of their friend, militia Colonel William I. Turner.24
McKay’s problems were just beginning. Rumors were circulating in the area, as he later recalled, “that I was a general agent
for the [United States] Government and a traitor and should be
hung.“25 Disturbed by the “utter reckless & wicked disposition
of the rabble,” the captain quickly made his way north to confer
with the governor. Perhaps reassured, he returned home to discover that state charges had been preferred against him for
treason.26
Incidents occurring in July set the stage for McKay’s arrest
and subsequent trial. On the first, the Sunny South Guards were
mustered into regular Confederate service at Tampa, no doubt
prompting passions on the part of area secessionists. Coincidentally, the Union blockading vessel R. R. Cuyler arrived at Tampa
Bay. Within days the Florida Peninsular, Tampa’s newspaper,
reported that Egmont Key at the mouth of the bay had been
occupied by Union forces and that a battery of three cannon
had been erected on the shore facing Tampa. Also, McKay published an open letter in the Peninsular blaming his troubles upon
his old political adversary State Senator James T. Magbee. Magbee, in turn, denounced McKay in the paper as Tampa’s equivalent of Benedict Arnold. These events occurred as news of the
First Battle of Bull Run arrived. Volunteer prosecutor Magbee
thereupon filed charges against McKay of petty treason.27
McKay’s trial was held before two justices of the peace at the
county courthouse on August 10. Magbee prosecuted the case
with vigor and demanded death by hanging. One observer described the ordeal as “long and acrimonious.“28 Cattlemen associates of McKay’s offered, in his words, “to come in mass and
24.

John Darling et al. to Madison Starke Perry, June 27, 1861, folder 3, box
1, State Governors, Incoming Correspondence, 1857-1888, record group
101, series 577, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee (hereinafter, FSA).
25. McKay to Thomas, December 7, 1861.
26. McKay to Seward, February 11, 1862.
27. Lesley, “Sunny South Guards”; New Orleans Bee, July 10, 1861; Tampa
Florida Peninsular, quoted in New Orleans Bee, August 6,186 1; Tampa Florida
Peninsular, October 24, 1868.
28. Witness expense voucher for Peter Cursoe, August 20, 1861, Comptroller’s
Vouchers, Criminal Prosecutions, folder 4, box 3, record group 350, series
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break up the justice court,” but the defendant declined their
efforts.29 McKay did have help, however. His defense was ably
conducted by future Republican Governor Ossian Bingley Hart,
a Tampa Unionist, and James Gettis, McKay’s personal lawyer
and a northern-born secessionist. Also, McKay’s friend, militia
Brigadier General Joseph M. Taylor, as a local man put it, “sat
himself on the trial.“30 In the end, the justices avoided judgment
by binding the captain over for a new trial at the October term
of the circuit court. They also placed him under $10,000 bond.31
Upon his release, McKay immediately arranged to leave for
Key West. Perhaps seriously, or else to provide a plausible excuse
for his departure, he approached local Confederate officials for
permission to run cattle from Charlotte Harbor to Havana in a
“Spanish vessel.“32 He also arranged for his friend, General
Taylor, to visit the Union blockading vessel at Tampa Bay under
a flag of truce to secure permission for McKay, McKay’s young
son Donald, and several others to pass through the blockade.
Captain Francis B. Ellison of the R. R. Cuyler, as McKay recalled,
“very kindly consented.“33 He then secured a schooner and departed Tampa on August 13. Near Cape Roman on the lower
Gulf coast, the vessel became disabled and, subsequently, was
beset by a hurricane. For three days and nights the ship, its crew,
and passengers rode out a “terrific” storm, and the party did
not reach Key West until August 19.34
The ordeal of the past several months had taken its toll on
McKay. One individual reported that, upon his Key West arrival,
the captain “expressed disgust at the Confederate rule in
Florida.” McKay, the observer recalled, added that “he desired
to remove his family to some place within the jurisdiction of the
United States, dispose of his property at Tampa and vicinity and
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.
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Harbor, August 15, 1861.
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turn over the Salvor to the Government of the United States.“35
Unfortunately, the government did not want to purchase the
Salvor — which was lying idle with boiler trouble— although its
agents did pay him $1,026 in lease fees. McKay then looked to
Havana, from which he had received an offer of either a lucrative
charter arrangement or a purchase for $38,000. After promising
not to return to the Confederate States in the Salvor and also to
bring a shipment of horses back to Major French, he was permitted to depart for Cuba.36
The Cuban offer for the Salvor had been withdrawn by the
time McKay reached the island. After exploring his options, he
decided to have the vessel repaired preparatory to a possible
sale at Nassau. To protect himself from seizure by the blockade,
he transferred title to a Scottish friend who arranged British
registration for the boat. He also lade on a cargo of hats, shoes,
cigars, coffee, gin, fruit, and— reportedly— pistols and percussion caps. On October 13, he departed Havana for Nassau but
detoured toward the Tortugas and the Florida mainland, as he
later asserted, to dispatch “my young son and negroes in a boat
and send them home and for him to inform the court there
[Tampa] the impossibility of my getting home.“37
The detour, if it was a detour, quickly disrupted McKay’s
plans. Prior to his departure, the American consul at Havana
had sent word of the captain’s cargo to French. That officer
alerted his naval counterpart who, in turn, dispatched the Keystone State to intercept the Salvor. The Union ship captured
McKay’s steamer late that evening about twenty miles south of
the Tortugas. When it was brought in to Key West, French immediately boarded the vessel. He subsequently ordered McKay’s
arrest, a step that was to prove very helpful to McKay. The
prisoner was confined at Fort Taylor, an action that upset the
captain of the Keystone State who demanded his custody. French
refused to turn McKay over and was seconded by United States
District Judge William Marvin. Marvin, French, and other local
officials then attempted to detain the Salvor within the jurisdiction of Marvin’s admiralty court, even to the point of ordering
35.
36.
37.
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the arrest of the Keystone State’s captain. That officer refused to
submit, however, and soon steamed with his prize for the North.38
The seizure and removal of the Salvor to a northern prize
court was a financial disaster to McKay, but French’s and Marvin’s
actions legally rebounded in his favor. They arranged for the
captain’s case to be taken before a friendly Key West Federal
grand jury. The jury declined to indict since the evidence— the
Salvor and its cargo— then was at Philadelphia. Meanwhile,
McKay was detained at Fort Taylor. “I am comfortable . . . ,”
he related during his imprisonment, “as the Gents here know
me and what my course and conduct has been since these troubles
commenced.” He wrote letters pleading for assistance, particularly to United States Army Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas
whom he had met in New York the previous year. He also
suggested to Thomas that the government procure the Salvor.
“I would prefer my property in the Hands of the Federal Govt
which is known to those in authority here,” he told Thomas,
“but I can not have it so expressed to go home, my family and
all I possess after many years hard work is in Florida.“39
The pleas first showed results in December when Secretary
of State William H. Seward requested the United States marshal
at New York to examine the Salvor’s crew who then were incarcerated at Fort Lafayette. That officer, on December 13, reported
that the men had had no intention to run the blockade. Judge
Marvin personally delivered to the adjutant general another letter from McKay and, likely, added his own words of support.
The Department of State subsequently requested the captain’s
release from custody and directed him to report to the secretary
of state. Authorities at Key West complied on January 23, 1862;
Seward approved release of the Salvor’s crew on January 29; and
McKay arrived in Washington about February 1.40
McKay spent almost ten weeks in Washington. The period
was an exciting time for Unionists. In February 1862, Ulysses S.
Grant and his men captured Forts Henry and Donelson in Tennessee, and Nashville, the state’s capital, surrendered. In March,
General George B. McClellan and his Army of the Potomac
38.
39.
40.
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finally embarked upon the Peninsula campaign, and preparations were underway for a Federal naval assault upon New Orleans. The Confederacy, reeling from its losses and a paucity of
volunteers, in April passed the first conscription act in United
States history.41
During the period, Florida also was on the minds of Union
leaders, including President Abraham Lincoln. By mid-March,
the state’s principal Atlantic coastal towns— Fernandina, Jacksonville, and St. Augustine were in Union hands or were about to
be. As those gains were finalized and consolidated, Lincoln
granted an interview to Lyman D. Stickney, a former Vermont
lawyer with business interests at the abandoned Fort Myers. During their discussion of “Florida affairs,” Stickney mentioned
James McKay’s case, a matter he— Stickney— already had
broached with Secretary Seward. On March 19, Stickney followed
up the talk with a letter to Lincoln in which he pledged himself
“for Captain McKay’s future good conduct and loyalty to your
Administration,” He added: “If permitted to return to Florida
via Key West [McKay] will co-operate with the Union forces, and
. . . would be extremely valuable to the Government. Captain
McKay owns many thousand head of beef-cattle in Florida which
he will furnish to the Gulf Squadron and troops stationed in
that region.” The following day, the president forwarded the
letter to Seward. “Please read this,” Lincoln requested, “and
speak with me about [it] at our next interview.“42
The details of Lincoln’s interview with Seward are unknown,
but on the day of the president’s endorsement— March 20,
1862— McKay was allowed to sign an oath of allegiance to the
United States. Soon Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles and
Flag Officer William W. McKean, commander of the East Gulf
Blockading Squadron, were corresponding about the occupation
of Tampa, and naval officials had informed Brigadier General
John M. Brannan, commanding the District of Key West, that

41.
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“30,000 cattle were ready to be sold [at Tampa] to the U.S. as
soon as it could be done with safety to the owners.“43
Released from custody with his son, McKay was at Key West
by April 21. After discussions with General Brannan, he again
wrote the adjutant general. “You may rest assured,” McKay told
Thomas, “of everything in my power being done for the restoration of the Union.“44 After discussing with McKay plans for
the imminent occupation of Tampa, Brannan arranged for the
former prisoner of war to pass unmolested through the blockade.
“[McKay] has given me and the Government assurances,” the
general asserted to McKean, “that he will use his utmost endeavor
to cause the people in that vicinity to return to their allegiance.“45
As McKay and his son sailed to Tampa, the former prisoner
likely looked forward to a quick end to the war. The spring had
witnessed triumphant Union victories, including successes in
Florida and, most recently, New Orleans. At the very least, he
could anticipate an early Union seizure of Tampa and prosperous times selling beef to the United States government. Even
the town’s occupation probably caused him little worry. Before
his departure from Washington one northern newspaper reported that Tampa’s Confederates had “grown desperate since
the loss of Fort Donelson,” and— as General Brannan no doubt
informed him, if he did not already know— his [McKay’s] son-inlaw, West Point graduate Robert Brenham Thomas, then was
commanding the troops at Fort Brooke.46
Any dreams McKay held of a peaceful future were shattered,
however, soon after his mid-May arrival at Tampa. Confederate
forces blunted Union drives at Shiloh and on the Peninsula. At
home, a fiercely secessionist company of Confederate troops—
the Oklawaha Rangers, captained by John W. Pearson— was
stationed at Fort Brooke in place of Thomas’s men. The Rangers
quickly set about “scouring the woods, looking after deserters
43.
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and conscripts.” They further reduced local morale by plundering private gardens “as fast as any edibles are produced.” More
important, they were prepared to resist any attack.47
The Union assault upon Tampa came on June 30, 1862. As
if the act was a mere formality, the captain of the Union warship
Sagamore dispatched a lieutenant and twenty men to request the
town’s unconditional capitulation. Pearson rejected the demand,
remarking that he did not “understand the meaning of the word
surrender.“48 That evening the Federal force bombarded Tampa
for an hour and, in turn, was shelled from Fort Brooke. The
following morning the Sagamore again opened fire, but shortly
after noon it departed the bay. “They went away,” a local minister
reported, “by a gracious providence having done no damage to
either man or beast, house or fence.“49 Tampa would not be
occupied by Union forces for over twenty-two months.50
The Oklawaha Rangers remained in Tampa until October
1863. Their presence stifled most overt resistance to Confederate
rule, although many area men “lay[ed] out” to avoid conscription.51 Summerlin meanwhile contracted with the Confederate
government to supply beef, and his associates earned substantial
sums in Confederate currency and bonds. Francis A. Hendry
alone received $50,000 during June-September 1862. McKay—
initially in partnership with Summerlin— returned to blockade
running. Utilizing the small, slow Scottish Chief, he passed unmolested through the increasingly tight Union blockade six
times. Although Florida law enacted in November 1861 forbade
the exportation of beef and other food supplies, he first shipped
cattle but later turned to more-lucrative cotton. The ship’s crew
had just finished loading cargo for a seventh voyage when the
vessel was burned by a Union raiding party.52
47.
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By the time the Scottish Chief was destroyed on October 13,
1863, McKay had fully re-established himself in the Tampa area.
His blockade-running adventures— which had brought in
needed goods, as well as gold for the suppliers of his cargoes—
had restored his popularity. The indictment against him effectively was dismissed by a grand jury whose foreman was Madison
Post. He even was readmitted to the local Masonic lodge from
which he had been expelled eight years previously. The captain
also avenged himself politically. In October 1862, he was elected
to the Hillsborough County commission and saw General Joseph
M. Taylor unseat his nemesis, James T. Magbee, from the state
senate.53
As McKay consolidated his position at Tampa, supply problems continued to plague Confederate armies, forcing increased
reliance upon Florida beef. In response, recently elected Florida
Governor John Milton decided that the state needed a comprehensive network of commissary agents to facilitate and
maximize the shipment of cattle. He quickly appointed Quincy
lawyer Pleasant W. White to act as the network’s chief officer.
As agent for the south Florida district that covered the state’s
largest ranges, White turned to McKay. With the captain’s help,
White believed, “Beef Cattle . . . could be driven out at the rate
of three to four thousand per month.“54 The goal never was
achieved, and actual deliveries were far from it.
McKay’s motives for accepting the position of commissary
agent can be gleaned only from his actions. The economic circumstances under which he began work, however, provide the
context for subsequent events. In the summer of 1863, given
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defeats at Vicksburg and Gettysburg, the future of the Confederacy and the worth of its currency appeared weak to many
south Florida cattlemen. Few of them were strong supporters of
secession; they were looking to their own future and saw it in
the Havana cattle market. There, beeves could be exchanged
for Spanish gold rather than for depreciating Confederate
paper. Their interests, therefore, lay in protecting the herds
from depletion until the Cuban trade could be resumed. Their
link with that Cuban trade was McKay.
Under the circumstances, McKay only slowly organized cattlesupply operations, and his official correspondence recited a
litany of excuses. He was hampered, he told his superiors, because of bad weather, lack of funds, a scarcity of cowhunters
and drivers, and poor health. “I hardly feel Recovered fully from
my up the country attack,” he noted on August 27, 1863.55 Anxious about the delays, White visited the area in September only
to be confronted with his agent’s demands that local men serving
in the Army of Tennessee be detailed as cowhunters and drivers.
Many of the men were relatives of McKay’s associates, and the
one of most concern to the agent was his son, James McKay, Jr.
A Confederate official sent from Charleston, South Carolina, to
inquire into the shipment delays reported on October 29: “Mr.
McKay . . . did not commence operations until the 1st instant,
and we have not, up to this time, received any cattle from that
source.“56
White eventually arranged for the men requested by McKay,
including the captain’s son, to be detailed to south Florida. As
gathering operations commenced in earnest, however, McKay
centered his attentions on poor-quality herds located within proximity to the more-settled areas of his district, such as Hillsborough and Hernando counties. “[A]ll that has gone forward
as yet has been from the poorest Ranges,” he wrote to White on
November 9, “it being impracticable to get to the best untill
now.“57 The best and largest herds were ranged near the remote
Kissimmee River, and they always lay just beyond McKay’s reach.
“I regret to say [that I] have received information,” he informed
White late in November, “that [my cowhunters] could not operate
55.
56.
57.
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[at the Kissimmee] it being quite impracticable on account of
water.“58 In December he noted that the river “is fast drying up
and a few cattle can be obtained,” but in January 1864 he acknowledged his disappointing collections, “the Kissimi being still so
high.“59 Despite the poor collections, White nonetheless told Governor Milton in December 1863 that “[t]hree-fourths of the beefcattle are now furnished from Manatee and Brevard Counties.”
The agent continued: “What is to be the fate of our armies, now
almost solely dependent upon this State for meat, Heaven only
knows.“60
White’s exasperation coincided with other disturbing reports
from south Florida. Late in 1863, the Union army occupied
positions below Tampa at Charlotte Harbor’s Useppa Island and
at Fort Myers. Most of the soldiers involved were south Florida
refugees, organized first as the Florida Rangers and then as the
Second Florida Cavalry. Rumors also circulated that area cattlemen were in league with the refugees. A Florida account, picked
up by southern newspapers in January 1864, noted, “It is also
said that some have agreed to furnish large numbers of cattle
to the enemy.“61 Six weeks later the Charleston Daily Courier stated
more directly that “[south Florida deserters and traitors] are
supplying the Yankees with cattle.“62
If McKay was looking for an excuse to curtail cattle shipments,
the presence of the small Union force at Fort Myers provided
what he needed. At the beginning of the year he already had
alerted White that “from the poor condition of the Cattle, as
also the poor pasture on the way to be had, I have thought it
wrong to continue operations.“63 A month later he warned, “The
Raids of the enemy on the sea board & into the interior has
given me much uneasiness in Relation to future operations.“64
After regular Confederate troops were withdrawn from south
Florida— permanently as it turned out— to meet the Union movement that resulted in the Battle of Olustee, McKay convinced
58.
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60.
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White that the Union men “will soon hold the country between
[the Caloosahatchee River] and Tampa.“65
In fairness to McKay’s reputation as a Confederate, the military situation in south Florida had become extreme. The February 1864 repeal of draft exemptions for cattlemen prompted
scores of area men to enlist at Fort Myers in the Second Florida
Cavalry. Included among their number was James Dopson
Green, perhaps the most influential political figure in the Peace
River area where cattle-collection operations were centered. In
March and in April, Green led assaults upon Fort Meade, the
principal town in the interior. He and McKay were well known
to each other, and Green and Summerlin had been associated
for over a decade. When White visited McKay at Tampa in
September 1863, Green had been present and had refused to
eat with the Confederate official.66
Repeal of the Confederate draft exemption for cattlemen
posed an additional problem for McKay. While Union forces
were growing, the remaining local men who previously had been
exempt now were liable for Confederate service. Of course, regular troops also had been withdrawn from the region. In an
attempt to solve the dilemma, McKay approached White with
an idea. He began by asserting that “no Cattle may be expected
from this District untill the enemy is got Rid off.“67 He then
proposed the creation of a special commissary service of local
cattlemen and cowhunters. Eventually called the Cow Cavalry,
the service offered local men a way out of the draft while ostensibly providing McKay with assistance and the area with defenders. Its largest company ultimately would be commanded by
Francis A. Hendry. After some delay, White arranged for the
proper authorizations, but not before he was compelled to report
on April 12, “[McKay] has not been able to collect any cattle for
the army this year.“68
While the Cow Cavalry companies slowly organized, the Second Florida Cavalry grew bolder. In early May, Union army
65.
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officials were “tipped off’ that McKay’s cowhunters had left
69
Tampa for Fort Meade. Union forces then descended upon
the town and occupied it for two days. James McKay was in
Gainesville, having left home several days earlier. When James
McKay, Jr., heard about the attack, he rushed with his men back
to Tampa but then sent in word that he would not attack for
twenty-four hours. The Union men completed their search of
the town and, subsequently, withdrew to Fort Myers. They then
marched overland the ninety miles to Fort Meade, occupied the
town, seized Confederate supplies and cattle, and burned the
fort’s buildings. Again they withdrew without serious contest to
Fort Myers.70
The assaults upon Tampa and Fort Meade were disastrous
for Confederate morale in south Florida. As an area man put
it, “The times hear is vary squally . . . [and] there is only one
hundred soldiers to compet with all the yanky raiders that may
cum in our Country.“71 One squad of Confederate soldiers singled out Jacob Summerlin “for their special malediction” and
drove the man and his family from their home. Cattle-supply
operations were suspended for months, although by the fall—
given problems that plagued Union forces— the Cow Cavalry
units were able to re-establish an uneasy control over the ranges.
By then, however, it was too late for the Confederacy.72
McKay’s actions as commissary officer indicate, at the least,
a willingness to turn a blind eye to the attempts of cattlemen to
protect their herds; more likely, given his long-time personal
and business associations, he was a full partner in the effort.
Was he, however, more than that? Did he have another partner—
the United States government? Confederate Major General
Howell Cobb, for one, believed something was badly wrong in
Florida. On March 7, 1865, he wrote Major General Sam Jones,
then commanding in the state: “I have no doubt there has been
considerable frauds perpetrated in the sale of beef cattle from
69.
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Florida.” Cobb ordered an investigation, but apparently the war
ended before the report could be completed.75
In the absence of a “smoking gun” proving McKay’s continuing ties with the Union war effort, the situation must be examined
based upon circumstantial evidence. The tests commonly applied
in such cases are opportunity and motive. McKay’s appointment
as commissary officer for south Florida certainly afforded opportunity to serve the United States by undermining cattle-supply
operations. Were those operations undermined? Cattle shipments from Florida never met the needs or expectations of Confederate leaders, and the reasons given were questionable, at
least to the extent that they provoked on-site visits by key officials
of the supply system. The excuse of continued inaccessibility of
the Kissimmee River area due to flooding particularly echoed
ploys used both earlier and later to keep troublesome military
men out of interior south Florida. In circumstances not too different from McKay’s, the Seminole chief Alligator taunted General Thomas Sidney Jesup during the Second Seminole War by
asserting that Jesup’s men had captured only the poorest Indian
cattle, the “cowhides.” Alligator told the general: “Had you gone
a little further, you would have gotten beef. The Indians have
a great many cattle yet.“74
And, plenty of beef remained on the Florida ranges to be
shipped to Cuba for $17 to $27 a head in gold. “Cattle are still
abundant in [south] Florida,” reported the Jacksonville Florida
Times in October 1865, six months after the war’s end.75 Owners
in Hillsborough, Manatee, and Polk counties, who had reported
for taxation a total of 106,130 head in 1861, reported 115,653
in 1866. When a Federal officer questioned Summerlin two
months later about the size of his holdings, the cowman was at
a loss for a specific answer. “[H]e told us he did not know how
many cattle he had,” reported Colonel George F. Thompson,
“but supposed the number to be about 20,000.” McKay, at the
time, owned almost 2,000 head.76
73.

Howell Cobb to Sam Jones, March 7, 1865, Major General Sam Jones
Papers, Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond, VA.
74. Tallahassee Sentinel, April 19, 1867; Army & Navy Chronicle, March 7, 1839,
154.
75. Jacksonville Florida Times, quoted in Washington [DC] Daily Morning Chronicle, October 24, 1865.
76. The number of cattle reported for 1866 includes 12,621 head in Hillsborough County (220 of which belonged to McKay). The Hillsborough
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Given that McKay’s commissary position offered an opportunity for service to the United States, did he have the choice to
communicate with Union forces after his return to Tampa in
1862? Again, the answer is yes. Union leaders at Key West and
at Fort Myers often received intelligence from within south
Florida Confederate lines. By late 1864, Unionists at Tampa
even had mail delivery from the North through Key West. Personal relationships facilitated such communication. McKay’s
friend, Union Captain James D. Green, also was a longtime associate of Summerlin. When United States forces occupied
Tampa in May 1864, Summerlin’s stepson, Aaron Gideon
Zipprer, was sent by James McKay, Jr., to negotiate with Green
and other Union officers. Green subsequently was permitted to
pass through McKay’s picket lines to return overland to Fort
Myers with several captured horses. When Green’s men assaulted
and burned Fort Meade, some Confederates vented their wrath
on Summerlin. Opportunities for communication thus existed,
and events suggest that contemporaries of McKay, Summerlin,
and Green believed they in fact were communicating. Perhaps
these relationships were on the mind of former United States
Senator David Levy Yulee’s son when, during a business dispute
with McKay in 1868, he wrote his father: “It is always well to
know who one’s opponents are, especially when we know what
strengths they could bring into the contest & I presume you
know all about [McKay].“77
McKay’s opportunities thus were abundant. What then of his
motives? The captain asserted to United States officials in 1862
that he was a Unionist, but the self-serving nature of the declaration and the lack of substantiation call his true beliefs into
question. Whatever his sympathies in the war, McKay’s motives
likely were far simpler; his actions were predicated upon
economic and other personal rewards. That he had clout with

77.

County total is taken from the 1867 tax list because the list for 1866 is not
available. Hillsborough, Manatee, and Polk counties, tax lists, 1861; Manatee
and Polk counties, tax lists, 1866; Hillsborough County, tax list, 1867 (available on microfilm at FSA); “Journal of George F. Thompson,” 80.
Henry A. Crane to H. W. Bowers, March 16, May 27, 1864, Letters Received,
Department and District of Key West, 1861-68, record group 393, NA
(available on microfilm at PKY); Pizzo, Tampa Town, 70; Catherine S. Hart
to “dear Mother, Sisters & Brothers,” January 5, 1865, Ossian B. and
Catherine S. Hart Papers, Dena E. Snodgrass Collection, PKY; McKay,
“History of Tampa of the Olden Days”; C. W. Yulee to David Levy Yulee,
April 23, 1868, box 41, David L. Yulee Papers, PKY.
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Union occupying forces was evident almost as soon as peace was
declared. When, for example, during the summer of 1865 James
McKay, Jr., was sought by Union authorities for an attempted
lynching, McKay, Sr., quickly arranged for his protection. “I
received notice from my father,” the son recalled, “to report to
the commanding officer in the garrison before stopping anywhere, which I did and was given a paper stating that I was not
to be molested only on orders from Washington.“78
McKay’s economic rewards were forthcoming almost as
quickly as James McKay, Jr.‘s protection. When in the summer
of 1865 many of the captain’s Tampa associates applied for presidential pardons, including Summerlin, Post, Thomas, Hooker,
and Taylor, the former commissary officer apparently did not
feel the need. Instead— likely after a trip to Tallahassee and a
visit with newly appointed provisional Governor William Marvin
and Major General John G. Foster (then commanding the Department of Florida)— McKay left the state for New York. His
son later explained: “My father succeeded in getting to Havana
by a fishing smack and from his friends in Cuba got sufficient
funds to take him to New York, landing there with only a few
dollars in his pocket. Meeting the old merchants he dealt with
previous to the war, they assisted him in buying the Steamer
Honduras, which he named the Governor Marvin, costing
$72,000. He also bought a stock of goods valued at $24,000.“79
Not too clearly expressed in the younger McKay’s account were
the identities of the “old merchants” who proved so generous
to his father or the fact that the Honduras had been the Union
headquarters ship during the May 1864 assault upon Tampa.
He also failed to mention that his father received a United States
government contract to bring 150 men south to work at Fort
Taylor.80
The government’s reliance upon Captain McKay did not end
with his voyage from New York to Florida. Before his arrival
78.
79.

80.

McKay, “History of Tampa of the Olden Days”; John Wilder Pocket Diary,
1865, entry of August 21, folder 52, box 31, Loomis-Wilder Papers, Yale
University Library, New Haven, CT.
Pardon files; J. G. Foster to Asst. Adjt. General, Military Div. of the Gulf,
August 31, 1865, Letters Sent by the Department of Florida and Successor
Commands, April 18, 1861-January 1869, Vol. 6 (6 DFla.), August 31,
1865-July 30, 1867, M-1096, roll 2, NA; McKay, “History of Tampa of the
Olden Days.”
ORN, series 1, XVII, 693; Jacksonville Florida Union, November 11, 1865.
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back in Key West, half a company of Union troops was ordered
stationed at his and Summerlin’s Peace River wharf, and McKay
transported them there in his new steamer. The troops were
without orders, other than— presumably— to protect the cattleshipping operation. In April 1866, General Foster chartered the
Governor Marvin at a “reasonable rate,” partly because McKay
was known to him as “a fair and liberal man.“81 Soon, the captain
was running government errands from New Orleans to St.
Marks, Tampa, Key West, and the Tortugas.82
The government largess continued after 1866. When McKay
needed an additional steamer for the cattle trade, he purchased
the Southern Star, another Union gunboat used in the assault on
Tampa. When in 1868, attempts were made to cancel his army
contract, no less a luminary than George G. Meade, then commanding the Third Military District, interceded on McKay’s behalf for “the public exigencies and convenience.“83 Despite Cuban
actions that limited the cattle trade and widespread economic
dislocation in Florida, the McKays prospered. As one Tampan
related: “The McKays then held full swing in all this part of the
country. It seemed as if they owned and controlled everything.
They had plenty of money, and money is here, like everywhere
else, king.“84
James McKay’s postwar prosperity was built upon the
generosity of the United States. Early in the war he had pledged
his allegiance to the United States and his cooperation with the
Union military. Available evidence suggests that he honored his
commitment to President Lincoln and Secretary of State Seward
and that, from 1862, he served in south Florida as an agent of
the United States government.
81.

Tallahassee Semi-Weekly Floridian, November 3, 1865; Joseph Shaw to [?],
January 1, 1866, Joseph C. Shaw Papers, FSA; Peter Harper to E. C.
Woodruff, February 12, 1866, Department and District of Florida, 1865-69,
Letters Received, 1865-1866 A-D, box 1, record group 393, NA; John G.
Foster to George L. Hartsuff, April 11, 1866, M-1096, roll 2, NA.
82. James McKay [Jr.] to “My dear Father” in Gordon, “Missions of Tampa,”
64-65.
83. McKay, “History of Tampa of the Olden Days”; George G. Meade to E.
W. Stanton, April 17, 1868, Third Military District, Outgoing Correspondence and Telegrams, January 1868-March 1869, vol. 2, 139-40, George
Gordon Meade Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
84. Jacksonville Florida Daily Times, February 15, 1882.
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WILLIAM BARTRAM’S TRAVELS
IN THE INDIAN NATIONS
by CHARLOTTE M. PORTER

I

1773, the famous American naturalist William Bartram
returned to the southeast portion of what is now the United
States. The region was a more dangerous place than he realized.
American “patriots” from Georgia were making troublesome
border raids into East Florida. Many of the English plantations
were owned in absentia, and the lives of the resident managers
were, as Bartram knew from personal experience, isolated. Indian groups far outnumbered white residents in the Floridas,
and they were becoming increasingly hostile. With an estimated
4,500 warriors, the Lower Creeks seriously impeded any colonial
presence in the East Florida interior. In West Florida, the Confederacy of Muscogulges, the dominant force within the Upper
Creeks, controlled the wide area from eastern Georgia to central
Alabama. These bands of Creeks, feeling the pressures of European slavers, frontiersmen, and colonists, moved south to occupy
the vacated territories of the Apalachee, Timucua, and other
decimated north Florida cultures.1 As Bartram noted, these
newly arrived Florida residents sometimes farmed sites occupied
by earlier groups that were victims of European disease and
slavery.2 Often they founded new towns proximal to the ancient
earthworks of previous inhabitants.
British trade with these Indian towns made Bartram’s excursions into the Floridas possible. Early in 1774, James Spalding,
N

Charlotte M. Porter is associate curator, Florida Museum of Natural History,
and a faculty member in the History of Science Program, University of
Florida, Gainesville.
1.

2.

For a discussion of Indian displacement, see Charles M. Hudson The Southeastern Indians, 2nd ed. (Knoxville, 1984), 429-45; see also John H. Hann,
“Demographic Patterns and Changes in Mid-Seventeenth Century Timucua
and Apalachee,” Florida Historical Quarterly 64 (April 1986), 371-92.
The edition cited throughout is William Bartram, Travels through North and
South Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florda, tke Cherokee Country, the Extensive
Territories of the Muscogulges, or Creek Confederacy and the Country of the Chactaws, Mark van Doren, ed. (New York, 1955). See page 314.
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William Bartram, 1739-1823. Courtesy Independence National Historical Park Collection, Philadelphia, PA.

senior partner in a firm that handled Indian goods dispatched
to Savannah, supplied Bartram with letters instructing his agents
to assist the naturalist. In the uncharted Indian interior, guides
and pack horses were necessary to the success of Bartram’s endeavor. After he left Spalding, Bartram sailed from St. Simons
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Island, Georgia, to the mouth of the St. Johns River. He was
now in East Florida. Having forwarded his supplies with Spalding’s agents, Bartram set out for Spalding’s Lower Store, a trading post managed by Charles McLatchy. The Lower Store, near
present-day Stokes Landing on the St. Johns River, outfitted the
Upper Store at present-day Astor and inland trading houses at
Alachua and Talahasochte.3 Near Cumberland Island the ship
on which Bartram had passage met a trading schooner sailing
from stores on the St. Johns. Passengers told of recent Indian
raids, so the captain of Bartram’s vessel decided to turn back.
Eager to proceed and catch up with his baggage, which had been
sent ahead, Bartram asked to be put ashore on Cumberland
Island. Uninhabited except for Fort William, the island provided
the naturalist and a young man who chose to join him with little
more than “harsh treatment from thorny thickets and prickly
vines.“4 The next day the fort commander had the two men
ferried over to the north end of Amelia Island. Their destination
was the plantation of John Perceval, Second Earl of Egmont.
One of several large tracts situated along the St. Johns River,
Egmont’s 8,000-acre estate had been laid out in 1770 with a
town. Bartram and his unidentified companion remained there
for several days with Stephen Egan, Egmont’s agent or manager,
who helped him procure transportation for the rest of his journey. Bartram was shown four large earthworks of the Ogeeche,
a people defeated by the Creeks.5 Before he left the plantation,
Bartram pondered over the formation of the inland waterway
and the geology of continental formation.
Egan arranged a day trip on a “handsome pleasure-boat,”
and the naturalist enjoyed seeing the great variety of plants and
waterbirds, which, along with oysters and a native chili pepper,
made a good picnic. Although Bartram complained about the
mosquitoes, he enjoyed the fragrant orange groves that were in
full bloom. His companion, less enthusiastic, dropped out at this
point. Near Sawpit and Sister creeks, Bartram procured “a neat
little sail-boat” from Egan and set out up the St. Johns River.6
It was now “about the middle of April,” and he probably made
his first camp alone on the western or “Indian” shore near
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

100. Bartram calls the Suwannee River the Little St. Juan.
76.
77.
82.
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Ortega, just south of present-day Jacksonville. After a bad storm
the next day, he recrossed the river and visited “Satonia,” a
plantation known to him from an earlier trip in 1765 with his
father John Bartram. The owner, Abraham Marshall, presented
Bartram with a fine sample of indigo dye “of his own manufacture.” Within a decade, commercially produced Prussian blue
rendered the locally grown pigment obsolete.7 At this time only
the “poorer class of people” cultivated the future cash crop,
sea-island cotton.
At the next plantation, Bartram’s host assured him that the
Indian trouble was allayed and that he might travel safely upriver. Bartram continued his trip south up the St. Johns to the
old Spanish fort at Picolata. In 1766, it had been the site of a
Lower Creek congress called by British Governor James Grant.
William and his father had attended this meeting during which
the older Bartram became immobilized by an ulcerated leg and
chiggers, a “most mischievous insect.” In 1774, William wondered over the “incredible numbers of small flying insects,” a
number “greater than the whole race of mankind.“8
Bartram followed the St. Johns to an Indian village at presentday Palatka. Youths were fishing and shooting frogs with bows
and arrows as women hoed corn. Impressed with their industry,
Bartram noted a large, carefully tended orange grove and “several hundred acres cleared” for corn, beans, potatoes, “pompions” [pumpkins], squashes, melons, and tobacco.9 Bartram later
remarked that he never observed the cultivation of white potatoes
among the Creeks. The sweet potato, however, was a favorite
food. “The Creeks, in a manner, lived upon it.“10 This blissful
scene contrasted to Charlotia, a community founded by Denys
Rolle in 1764 with English vagrants, debtors, and social outcasts.
By the time of Bartram’s visit, Charlotia (now Rollestown) had
been abandoned by all but the overseer and blacksmith.11 Flattering reports of prospects in East Florida sent back to England by
Governor Grant and other officials had created a false sense of
Lillian B. Miller, ed., The Selected Papers of Charles Willson Peale and His
Family (New Haven, 1983), 87-88; Bartram, Travels, 85.
8. Bartram, Travels, 87, 88.
9. Ibid., 96.
10. William Bartram quoted by Benjamin Smith Barton, ms note dated September 14, 18 12, Benjamin Smith Barton Papers, Courtesy of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia (hereafter referred to as APS).
11. Bartram, Travels, 96-98.
7.
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prosperity, and Bartram’s comments reflect the failure of the
British land grant policy.12
Having obtained directions to the place where the traders
had secured his gear, Bartram went on to the Lower Store. From
here he would make three trips to as many stores at or near
Astor, Cuscowilla, and Talahasochte. The first trip began in mid
May. Bartram followed traders in his small boat to the Upper
Store. Along the way he described several earthworks that he
recognized as unusual archaeological sites. The first was Mount
Hope, a large shell midden named by his father. The largest,
Mount Royal, combined many remarkable features: “a noble
Indian highway,” the view of an “illumined savanna,” and an
“oblong artificial lake.“13 At this mound the traders spent the
night with a former “Indian trader,” one Mr. Kean, whose hospitality Bartram would enjoy several more times that spring.14
On the southern end of Lake George he investigated “the quantities of fragments of Indian earthen ware” and food bones at
another large shell mound.15
A young Indian boy accompanied Bartram part of the way
to a plantation sixty miles farther up the St. Johns River, but he
soon tired of his labors and quit.16 Bartram now traveled alone.
At Lake Dexter he camped at a shell midden and encountered
a memorable alligator: “His enormous body swells. His plaited
tail brandished high, floats upon the lake. The waters like a
cataract descend from his opening jaws. Clouds of smoke issue
from his nostrils. The earth trembles with his thunder.“17 No
longer “obliged to follow the mad career or manner of traveling
with Pack Horses,” Bartram could now explore and collect at
leisure, but his inexperience led to more surprises. Making camp
after dark, he discovered that he had “unwittingly taken up . . .
lodging on the borders of an ancient burying ground; sepulchres
or tumuli of the Yamassees, who were here slain by the Creeks
in the last decisive battle,” which occurred in 1715.18 Like the
Creeks, the Yamassees had formerly lived in central Georgia.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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The burial place Bartram observed at present-day St. Francis
consisted of thirty graves. “Nearly of an equal size and form,
they were oblong, twenty feet in length, ten or twelve feet in
width, and three or four feet high.” Later that summer, in the
village of Cuscowilla, Bartram observed Yamassee slaves who
spoke Spanish and wore crucifixes.19 After a terrible storm, Bartram continued on by boat to a friend’s farm about “thirty miles
over land” from New Smyrna. His host showed him the beautiful
but smelly waters of Blue Springs. He proceeded back by river,
joyfully botanizing en route to the Upper Store. There he exchanged news with the experienced skin trader Job Wiggens and
set sail for the Lower Store, which he reached after several excursions.
Almost immediately Bartram again set out with traders, this
time for the Indian village of Cuscowilla. The first day’s journey
took them to Halfway Pond. Bartram recorded how Indians
used the scales of garfish to tip arrows and to scarify themselves.20
Near Cuscowilla the party divided. Cowkeeper’s people greeted
Bartram’s group and offered the casual sweet “thin drink” rather
than the vomitive, ceremonial Ilex vomitoria, a “white drink” made
from yaupon. At this time Bartram received the name Puc Puggy
or “Flower Hunter” and Cowkeeper’s “unlimited permission to
travel over the country for the purpose of collecting flowers,
medicinal plants, &c.“21 Bartram was in his element, and his
descriptions of the surrounding Alachua Savanna have served
to establish both his literary and scientific reputations. Here, too,
Bartram made many interesting observations of the Lower
Creeks and emerging Seminoles. He noted that gardens in the
village were small since most of the planting was done on the
rich lands bordering the wet savanna. He also described “conte,”
a food prepared from smilax roots. “A small quantity of this
mixed with warm water and sweetened with honey, when cool
becomes a beautiful, delicious jelly, very nourishing and wholesome.“22
The traders continued on to a store at Talahasochte. On this
leg of Bartram’s journey, the chief trader showed him an area
19. Ibid., 164.
20. Ibid., 157.
21. Ibid., 163.
22. Ibid., 203-04. Smilax is a common native greenbriar; today the Seminoles
use a different plant, zamia, for making conte. The Indians learned about
honey through trade, for the honey bee is an introduced European species.
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of Florida scrub, then, as now, biologically interesting for its
dwarf and aromatic species. The party was met by a small company of Creek Indians. Bartram carried gifts for such encounters, “little articles”— fish hooks and sewing needles.23
Bartram returned to the Lower Store with good feelings
about Indian friendships. He was surprised after a short trip to
Mount Royal in late July to find a large party of belligerent
Lower Creeks camped at the Lower Store.24 Led by a mico or
chief named Long Warrior, the drunken braves prepared to
fight their enemies, “the Chactows of West Florida.” Bartram
commented upon their rowdy behavior. After “these sons of
Mars” sobered up and departed, Charles McClatchy, the store
manager, invited Bartram to accompany him to a more sedate
feast of watermelons and oranges in the Indian village Bartram
had earlier visited at present-day Palatka.25 Following the enjoyable celebration, Bartram returned to the Lower Store.
The Travels refers to Bartram’s departure from East Florida
sometime in September 1774. Passing north by way of Frederica,
Georgia, Bartram arrived in Charleston where he spent the
winter of 1774-1775 organizing his materials. By spring he was
ready to resume his travels. Having explored northern Florida
and southern Georgia, he was drawn westward to the Indian
nations.26 So begins Part III of his Travels, a meandering account
of a journey by horse across the Alabama lands of the Upper
Creek Confederacy. In April 1775, Bartram started this venture
unaccompanied, but “gentlemen” in Augusta convinced him of
the wisdom of joining British traders.27 His route ended at the
Mississippi River where Bartram “stood for a time . . . fascinated
28
by the magnificence. “ Bartram cherished this climactic moment
23.
24.
25.
26.

Bartram, Travels, 206.
Ibid., 214.
Ibid., 250.
Ibid., 253. The date, printed as April 22, 1776, on p. 254, contains a
typographical error, one of many throughout the book that makes Bartram’s
itinerary difficult to reconstruct. See Burke S. Vanderhall, “The Alachua-St.
Marys Road,” Florida Historical Quarterly 66 (July 1987), 50-67; Francis
Harper, “The Bartram Trail Through the Southeastern States,” Bulletin of
the Garden Club of America 5 (September 1939), 54-64; Lester J. Cappon,
“Retracing and Mapping Bartram’s Southern Travels,” Proceedings of the
American Philosophical Society 118 (December 1974), 507-13.
27. Bartram, Travels, 262. As Bartram’s index indicates, the word “August,”
another confusing typographical error, refers to the city of Augusta, not
the month.
28. Ibid., 341.
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because it had been his father’s unfulfilled desire to view “the
great sire of rivers.”
Bartram arrived in Alabama by following the Chattahoochee
River to an Uche town, “the largest, most compact, and best
situated Indian town I ever saw.“29 Bartram estimated that there
were between 1,000 and 1,500 residents. After “a little refreshment” he and the traders pushed on to Apalachucla. Along the
way they crossed “a beautiful landscape,” which Bartram with
his love of variety remembered as “diversified with groves” and
natural “lawns.” Apalachucla was the “mother town” of the Creek
Confederacy and, Bartram noted with some relief, “sacred to
peace. ”30 Apalachucla had been recently founded by Creeks who
had abandoned an ancient town nearby because of “its unhealthy
situation” in the river’s flood plain. Bartram visited the impressive mounds at the old site before embarking upon a three-day
journey to Tallassee on the Tallapoosa River. The party continued along the southern bank of the Tallapoosa to Coolome,
twelve miles east of present-day Montgomery. So moved by the
beauty of the natural vista, Bartram called the region “one of
the most eligible situations for a city in the world; a level plain
between the conflux of two majestic rivers.“31 At Coolome, he
delivered letters to the British agent James Germany who lived
there with his Creek wife. Bartram stayed on as the traders
“recruited and refitted” before embarking along “the great trading path for West Florida.”
Bartram’s destination was the Mobile delta, his point of departure for the Mississippi River. After a short, pleasant journey he
arrived at “Taensa,” probably a bluff on the Tensaw River, and
he proceeded to Mobile by boat. As he approached the mouth
of the Mobile River, Bartram favorably commented upon the
many river islands then under “extensive” cultivation by the
French.32 In contrast, the port city that greeted him was “chiefly
in ruins,” although the brick walls of Fort Conde were still standing. The international population numbered 416 blacks and
about 300 whites— “French gentlemen, English, Scotch and Irish,
and emigrants from the Northern British Colonies.“33 There
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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were less than ninety houses, and Bartram noted many were
“vacant and mouldering to earth.” All the same, British trade
with the Chickasaws, Choctaws, and Creeks was thriving. Common trade items were deer skins, furs, dried fish, beeswax, honey,
and bear oil.
Meeting with the inevitable travel delays that plagued the
eighteenth-century traveler, Bartram returned to “Taensa” on
August 5, 1774, and spent a few days with a former British
governor interested in the naturalist’s pursuits. Since Bartram
preferred freshwater habitats to the seashore, he made several
short excursions from the bluff to search for unusual plants.
Although he did not describe a single bird in Alabama, he did
enjoy flower hunting. 34 Along the Tombigbee River he recorded
“a delusive green wavy plain” of water lotus and remarked that
the seeds “are sweet and pleasant eating,” but “laxative.“35 Unfortunately, at “an ancient fortified post of the French,” he began
experiencing the first signs of a serious fever that would waylay
his journey for many weeks.
Bartram was not an easy patient. After only a few days of
rest at “Taensa,” he set out on a thirty-mile river trip to search
for a cure, a plant of “extraordinary medical virtues.” His host
provided “horses to ride, and a Negro to pilot and take care of
me.“36 The trip, however imprudent, was productive, and Bartram located the powerful febrifuge Collinsonia anisata.
Delays at Mobile provided additional opportunities for side
trips to the Perdido River and to Pensacola, the capital of West
Florida. Bartram stayed less than a day but was quickly introduced to Governor Peter Chester who “commended my pursuits,
and invited me to continue.“37 Chester asked Bartram to survey
West Florida and offered him the hospitality of his home. Anxious to continue on to the Mississippi River, he declined Chester’s
offer, returned to Mobile, and gained passsage to the Pearl River.
By the time Bartram arrived at the Pearl River, the easternmost border of present-day Mississippi and Louisiana, he was
dangerously ill. His sight was impaired, and he was “stupified
34.
35.
36.
37.

See Arthur H. Howell, Birds of Alabama, 2nd ed. (Birmingham, 1928), 8-9.
Ibid., 327. Bartram’s “Nymphaea Nelumbo” is now Nelumbo lutea.
Ibid., 329.
Ibid., 331. For more on this old city, see Robert B. Lloyd, Jr., “Development
of the Plan of Pensacola during the Colonial Era, 1559-1821,” Florida Historical Quarterly 64 (January 1986), 253-72.
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for want of sleep.” After more than a month of confinement on
Pearl Island, Bartram resumed his travels, but the consequences
of his illness were far-reaching. “My body seemed but as a light
shadow,” he recalled, “I sometimes doubted of its reality.“38 After
viewing the great Mississippi River, Bartram returned to Mobile
by boat in November. His account takes no note of the deteriorating relations between Great Britain and the American colonies.
He prepared a package of “growing roots, seeds, and curious
specimens” to be shipped to London, and he made a final visit
to the “Taensa” plantation.
Bartram’s adventures provide interesting insight into
eighteenth-century hospitality. British hosts were generous to
him and cared for him when he was sick. Even though his city
of Philadelphia was the seat of impending colonial revolt, British
plantation owners and their employees went out of their way to
show Bartram points of interest and new plants. They also provided him with security. For example, earlier, Bartram had visited “Silver Bluff,” an estate near Augusta on the Savannah River
owned by George Galphin. Once a Spanish garrison, Galphin’s
lands were punctuated by ancient “Indian conical mounts” and
terraces.39 Galphin (G. Golphin in the Travels) provided letters
of recommendation and credit to the principal traders residing
in the Cherokee towns that Bartram visited. One letter is barely
literate, but its contents are telling. “The berer Mr. Barteram is
a gent. I have none a lange time he is an outstanding man he is
Imployed by some of the first people in England to procure
flowers seeds & roots of the Different Specimens that is in
amaraca to send home to them any Services you Can Do him or
any Sivilty shown him I shall Esteme it as a faver Done me.“40
On his return, Bartram reluctantly left behind his trusty but
spent horse and crossed Georgia along the same route by which
he had entered Alabama.41 After the traders went ahead to
negotiate safe passage, Bartram and his guard, a young Mustee
Indian, were left to their own devices. They had to build a cane
raft to ferry supplies and to cross another difficult place by way
of a “raccoon bridge” created by a fallen sapling. Finally arriving
38. Bartram, Travels, 336.
39. Ibid., 258-59.
40. George Galphin, April 30, 1775, Darlington Papers Manuscript Division,
New York Historical Society (hereafter NYHS).
41. Bartram, Travels, 352.
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at the Indian village of Mucclasse, a weary Bartram was asked
to intervene on behalf of the lover of a young chief’s wife. Bartram declined, for the guilty offender faced the harsh justice of
“cropping,” having both ears cut off.42
Proceeding on with the trading caravan to Coolome, Bartram
revisited James Germany before leaving for Attasse. There he
was introduced to the “ancient chiefs” of the Upper Creeks in
an impressive ceremony. “We spent the evening and great part
of the night in drinking Cassine and smoking Tobacco.“43 At
Coolome he also recorded a forty-foot-high wooden pillar,
“round like a pin or needle.” Bartram unsuccessfully inquired
about the history of this monument, for none of the local pines
he saw achieved this height. 44 Bartram left Coolome with this
and many other unanswered questions about the origins of the
various Indian groups he had encountered. Setting out on a
quiet Sabbath, “the white people’s beloved day,” which the Indians kept “religiously sacred to the Great Spirit,” he arrived in
Georgia shortly after New Year’s Day 1776. He continued collecting plants throughout the region for the better part of a year
before returning to Philadelphia by sea. Besides plant presses,
his equipment included a “portable leather boat, about eight feet
long, which was of thick soal leather, folded up.“45
Most of the villages Bartram visited with the traders in Georgia and Alabama belonged to the Muscogulges, the dominant
group within the Creek Confederacy. Muscogulge hunting parties procured deer skins and other pelts for the British stores.
They also traded with the Illinois for decorated buffalo robes,
which Bartram, with his artistic eye, greatly admired. The most
beautiful painting he found amongst the Muscogulges, however,
was the skin tattoos “of their ancient chiefs & micos which is of
a bluish, lead or indigo color.“46 These images of “animals of the
chase” he compared to mezzotinting (in Bartram’s day, an expen42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Ibid., 355.
Ibid., 357.
Ibid., 362.
Ibid., 363.
See William Bartram, “Answers to Queries about Indians, 1789,” Bartram
Papers, Courtesy of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
(hereafter HSP); E. G. Squier, ed., “Observations on the Creek and
Cherokee Indians by William Bartram, 1789,” American Ethnological Society
Transactions 3 (1853), 1-81. The manuscript came from Dr. Samuel George
Morton who, in 1847, acquired it from an unnamed man in Mobile who
had rescued it from the trash.
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sive means to reproduce illustrations for natural history books).
Muscogulge tattoos may well have inspired Bartram’s famous
map of the Alachua Savanna, which is covered with small delicately stippled drawings of animals in flight. “Herds of sprightly
deer,” he explained in Part II of his Travels, “squadrons of the
beautiful fleet Siminole horse, flocks of turkeys, civilized communities of the sonorous watchful crane, mix together, appearing happy and contented in the enjoyment of peace, till disturbed
and affrighted by the warrior man.“47 The disruption of animal
species Bartram first observed in frontier Florida would become
increasingly troublesome to his understanding of the human
place in nature.
At this time the warrior Siminoles spoke Hitchiti or Lower
Creek dialects and were not yet organized into separate towns.48
Bartram wrote, “They don’t require it, for their Towns are but
small, and consequently their Councils just sufficient for the
government or regulation of the Town or Little Tribe.” In matters of consequence, Bartram believed they were “influenced by
the Nation [Upper Creeks].“49
Three other major Indian groups occupied the region between the Savannah and Mississippi rivers that Bartram
traversed. Organized as confederacies or “nations,” they were
the Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chickasaws. The Cherokees inhabited the mountain valleys of the Carolinas, and Bartram listed
forty-three of their towns in the Travels. He described the
Cherokees as “the largest race of men I ever saw, and equally
comely.” They enhanced their good looks with the use of Rhus
glabrum (smooth sumac) to “henna” their hair and bloodroot and
other “vegetable pigments.“50 Bartram regretted the introduction
of “cheap” European cosmetics and complained that “if adopting
or imitating the manners & customs of the white people is to be
termed civilization, perhaps the Cherokees have made the
greater advance. ” The Choctaws, with 3,000 warriors, were the
traditional enemies of the Lower Creeks. They occupied an area
from the Tombigbee to the Mississippi rivers. Bartram thought
47.

Bartram, Travels, 165; see Bartram’s illustrated ms map of the Alachua
Savanna, APS.
48. Jerald T. Milanich and Charles H. Fairbanks, Florida Archaeology (New York,
1980), 253.
49. Bartram, “Answers to Queries,” HSP.
50. Ibid.
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they were “remarkably slovenly” in their dress but otherwise
“said to be ingenious, sensible, and virtuous men; bold and intrepid, yet quiet and peaceable.“51 The smaller nation of Chickasaws lived to the north of them.
Bartram estimated that there were 11,000 Indians in the area
of his travels.52 Although he found them to be generally “healthier than whites,” they faced a formidable enemy in smallpox,
the “most dreaded of all diseases.” Indian children suffered fatally from “Hooping cough” and endured internal parasites that,
Bartram noted, were combatted with ashes of beanstalk and
other vegetables eaten with corn. Joining an old debate, Bartram
argued that venereal disease was “the native produce of
America,” and he observed irises cultivated around large artificial
ponds for treatment of this and other ailments.53 Another remedy
for syphilis “kept secret from the traders” was made from a
54
species of Lobelia. Current medical theory held that indigenous
diseases had local cures, plants that explorers such as Bartram
eagerly searched out.55
Bartram did not incorporate all of his Alabama observations
into the narrative of the Travels. Many were sent out to colleagues
in 1789 prior to publication of the book.56 In 1789, Bartram’s
sketches of Indian villages and earthworks were also forwarded
to the American Ethnological Society rather than being published. 57
For readers of Bartram’s day, his drawings were particularly
exciting. Unlike Thomas Jefferson, Bartram was convinced that
earthworks were ceremonial and not simply lookout towers or
heaps of dirt incidental to agriculture. “It is reasonable to suppose, however, that they were to serve some important purpose
in those days, as they were public works, and would have required
the united labour and attention of a whole nation.“58 Eighteenth51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Ibid.
Bartram, Travels, 367.
Ibid., 361.
Bartram, “Answers to Queries,” HSP.
Ann Leighton, American Gardens in the Eighteenth Century (Boston, 1976),
186; and Michael Kraus, “American and European Medicine in the
Eighteenth Century,“ Bulletin of the History of Medicine 8 (May 1940), 684-86.
56. See Frank Hamilton Cushing to Isaac Mines Hayes, January 20, 1899, APS
Archives.
57. These drawings, now lost, were copied by John Harvard Payne in a document at the HSP.
58. Bartram, Travels, 266.
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century science could not meet the challenge of dating “those
days.” Jefferson, for one, was distressed by the suggestion that
revelation rather than science was needed to decipher this particular chapter of human history. 59 Without technology for determining the age of sites, eighteenth-century observers tried to
find other means to interpret them. On the walls of houses at
Attasse, Bartram noted “various paintings and sculptures, which
I suppose to be hieroglyphic,” but he could not ascertain the
meaning of the symbols .60 Instead, Bartram’s comparative approach led him in another direction.
“We might possibly better our condition in civil society,” Bartram suggested, “by paying some more respect to, and impartially
examining the System of Legislation, Morality & Economy of
those despised, persecuted Wild people, or as they are very learnedly— called Bipeds.” Bartram’s cynical reference to Aristotle was
aimed at scientific colleagues rather than readers of his Travels. 61
Queries from the American Ethnological Society had probed the
uniformity of human nature— mental, moral, and physical.62
Anatomy, or, more correctly, Indian physique, and capacity for
labor were intimately involved with the European work ethic.63
Bernard Romans, an otherwise objective surveyor of Florida
plants and soil types, was surprised to see Chicasaws “do what
no uncompelled savage will do, that is work in the field to raise
grain.“64 Another colonial surveyor, William Byrd, finding him59.

60.
61.
62.

63.

64.

For more information see Daniel J. Boorstin, The Lost World of Thomas
Jefferson (New York, 1948), 55, 60-80; and Bernard W. Sheehan, Seeds of
Extinction: Jeffersonian Philanthropy and the American Indian (Chapel Hill,
1973). See also Lee Eldridge Huddleston, Origins of the American Indians:
European Concepts, 1492-1729 (Austin, 1967), 114-16.
Bartram, Travels, 361.
For a key to the Aristotelian corpus on human classification, see Pierre
Pellegrin, Aristotle’s Classification of Animals, Anthony Preus, trans. (Berkeley,
1982), 101.
Benjamin Smith Barton to William Bartram, August 26, 1787, HSP. See
also Frank Spencer, “Two Unpublished Essays on the Anthropology of
North America by Benjamin Smith Barton,” Isis 68 (December 1977), 56771.
See Thomas Jefferson, “Query VI,” Notes on the State of Virginia (New York,
1984), 169-82. Jefferson discretely left Buffon’s descriptions of “degenerate” Indian physical anatomy in the original French. See also J. H. Eddy,
“Buffon, Organic Alterations, and Man,” in William Coleman and Camille
Limoges, eds., Studies in the History of Biology (Baltimore, 1984), 36.
Bernard Romans, A Concise Natural History of East and, West Florida (New
York, 1775; facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1962), 83.
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self “intirely out of the Christian World,” viewed “Cherokee
Society” disagreeable.65
Even William’s father John Bartram described the Indians
as bloodthirsty savages. Their reprisals against settlers, he insisted, should never “be forgot by our childrens children.“66 William Bartram’s paternal grandfather had been murdered by Indians in North Carolina and his mother held captive for almost
a year.67 John Bartram’s unique opportunity to witness counsels
of the Six Nations in 1743 and the Lower Creeks in 1766 never
tempered his bitterness. Despite otherwise liberal beliefs, in 1756,
his opinion of Indians as a colonial scourge reflected an earlier
Puritan view.68 His ideas did not change with time. A few years
before his death he wrote with shaky hand against the “most
barbarous savages on earth.“69
Bartram’s Travels stands in marked contrast to his father’s
diatribes. The last sentence of his book ends on the horns of
dilemma. “None of them that I have seen discover the least signs
of the arts, sciences, or architecture of the Europeans or other
inhabitants of the old world; yet evidently betray every sign or
70
mark of the most distant antiquity.“ The book reiterates to the
point of repetition Indian lifeways as highly organized or, in
some cases, more organized than those of their new European
neighbors. Their “constitution,” he argued, “better maintains
human happiness, than the most complicated system of modern
politics.“71 Coming on the heels of the Constitutional Convention,
this comment is more than a passing reference. His ninth response to the American Ethnological Society reads in part: “The
same spirit that dictated to Montesque [sic] the Ideas of Rational
Government, seem to superintend and guide the Indians.” The
reference here, as Bartram’s readers knew well, was to Montesquieu’s Spirit of the Laws, published in 1748, and the dictum of
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

W. W. Abbot, “William Byrd on His Mission to the Cherokees in 1758,” in
Randolph Shipley Klein, ed., Science and Society in Early America: Essays in
Honor of Whitfield J. Bell, Jr. (Philadelphia, 1988), 102.
See John Bartram’s note in the verso of a letter from Lionel Chalmers,
July 12, 1774, HSP.
Edmond Berkeley and Dorothy Smith Berkeley, The Life and Travels of John
Bartram: From Lake Ontario to the River St. John (Tallahassee, 1982), 7-8.
See John Bartram to Peter Collinson, February 21, 1756, John Bartram
Correspondence, APS.
John Bartram to Lionel Chalmers, July 12, 1774, HSP.
Bartram, Travels, 408.
Ibid., 388.
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72

the absolute necessity of virtue to republics. It is worth mentioning that, like Montesquieu, Bartram discussed native religions
as a social fact rather than as a chapter in the history of Christianity. He scoffed at efforts to bring the Creeks “over to our
mode of civil society.”
Bartram shared Jefferson’s idea that Indians were happier
than Europeans because their social order was maintained without “coercive means,” but he was less dogmatic than Jefferson
about the economy of nature. 73 The real problem for Indian
peoples presented in the introduction to the Travels was reconciliation with a technologically sophisticated society. Although
not as learned in the European sense as the ancient Greeks or
Egyptians, the Indian peoples of his experience were morally
civilized “without precept or scholastic education.” Bartram
never doubted that moral actions, rather than educational background, served as the basis for communication— the first step
toward reconciliation.
With the exception of the introduction, Bartram’s Travels
avoids the subject of race relations, but a manuscript among his
papers at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania states his views.
The essay is closely written on the verso of a broadside announcement, but the vocabulary suggests the excitement that followed
the English publication of Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man in 1791.
On behalf of the “Universal Family of Mankind,” Bartram writes,
“God is no respecter of Persons & that the Black White Red &
Yellow People are equally dear to him & under his protection
& favour & that sooner or later ye must render full retribution.”
The Indians were not the “barbarous savages” of his father’s
comments, nor were they noble savages. There was no social
redemption to be gained by going back to some Golden Age. In
1789, Bartram rejected “leveling things down to the simplicity”
of Indian life; in no way did he advocate living among the
Cherokees like Henry Timberlake.74 By the time the Travels was
published in 1791, general hostility of the Creeks and Cherokees
toward settlers subjected the frontier to disquietude and danger.
Bartram knew bloodshed was forthcoming. The Indians were
72.
73.
74.

Henry F. May, The Enlightenment in America (Oxford, 1976), 40, 206, 282.
For more information see Dumas Malone, Jefferson and his Time, 2 vols.
(Boston, 1951), II.
See J. Ralph Randolph, British Travelers Among The Southern Indians, 16601763 (Norman, OK, 1973), 142-54.
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“tenacious” of their liberty. Their cause should have been familiar to former British subjects.
The Indian peoples of Bartram’s concern were his contemporaries, and, in this sense, their well-being was a mirror of the
times. The fate Bartram feared for their nations would also befall
their tyrants. Bartram shared with the chiliasts of his time a sense
of imminent destruction.75 The idea of divine retribution gave
an odd, but not unique, twist to his natural history.76 The retribution Bartram sought was justice or balance in nature. The relationship of the hunted and the hunter that pervades passages
in the Travels is another expression of his preoccupation with
equilibrium. The product of a Quaker education, William Bartram opposed warfare and deplored brutality. On more than
one occasion the naturalist recoiled at the wanton destruction of
wildlife he witnessed among the traders.77 He also recognized
the impact of recent European trade pressure upon the Indians.
Large numbers of birds and animals were being slaughtered for
trinkets. Hunters stockpiled skins for trade since “white people
have dazzled their senses with foreign superfluities.“78 The situation was made more acute by colonial discontent. His countrymen’s justifiable desire for political liberty was, to his horror,
causing a profound disruption of nature.79 The revolutionary
“course of human events” was leading to massive destruction of
the animals upon which Indian welfare was dependent. The
so-called civilized sciences, republican government, and organized religion appeared to Bartram to operate with arrogance
and reckless disregard for the natural world. As his book marked
the close of a century, civilized white men, not the native nations
of the Southeast, had become the barbarous “sons of Mars.”
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

Sacv An Berconteh, “The Typology of America’s Mission,” American Quarterly 30 (Summer 1978), 148-55, discusses the context of revivalist and civil
millennialism in the eighteenth century.
See Wolf Lepenies, “Linnaeus’s Nemesis divina and the Concept of Divine
Retaliation,” Isis 73 (March 1982), 16, 21, 25.
For example, see Bartram, Travels, 174.
Ibid., 184.
For a work devoted to understanding Indian destruction of the animal
species necessary for their own survival see Calvin Martin, Keepers of the
Game: Indian-Animal Relationships in the Fur Trade (Berkeley, 1978), 113-49.
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HEATHEN ACUERA, MURDER, AND A
POTANO CIMARRONA: THE ST. JOHNS RIVER
AND THE ALACHUA PRAIRIE IN THE 1670s
translated and edited by J OHN H. H ANN

T

1655 mission list was believed to have contained the last
mention of the little-known Acuera branch of the Timucua,
who “probably occupied the area between the Ocklawaha and
St. Johns Rivers.” That belief fostered speculation that the Acuera, the missions among them, and other Spanish interaction
with them ended with the Timucua rebellion of 1656.1 A recently
unearthed record of a 1678 criminal case reveals the existence
of at least a few heathen Acuera a generation after the rebellion.
It also provides information about life in the 1670s from the
Potano region of present Alachua County east to the St. Johns
River.
The inquiry focuses on a series of murders committed by
one or more of the surviving Acuera and on the waywardness
of a Christian Potano woman who had fled the ordered life of
her mission village to live in the woods as a cimarrona for most
of the year.2 In its course, the investigation sheds light on significant aspects of the warrior ethos, the blurred line that distinguished killing of enemies in pursuit of noroco status from simple
murder, the adornment warriors wore to proclaim their exploits,
and the intermixture of Indian women and Negro slaves in the
H E

John H. Hann is historian and translator, San Luis Archaeological and
Historical Site, Tallahassee.
1.

2.

Kathleen Deagan, “Cultures in Transition: Fusion and Assimilation among
the Eastern Timucua,” in Jerald T. Milanich and Samuel Proctor, eds.,
Tacachale: Essays on the Indians of Florida and Southeastern Georgia during the
Historic Period (Gainesville, 1978), 111-12.
The word cimarrona, meaning “wild” or “unruly,” became associated with
runaway slaves early in the Spanish New World experience. In Florida it
was applied to Indians who abandoned settled village life after having been
converted to Catholicism and to natives who threw off their allegiance to
established native leaders. The latter use is believed to be the origin of the
name Seminole. Because Muskhogean languages lack “r,” natives pronounced the name as cimallon.
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Potano region that may have set a precedent for the black
Seminoles of a later period.3
The record also reveals the marriage of a Potano woman to
a slave on the Lachua Hacienda and the flight of another who
became a cimarrona after abandoning her Indian spouse to run
away with a slave. The charges against this cimarrona and the
severity of the punishment meted out to her aptly illustrate the
point of a recent article on the relationship between Catholic
ritual and the friars’ insistence on sedentism for their native
converts and on the civil authorities’enforcement of that sedentism.4 Although the record does not indicate the runaway slave’s
domicile prior to his flight, it is probable that he lived in San
Francisco Potano in violation of regulations that forbade Spanish
civilians and blacks to tarry in native villages more than three
days. The Spanish husband of San Francisco’s cacica seems likely
to have been the slave’s owner.5 Legal acculturation of the Potano
leaders is reflected in their delivery of the apprehended murderer to Spanish authorities at Salamatoto on the St. Johns River
for trial and punishment in St. Augustine rather than submitting
him to private revenge by kinsmen of the murder victims.
The case reveals the continued existence of people belonging
to the early Potano mission of Santa Ana (seemingly not mentioned after 1607-1608 when Fray Martín Prieto began his work
in the province) who, with their cacica, were living at San Francisco in 1678.6 The cimarrona, María Jacoba, was a vassal of
Santa Ana’s cacica. The murderer, Calesa, was a nephew and
subject of Chief Jabajica of Acuera’s village of Alisa. The record’s
reference to a “trail of San Nicolás” leading from St. Augustine
to a St. Johns River crossing point suggests the existence of an
unidentified mission or visita. The name survives in modern
Jacksonville’s St. Nicolas district at the old Cow Ford.7 The in3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

A warrior achieved noroco status by killing three enemy.
Amy Turner Bushnell, “The Sacramental Imperative: Catholic Ritual and
Indian Sedentism in the Provinces of Florida,” in David Hurst Thomas,
ed., Archaeological and Historical Perspectives on the Spanish Borderlands East
(Washington, 1990), 475-90.
Domingo de Leturiondo’s 1678 visitation of Timucua provides details on
the cacica and her husband. See John H. Hann, “Visitations and Revolts
in Florida, 1656-1695,” Florida Archaeology (forthcoming).
Santa Ana’s people constituted a majority of San Francisco’s inhabitants.
Wayne W. Wood, Jacksonville’s Architectural Heritage, Landmarks for the Future
(Jacksonville, 1989), 229.
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quiry also provides new details on the habitat and harvesting of
an as-yet unidentified native staple known as ache, which was
gathered in the wild and to which Spaniards also had recourse
in times of want.8
This record is one of four such inquiries that are part of the
residencia for Pablo de Hita Salazar, who governed Florida from
mid 1675 until late 1680.9 The document is from the General
Archive of the Indies in Seville, Escribanía de Cámara, Legajo
156A, folios 169-199. The translation was made from a microfilm
copy, reel 27-I of the residencia series of the P. K. Yonge Library
of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville.
In this document there is a variation in the spelling of words
and names such as Calesa, Salazar, Alonso, María Jacoba, Juan
de Pueyo, Chief Jabajica, and others. These are not typographical
errors even when they are not followed by a [sic]. The variations
in the native names are maintained for their potential ethnographic value.
Criminal Case Against Calesa
I have come to this [village] of San Francisco at the call of this
village’s cacica, who had apprehended that heathen Indian man
and that Christian Indian woman, who wandered about absent
[from their villages] causing great harm and many deaths, as
your lordship will learn from the ones who are bringing them.
Your lordship’s servant. August 12 of the year 1678. Your servant, at your lordship’s service, who kisses your hand.
Alonso Días Mexía
To the governor and captain general, don Pablos de Yta y
Alasar
The bearer of this, who is a cacique, and three Indians from this
place are bringing that heathen Indian and that Christian Indian
8.
9.

For details see John H. Hann, “The Use and Processing of Plants by Indians
of Spanish Florida,” Southeastern Archaeology 5 (Winter 1986), 91-93.
Two of the other records are an inquiry by Apalachee’s deputy-governor
into a tumult among the Chacato in 1675 and a 1677 inquiry by the governor
into Chisca attacks on mission villages that were linked to the Chacato
troubles. For translations of both, see John H. Hann, “Visitations and Revolts.” The third is an inquiry into the killing of a Yamasee living in
Apalachee. For a translation see B. Calvin Jones, John H. Hann, and John
F. Scarry, “San Pedro de Patale, A Seventeenth-Century Spanish Mission
in Leon County, Florida,” Florida Archaeology 5 (1991), 152-58.
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woman, whom the cacica of San Francisco sent to me, to your
lordship’s presence. And she informed me how he had caused
six deaths because, having followed the Indians from Cale, the
captain don Tomás brought a Timuqua Indian and others who
joined up with them, [and] they met with the said faithful one.10
That as the Indian woman previously killed the two Timuquans
and that the Indian woman confessed in addition that he killed
two heathens.11 The said cacica also sent word to me that this
heathen had committed another two murders, which he did in
this place, Salamatoto, during the time that the sergeant-major
don Nicolás was governing. 12 That these said deceased were an
Indian man and woman, who were found murdered in Pupo,
which is directly opposite to geraca. And that the said heathen
whom I am sending to your lordship has confessed to all this
because of my wearing him down. The said cacica also reported
that that heathen had entered San Francisco at midnight with a
view to seeing whether he could kill some Christian and carry
off some women (gachines) on the way.13 And on the way back
he was going to the abandoned site (hicapacha) of San Luis where
another five of his heathen companions were on the lookout
waiting to see if they could kill some cowboy from Lachua or
14
any other Spaniard. I am also sending your lordship a xadote,
which that heathen had on his head [and] which was where he
placed little strips of deerskin (gamuzitas cortadas) to indicate
15
the killings he has done. And from what the Indian woman
said, he has indicated that he has caused four deaths. And when
I questioned the said heathen if it was true that he had killed
some people, he replied to me that it was, [and] that he had
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

Don Tomás could be either don Tomás Medina, chief of Potano’s Santa
Fé, or don Tomás Menéndez Marquez, owner of LaChua Hacienda. The
rendition of this and the following sentence is tentative. Both seem to be
elliptic and have a script that is difficult to decipher.
Although the Spanish here is “la india mató los dos timuquanos,” the statement seems to be at variance with much of the testimony presented subsequently. However, during the prosecution the governor repeatedly made
statements holding her as well as Calesa responsible for the murders.
Nicolás Ponce de León served as interim governor prior to Hita Salazar’s
arrival because of the death in office of Hita Salazar’s predecessor.
This is possibly a diminutive of gachi, a familiar expression meaning “bird”
or “chick” in the sense of “woman.”
The abandoned site could be either San Luis de Eloquale, an Ocale mission,
or San Luis de Acuera. Hicapacha is Timucua for abandoned village site.
The rendition of xadote is tentative, as the script is badly blotted.
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killed the two Timuquans at his cacique’s order. I have nothing
else about which to inform your lordship. God save you.
Salomototo, August 17 of 1678. Your servant at your lordship’s
service, who kisses your hand.
Diego de Jaen
To the sergeant-major don Pablo de Hita Salazar, God save
him, . . . On the third of August [?]
Summary Auto of Accusation and Inquiry.
For the First Accusation
In the city of St. Augustine, provinces of Florida on the twentysecond day of the month of August of the year 1677 the señor
sergeant-major don Pablo de Hita Salazar . . . stated that as
Alonsso Días Mexía, one of the soldiers stationed on garrison
duty in the Province of Timuqua, informed him by a note dated
August twelfth of this present year about how he was called by
the cacica of San Francisco so that she might hand over to him
a Christian Indian woman and a heathen Indian man who were
wandering through the woods, committing murders and other
harm. And after they had been brought to the village of Solomototo through the agency of Alonsso Días Mexía, Diego de
Jaen, whom his lordship has placed as squad leader for the said
village, sent them on to this presidio as prisoners under close
guard. And on the seventeenth of the said month and year he
apprised him by means of a note about the murders and atrocities
that the said heathen Indian has committed, as is manifest and
apparent from the said note. And as it is a matter of such gravity
and one that demands punishment corresponding to the nature
and importance of the [crimes] that it is evident the said heathen
Indian has committed and so that it may serve as an example
and warning that they must live in peace, equity, and justice, his
lordship orders the holding of a summary inquiry examining
the witnesses in accord with the tenor of this auto and the other
questions that may be appropriate, and that the papers cited be
attached to these autos. And by this his auto his honor so provided, ordered, and signed.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
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[Omitted documentation authenticates the naming and
swearing in of Alonso García and Juan Bautista de la Cruz
as interpreters for the Timucua who were to testify as witnesses follows.]
Statement of Diego, native of San Francisco de Potano In the
city of St. Augustine . . . on the twenty-second day of the month
of August of the year 1678, . . . don Pablo de Hita Salacar . . .
summoned to appear before his honor an Indian native from
the village of San Francisco de Potano in the Province of
Timuqua, who was one of those who brought to this presidio
the Christian Indian and heathen Indian mentioned in the auto
that is at the head of this case. Before me, notary, in the presence
of his honor, and by means of Juan Bautista de la Cruz and
Alonso García, interpreters nominated by his honor, the oath
was received from him, and he made it to God and a sign of the
cross in the form of the law. And after being given to understand
the seriousness of the oath through the said interpreters, he
promised to tell the truth. And on being questioned in accord
with the tenor of the said auto and head of the process, this
witness said that in the village of San Francisco de Potano the
cacica of the said village and the one from Santa Ana delivered
to him a Christian Indian named María Jacoba and a heathen
Indian man to bring them to this presidio and to deliver them
to the señor governor, which he has done. And after having
delivered [them], he was asked whether he knows or has reports
that the said heathen Indian and the said Indian woman have
committed any murders. This witness said that he has heard the
said heathen Indian say, with reference to an Indian who died
from two wounds to the head on the Lachua Hacienda belonging
to Captain don Thomás Menéndez, that it was the said heathen
Indian who gave them to him. And, similarly, the said María
Jacoba had told this witness that, after having gone out from
and left this presidio and after having brought a Christian Indian
with her to the place of Piriaco, the said heathen Indian had
killed him and the said María Jacoba strove to bring him to a
Christian village so that they might apprehend him, as was done.
He was asked whether he knows or has other news that they
have committed other murders. To this this witness said that he
does not know anything else other than what he has stated. And
after his statement had been read to him and explained to him
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through the said interpreters, he stated that it was the truth and
what he knows under the oath that he has taken and that he
reaffirms and ratifies it. And he said that he was thirty years of
age more or less. And one of the interpreters signed it together
with his honor the said señor governor.
Pablo de Hita Salazar, Alonsso Garsía Delavera
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
[Santiago, the second witness, a twenty-year-old native of
San Francisco de Potano who had assisted Diego in bringing
the prisoners to St. Augustine, stated that he knew nothing
other than that the cacicas of San Francisco and Santa Ana
had handed over the prisoners for delivery to the governor.
On August 23, 1678, the governor formally suspended the
process to await the arrival from Potano of natives who could
shed more light on the validity of the charges against the two
accused. He reopened the hearings on October 6, 1678, on
learning of the arrival in St. Augustine of two natives from
San Francisco sent in response to his request for witnesses
and “who might know with more certitude” about the crimes
of which his two prisoners were accused.]
Statement of Marcelo, native of San Francisco Potano.
In the city of St. Augustine of Florida on the sixth day of the
month of October of the year 1678, . . . don Pablo de Hita Salasar
. . . summoned Marselo to appear before him . . . who stated
that such was his name. The oath was received from him. . . .
And on being questioned in accord with the tenor of the auto
that is at the head of this process, he said that he knew the
Christian Indian who was named María Jacoba, and that for
three years more or less she has wandered through the woods
as a runaway (fugitiba) and two months ago more or less she
was apprehended in the company of a heathen Indian in his
said village of San Francisco de Potano. Its cacica and the cacica
of Santa Ana questioned the said heathen, asking him about the
murders he had committed. And he replied to them that on
various occasions he had killed four Christians and one heathen.
That they stated this to this witness when the said chiefs handed
him over imprisoned together with the said María Jacoba in
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order to deliver them to the corporal for the village of Solomototo; that it was not hearsay. And although they put other
questions to him, he stated that he did not know anything more
than what he has said and reported. . . . He did not know how
to tell his age. From his looks he appeared to be forty years old,
more or less. And he did not sign because of not knowing how.
One interpreter signed it together with his honor.
Pablo de Hita Salazar, Alonsso Garsía Delavera
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
Statement of Martín, native of San Francisco de Potano.
In the city of St. Augustine of Florida on the said sixth day of
October of the said year for more proof and justification of this
case his honor the said señor governor ordered Martín to appear
before him, who said that such was his name. . . . And his oath
by God and a sign of the cross was received in the form of the
law. . . . He stated that he knew the Christian Indian who was
named María Jacoba and who is a native from San Francisco de
Potano, who for a long time has been a runaway (simarrona)
through the woods. And, similarly, he knows the heathen Indian
who is named Calesa, a very evil name. That last year, while this
witness was in Apalachee Province, he heard it said that the said
Calesa had killed a kinsman (pariente) of his. And as soon as he
learned of it, he returned to his said home and found it to be
true. And a few days later, while he was at the ranch (ato) named
la Chua of Captain don Tomás Menéndez in the company of
Diego Jiriba, slave of the said captain, and of an Indian woman,
wife (mujer) of the said Diego, this witness and the aforementioned found a badly wounded Christian Indian. When they
questioned him about who had put him in that state, he said
Calesa. And he died from the wounds a short time later. He was
asked whether he knows or has reports that the said Calesa has
committed other murders. He said that while Calesa was being
held a prisoner in the said village of San Francisco in the company
of the said María Jacoba about two months ago more or less,
the cacique of the said village and the cacica of Santa Ana and
other leading persons (principales) asked the said Calesa how
many murders he had committed. And he replied to them in
the presence of this witness, who heard him and understood
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that those whom he had killed on different occasions were four
Christians and one heathen. And at once the said caciques
handed him over imprisoned along with María Jacoba and ordered this witness to bring them to the corporal of the village
of Salamototo and to deliver them to him, as he did. And that
under the burden of the oath that he has taken, this is the truth
and what he knows. . . . He did not know how to tell his age.
From his looks he appears to be forty-six years old, more or less.
And he did not sign because of not knowing how. One of the
interpreters signed it together with his honor, the said señor
governor.
Pablo de Hita Salazar, Alonsso Garsía Delavera
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
Statement of Captain don Tomás Menéndez
In the city of St. Augustine, provinces of Florida, on the eighth
day of the month of October of the year 1678, . . . don Pablo
de Hita Salasar . . . summoned Captain don Thomás Menéndez,
a resident of this city, to appear before his honor. The oath to
God and a sign of the cross was received from him. . . . And
when the auto was read to him . . . in accord with its tenor, he
said that it was four months ago, while he was on his hacienda
in Lachua, that such is its name, a very badly wounded Indian
arrived. And as owner of the said hacienda, he sought to learn
who had wounded him. And he replied that [it was] a heathen
Indian. If he mentioned his name, he did not grasp it. And he
died three or four days from then. He does not know who it
was who killed him. And this was his reply. He was asked whether
he knew María Jacoba, an Indian woman, a native of the village
of San Francisco de Potano. And this witness stated that he knows
for more than fourteen or fifteen years that she wanders through
the woods as a runaway (fugitiba) and that a slave brought her
to the woods and kept her with him for some days. And this
witness having captured her, he sent her to this presidio and he
had her in his house. And an Indian in his service, who was
named Alonsso, brought her to the woods from it. He heard it
said that a heathen Indian had killed the man. And although
they addressed other questions to him, he stated that he did not
know anything more than what he has said and reported under
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the burden of the oath . . . . And that he is thirty-five years old.
And he signed it along with the governor.
Pablo de Hita Salazar, Thomás Menéndez Marquez
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
[The next two documents attest to the naming of don Juan
del Pueyo as defender for both of the accused prior to their
statements being taken on October 10, 1678, and to his acceptance and swearing-in because “it is necessary to substantiate
it (the process) with the legitimation that is appropriate and
not give cause for any nullification in the autos for taking the
confession because of the incapacity of the said defendants.“]
Confession of María Jacoba.
In the city of St. Augustine of Florida on the tenth day of the
month of October of the year 1678, . . . don Pablo de Hita
Salasar, . . . being in the fort of this presidio, summoned an
imprisoned Indian woman to appear before his honor for this
case. In the presence of his honor and of Captain don Juan del
Pueyo, her defender named by the said señor governor, and
before me, notary, and through the medium of Juan Bautista
de la Cruz and Alonsso Garsía, interpreters named for this case,
the oath by God and a sign of the cross was received from her
in the form of the law. And having taken it well and faultlessly
and having explained to her the solemnity and gravity of the
oath through the medium of the said interpreters, she promised
to tell the truth. . . . She was asked what her name was, where
she was a native of, and what age, and what manner of life she
led. She said that she was named María Jacoba and that she is
native to the village of San Francisco de Potano, a vassal of the
cacica of Santa Ana. She did not know how to tell her age. From
her looks she appears to be thirty-five years old, more or less.
[She said] that she was married and lived with her husband for
six years and then she went to the woods, from whence she came
every year to go to confession at the proper time and she lived
with her husband for some days while he was alive and then she
went back and forth to and from the woods,16 and that this has
16.

This refers to Catholics’ obligation to confess and to receive communion
at least once a year during the Easter season.
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been her style of living (su modo de bibir) up until now. And
this was her response. She was asked about the whereabouts of
the Indian named Alonso, whom she carried off from this presidio while she was in the house of Captain don Thomás Menéndez. She said that she had not carried off the said Alonso, but,
rather, on various occasions he was ready for them to go off to
the woods together, and she had dissuaded him because of not
wanting to take him with her. And after this witness had fled
alone from the said house of Captain don Thomas Menéndez,
carried off an axe, and taken the trail of San Nicolás, she encountered the said Indian Alonso, who was following her, and both
together built a raft (balsa) and crossed the River of Salamototo.17
While they were camped near an arroyo on the other side for
four days, on the last of them the said Alonsso, having heard
the noise of birds (pájaros), went out, thinking there were deer,
and plunged into a field of very tall thick grass (pajonal). And
she grabbed a stick (palo) for pulling out ache. And on going in
search of it, she found a thicket (mata) of the said ache and she
stopped to pull it out (asacarla).18 And the said Alonso followed
the trail he was taking. And this witness, hearing the noise of
people and turning around, saw a troop of men. And one of
them came up to her and put his hands on her shoulders. And
the other two men of the said troop, brothers, one named Calesa
and the other Pequata nalis, went to the said Alonso and killed
him in the sight of this witness.19 And they left him there and
turned to her and those of the said troop, all of whom were
heathen, carried her off among all of them to where they were
camped. And while making arrangements for killing her, for
which they held her tied up, another troop of heathens came
along. And after they had managed to join up with them, they
suspended her execution and went off, while this witness remained alone with an ynija, who had come in the second troop,
17.

18.
19.

The trail led to a narrow crossing point Spaniards called “Pass of San
Nicolás” and the English, “Cow Ford.” The location became the site of the
town of Jacksonville in 1822. A fort built there in the second Spanish period
bore the name San Nicolás. (See Wood, Jacksonville’s Architectural Heritage,
229.)
Mata might be rendered also as plant, bush, or copse. In Portuguese, mata
has the sense of thicket, thick woods, or jungle.
Julian Granberry, A Grammar and Dictionary of the Timucuan Language, 2nd
ed. (Horseshoe Beach, FL, 1989), 175, 179, gives the meaning of pecuata
as vassal, servant, or boy, and nale as yellow.
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[and] who had grieved over what had happened.20 They let her
live because he told them not to kill her. And he untied her and
brought her with him. And she was asked how, if the ynija
brought her to his place with him, was she captured in the village
of San Francisco with the said Calesa? She stated that the said
ynija brought her along as she has said and that the said Calesa
and Pecuata nali mentioned earlier followed along after them.
And the aforesaid ynija told them that they were to go with her
and bring her to her place and that they were not to leave her
until she was safe. And the said ynija told this witness secretly
that, on reaching her place, she should give an account of things
to its caciques so that they might apprehend them on account
of being evil men. And after all three of them had traveled
together to the said village of San Francisco, the said Pecuatanali
turned back. And this witness and the said Calesa entered into
the said village of San Francisco. And as soon as she arrived, she
told the tale so that they might apprehend them, as they did.
She was asked if a heathen Indian named Calesa, imprisoned
along with her, whom they brought from the said village of San
Francisco, is the aggressor who killed the said Indian Alonso
and if she knows him. She said yes, that he is the very one who
killed him with a hatchet (achuela) in her presence and that she
knows him very well. She was asked if she knows or has reports
that the said Calesa has committed other murders. She stated
that the ynija, who freed her from death as she has testified,
told her in secret that the said Calesa and Pecuata nali were
treacherous and evil men and that Calesa alone had killed two
Christians and one heathen at the urging or order of his chief,
and that she should make this known in her place as a reason
for his imprisonment and that this is what she did. For that
reason they apprehended him. She was asked if she knows the
name of the chief who ordered the said Calesa to go about killing
men and where he is. She said that he was called Yabajica and
that he is heathen and that he is in a little place (lugarcillo) called
Biro Zebano close to (cercana a) Piriaco.21 And that there are up
to six people with the said cacique, all kinsmen (parientes), and
the said Calesa one of them. And they are all commanded and
20.
21.

Among Timucua and Apalachee the inija was second in command in the
native hierarchy and served as village administrator.
Granberry, in A Grammar, gives the meanings of biro as man, male, lover,
humanity, and son. He lists no word beginning with z.
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under orders from the said Chief Yabajica to kill people. And
when this, her statement, was explained to her through the said
interpreters, she said it was the truth and what she knows under
the burden of the oath that she has taken, which she reaffirms
and ratifies. And she did not sign because of not knowing how.
Her defender signed and one of the interpreters together with
his honor the said señor governor. . . .
Pablo de Hita Salazar, Joan de Pueyo, Alonsso Garsía Delavera
Before me Alonso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
Confession of Calesa, heathen.
In the city of St. Augustine of Florida on the said tenth day of
October, . . . don Pablo do Hita Salasar, . . . being in the fort of
this presidio, summoned a heathen Indian held for this case to
appear before him. Because the latter was not a Christian, the
oath was not received from him. And in the presence of Captain
don Juan del Pueyo, his defender, before me, notary, and
through the medium of Juan Bautista de la Cruz and Alonsso
Garsía, nominated interpreters, he was admonished to tell the
truth concerning what he was questioned about. And having
done so, he promised to do it. He was asked what his name was,
where he is a native of, how old he is, and what occupation he
has. He said that in his childhood they named him Calesa and
now that he is a man, Yazah. He did not know how to tell his
age. From his looks he appears to be twenty-five to thirty years
old. And [he said] that he is a native of the village of Alisa in
Acuera Province, and that his occupation has been hunter and
that he is a vassal and nephew of cacique Yabajica. He was asked
if, on the other side of the River of Salamototo close to (junta
a) an arroyo, he killed a Christian Indian named Alonsso, who
was in the company of an Indian woman, María Jacoba, held
for this case. He said that it is true that he killed him at the order
of his said chief, Yabajica, even though this witness sought to
dissuade him, telling him that he did not wish to kill him because
he was a Christian and that if they were to capture him sometime,
they would punish him. At this the said cacique replied to this
witness that the said Alonsso had wanted to kill him and, accordingly, that he should kill him. And if he did not, then he would
kill him. And then this witness went to Sante Feé and killed him
with a hatchet. He was asked if he has committed other murders.
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He said that he took a Christian Indian named Lorenzo, who
arrived at his place, out to the woods of la Chua to hunt alligators
(ciamanes). And when the opportunity arose he hit him with a
hatchet. And leaving him for dead, he returned to his place.
And within his own house he killed another Indian, a heathen
of his own nation. And he has not killed any others. He was
asked . . . as he now says that he has not killed more than three
men, whether he said four Christians and one heathen in the
council house at San Francisco de Potano when he was imprisoned by the caciques of the said village and they asked him how
many murders he had done. He stated that he has not wounded
or killed more than the three he has spoken of and admitted to.
And so that he might be believed, this confessant made the sign
of the cross, saying by it that he has not done any more than
the three murders that he has admitted. As he denies having
killed more persons than he stated, he was asked if he had stated
in the said council house of San Francisco that he had killed an
Indian man and woman within the limits of the village of
Salamototo in a spot called Pupo. He said that he has not killed
more than the three and that if there were more he would say
so. This confessant heard that said while he was in his place, but
he did not do it. He was asked if he knows that his cacique has
commanded his vassals to kill people. He said yes, that he knows
it. He was asked if in those environs of his place there are other
injurious Indians who go about doing harm. He said that he is
not aware of it. And this, his confession, having been explained
to him through the said interpreters, he said that it was the truth
and what he has stated, which he reaffirmed and ratified. He
did not sign because of not knowing how. His defender and one
of the interpreters signed it together with his honor, the señor
governor.
Pablo de Hita Salazar, Joan de Pueyo, Alonso Garsía Delavera
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
[In the following two documents the governor stated that the
confessions of the accused justified the filing of the charges
and set a deadline of six days within which they might present
their pleas and arguments for acquittal. A series of certifications follow in which each of the testifying witnesses ratified
the statements that they had made earlier. María Jacoba and
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Calesa’s ratifications of their confessions concluded this phase
of the process on November 7, 1678.]
I, the captain don Juan de Pueyo, nominated defender in the
case that is officially lodged in Royal Justice against María Jacoba
and Calessa, Indians imprisoned in the fort for the said case,
appear before your lordship in the best form that is appropriate
to my rights and theirs. I state that, whereas my said parties have
been notified about the auto of guilt and responsibility with a
deadline of six days within which to present their defense and
make a presentation in their favor and, being their defender, in
order to do so, I beg and petition your lordship in the name of
my clients that he order the present notary to give me the criminal
autos so that, in view of them, I may present arguments appropriate for them. That the giving of that order will be the justice
I seek for what is necessary.
Joan de Pueyo
Let the present notary hand over the criminal autos that have
emanated from this case, asking for a receipt for them.
[Certification for that having been done follows.]
I received this process from the present notary on seventeen
sheets, and for evidence of it I signed for it in St. Augustine
on the eighth of November of the year sixteen hundred and
seventy-eight.
I, Captain don Juan de Pueyo, nominated defender for María
Jacoba and Calessa, Indians imprisoned for this case, appear
before your lordship in name of the aforementioned in the best
form that is appropriate to my rights and I state that, after having
seen the auto of guilt and responsibility which your lordship
lodged against my said clients, taking their confessions into account and what appears in them that is favorable, your lordship
should and must revoke the two [autos] and annul the guilt
which is attributed to them for all the following general reasons
that there are in their favor.
One is that, even though in the said auto your lordship charges
the said María Jacova with the death of Alonsso, a Timuquan
Indian who went away with her, your lordship should and must
take note of her statement in which, as is evident, she dissuaded
him many times from going away with her because he was in
the service of his employer. And that, after having gone off
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alone, he followed her and came out on the trail to meet her.
And, even though she urged him to return home, it is certain
that it was his persistence that won out over the pressing arguments which she made to him as a woman. And he followed her
insistently. For when she set out from here she had no intention
of bringing anyone else with her but, rather [went] alone. And
it is certain that the said Alonsso in having followed her, as a
man, would do what he was disposed to do, to stop and set up
camp or to keep traveling. And the two, having set up camp and
stayed there for four days, his murder occurred. That in fleeing
by herself my said client would not have stopped so long until
she reached a place she was acquainted with and felt secure in,
for she lived by fleeing. And it is clear that they tarried there at
the orders of the said Indian [Alonso]. And that his enemies
caught and killed him when he set out in search of something
to eat. That even if they had caught the said María there alone,
as she did not owe them anything, they would have continued
their trip and would have left her alone. But, in having found
her in his company, she was condemned to death because of
him as she said. Another [reason] is that, even though she may
be charged with having lived in the woods as a runaway (zimarrona), she was not harmful to anyone while she was in them.
And during the time that she lived there, she came to confess
as a good Christian and to spend some time with her husband.
And being an inhabitant of the woods by nature, she lived there
without harm to anyone. And if she were a source of harm, it
is certain that her chiefs would have punished her for it during
one of the times she returned to her village. And in being without
guilt, she went from the enija’s place to her own to hand over
the Indians, whom he gave her, and to present the accusation
about what they did. Being free and in the woods, she would
remain with them [if she had been guilty] as did the said Pequata
nali, who fled the punishment, recognizing that he was guilty.
And as an innocent one the said María came to her place to
hand him over; . . . she would not have done so if she had done
something over which they could build a case against her. And
as she came there to serve justice, she is one who should be
protected with the innocence that accompanied her.
And as to the guilt and responsibility that attaches to the said
Calessa for the deaths of the said Alonsso and Lorenço and a
heathen, your lordship should and must take note that my said
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client is a heathen who does not recognize any other authority
or superior in his land than his uncle the chief, Jabahica. And
as his vassal, he and the rest were doing what he ordered them
[to do] (as they were obligated to do). And in the killing of the
said Alonsso, it is established by his statement [that] he objected
to it thrice. But as a vassal and inferior in fear of punishment
from the said cacique, he did what he had ordered him [to do].
And he killed the other two as a result of the order that he had
given to his people. And it being a general rule as it is among
the Indians, both heathen and Christian, [that] their greatest
exploit (valentía) and trophy is to kill their enemies to obtain
the name of noroco, he and the rest killed those whom they were
able to in virtue of the said order both for the said [status] and
to serve their chief. And as savages (Barbaros) ignorant of the
evil that they were doing, if they knew that they would be
punished for it, they would not have done it. Neither would my
said client have come to hand himself over to justice, being able
to flee as did his companion. But, like a barbarian and [as] ignorant thus of what he did as [he was] about what they would do
[to him], he came to the place of San Francisco where they
apprehended him. And this barbarism and ignorance can be
perceived in his confession and statement. For whereas he spoke
of those whom he killed as a brave exploit, among us it would
be the general rule to deny the crime and to confess to it only
on the occasion of torture, while he said it plainly and clearly.
And an assurance accompanies this ignorance, which he has
because he did not do it on his own initiative, but rather at the
order of and obliged by his lord and chief, whom he was obeying
as were the rest. And the guilt that there could be in this belongs
to the said chief and not to my said client, who was commanded
[to do it] and had an order for it like the rest, as is established
by his own statement and by that of the said Indian woman.
Because of all this that is here by allegation and what he does
and is able to do in my favor, I ask and beg your lordship to
deign to order that my clients be adjudged to be free because,
as I have said, no guilt nor responsibility is established against
them because the woman is innocent and the other one is saved
by ignorance and by being ordered [to do] it. That ordering it
thus will be the justice that I seek and strive for niz. notary &.
Joan de Pueyo
This brief is accepted as presented and let it be placed with
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the other autos and let them be considered in providing what
is justice. . . . Don Pablo de Hita Salasar . . . published it on the
ninth day of November of the year 1678, I certify.
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
In the litigation and criminal case, which has been officially prosecuted in the Royal Justice against Calesa, heathen Indian native
to the village of Alisa in Acuera Province concerning the murders
of two Christian Indians and one heathen that he has done in
the woods and against María Jacoba, a Christian Indian woman
[illegible word] fugitive, having seen the autos and their merits
and the rest that there was to be seen,
I find that I must condemn and I do condemn the said
Calesa to be taken from the prison in which he is with a
rope around his neck in the form of justice and that he be
brought through the public and usual streets with the town
crier so that he may publish his crimes; and that he be
brought to the gallows, where it is customary to do justice,
and that he be garroted at its foot until he dies naturally
and that afterward he be hung from the said gallows. As
a notice and example to all, he is not to be removed from
them without my permission. And because of the guilt that
is established in the said autos against María Jacoba, Christian Indian woman native to the village of San Francisco
de Potano in Timuqua Province, because of wandering
through the woods as a fugitive without paying attention
to the divine precept, being the cause of murders and atrocities, I condemn her to perpetual exile in the city of
Havana for all her life and let her not dare to come back
to these provinces under the penalty of death. And,
likewise, I condemn her to be taken in way of justice from
the prison where she is and marched through the public
streets with the town crier, who will publish her crime. And
that she be given one hundred lashes as a notice and example to all. And that she be returned to the prison where
she is until there is a vessel going to the said city of Havana
where she is to serve her exile. And by this my sentence I
pronounce and give orders accordingly, judging definitively without condemning the accused for the costs because
of the notoriety of the proof.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
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[In the following document, the notary certified that the
governor signed the sentence.]
In the city of St. Augustine, provinces of Florida, on the sixteenth
day of the month of November of the year 1678, I, the present
notary, went to the fort of this city and presidio and in the
presence of Captain don Juan del Pueyo, judicial defender for
these said defendants, and through the medium of Juan Bautista
de la Cruz, interpreter, I read the sentence of this other part to
them in person. This was explained to them by the said interpreter [so] that they heard it and understood it. And in the name
of his clients the said defender stated that he was appealing the
said sentence by word of mouth before the King our lord and
the gentlemen of the Royal Council of the Indies and he publicly
declares [his intention] to do it more formally within the limit
of six days. And this was his response, Captain don Jerónimo
de Hita, lieutenant of the said fort, Captain Lásaro Llaca, and
the ensign Bartolomé Pérez de los Reies, and other soldiers who
were present being witnesses. I certify that their said defender
signed it.
Juan de Pueyo
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
The Defender’s Appeal of the Sentences.
I, Captain don Juan de Pueyo, nominated by your lordship as
defender of Calessa, heathen Indian, and of María Jacoba for
this case, appear before your lordship for which there is place
in the law for my said clients. And I say that the present notary
made known to me the sentence of death that your lordship has
decreed against the said Calessa for the murders which he has
committed. And because of having presented what is contained
in my petition for his defense, which I ratify and present anew,
your lordship ought and must deign to look at this case mercifully
and revoke the said death sentence commuting it to another
punishment such as exile from these provinces or to be a slave
for his majesty, keeping in mind the necessity for them that
exists for the royal works because the aforesaid acted under
orders from his chief and because all the guilt belongs to the
latter. Also in the sentence of whipping and exile that your
lordship pronounced at the same time against the said María
Jacova for being a runaway and not attending to her obligations
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as a Christian, it is established by her statement that she went to
confession every year, for this reason and because of her being
a woman, and because she came in as an innocent party, your
lordship must deign to revoke the punishment of whipping because of her being very ill and debilitated from the long stay in
prison that she has had and that awaits her and because of what
I have presented earlier in her favor, to which I refer. If what
I am asking for by this my plea is not granted, speaking in their
name with all due respect, from this moment I appeal both
sentences to His Majesty and to the lords of his Royal Council
so that they may provide a sentence that is appropriate with
attention to the said autos prepared for this case. Let me be
given the depositions and affidavits necessary for this. I ask for
justice and what is necessary.
Juan de Pueyo
The Governor’s Response.
In the city of St. Augustine, provinces of Florida, on the
eighteenth day of the month of November of the year 1678, . . .
don Pablo de Hita Salasar, . . . having seen the plea presented
on the part of Captain don Juan de Pueyo as defender of Calesa
and of María Jacoba, imprisoned and sentenced because of the
merits of the said case, concerning which he asks that the sentence
of death pronounced against the said Calesa be lifted. And,
similarly, that the said María Jacoba be free from the whipping,
commuting the said sentence to exile, I say that the sentence
that was lately pronounced on the fifteenth day of the present
month should be maintained and executed notwithstanding the
appeal that has been interposed, not leaving way in the suspensive
and restorable, his honor declares that he be given copies that
he asks for so that he may seek recourse for the rights of his
clients where it is most appropriate. And his honor provided,
ordered, and signed this.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
Governor’s Order for the Apprehension of Chief Jabajica.
In the city of St. Augustine, provinces of Florida, on the
eighteenth day of the month of November of the year 1678,
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. . . don Pablo de Hita Salasar . . . said that whereas his honor
has officially proceeded in royal justice against Calesa, heathen
Indian, for three murders that he treacherously committed and
likewise against María Jacoba, their introducer and principal
cause, and whereas it has become apparent from their statements
that a cacique named Jabajica, who lives with few vassals in the
area they call Alisa, had given orders to his subjects that they
should kill all the Christian Indians whom they came across
however they might be able to, and because so serious a crime
is worthy of a remedy, chastisement, and punishment, not only
for the elimination of such atrocious crimes but also so that the
Christian natives who are subject to the Evangelical Law and
who have given obedience to his majesty may be able to travel
through the trails, valleys, and woods with full security without
fear that such enormous crimes can be committed against them,
it has appeared to be very appropriate to his honor that every
possible effort be made to apprehend and punish the said Chief
Jabajica. And to achieve what is of such importance for both
majesties, he is entrusting its execution . . . to don Tomás de
Medina, cacique of the doctrina and place of Santa Feé so that,
as the most prestigious defender of the Evangelical Law and of
all those things that pertain to the service of his majesty, as soon
as he receives a copy of this auto he may set out with the vassals
under his jurisdiction who appear to him to be adequate for the
area where he has reports that the said Chief Jabajica may be,
attempting to capture him, and until he achieves it, making all
the appropriate and necessary efforts for that purpose. And as
soon as he has captured him, he will bring him to this presidio
in shackles under full and good security with all of his vassals
who are available with the said Chief don Thomás de Medina
personally bringing them for greater security. And his honor so
provided, ordered, and signed.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
The Governor’s Order for the Execution of His Sentences.
Don Pablo de Hita Salasar, governor and captain general. . . .
By the present, I order and command the adjutant Juan Antonio
de Aiala, who is sergeant-major of the companies of this presidio,
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that on the Monday that is reckoned to be the twenty-eighth of
this present month of November at nine in the morning he take
out from the fort of this presidio where they are imprisoned
Calesa, heathen Indian, and likewise María Jacoba, Christian
Indian woman, and have them pass through the usual public
streets in accord with the sentence pronounced against the
aforementioned. And in the course of that passage he will have
one hundred lashes given to the said María Jacoba and then
return her to the said fort. He will have the said Calesa brought
to the foot of the gallows where he is to be garroted until he
dies naturally. And afterward he is to be hung from the said
gallows. And under this order I command Captain don
Gerónimo de Hita Salasar, lieutenant of the said fort, to deliver
the aforementioned to the said adjutant Juan Antonio de Aiala
for the purpose alluded to and to receive the said María Jacoba
again as a prisoner in accord with it. Issued in St. Augustine of
Florida on the nineteenth day of the month of November of the
year 1678.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
By order of the señor governor and captain general
Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the government.
This is the justice which the King our Lord orders to be done
to this man for the murders that he has treacherously committed
with malice aforethought and the señor don Pablo de Hita
Salasar, governor and captain general of this city and its provinces by his Majesty, in his royal name. Whoever does such pays
such a price.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
This is the justice that the King our Lord orders to be done and
in his royal name the señor don Pablo de Hita Salasar . . . to this
woman for wandering through the fields as a fugitive without
attending to the divine precepts and for being the cause of the
deaths and atrocities. Whoever does such pays such a price.
Pablo de Hita
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
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Verification.
In the city of St. Augustine, provinces of Florida, on the twentieth
day of the month of November of the year 1678, . . . don Pablo
de Hita Salasar . . . said that, although his honor has given
sentence definitively against Calesa, native Indian from Acuera
Province, so that he would die naturally and afterward be hanged,
and likewise, against María Jacoba, Christian Indian woman,
that she was to be whipped and exiled from these provinces for
the crimes that are established by the autos, he was calling up
the said sentence relative to the death sentence pronounced
against the said Calesa, and he was ordering that he should be
publicly placed at the foot of the gallows to carry out the said
death sentence to set an example so that the natives of these
provinces would be dissuaded from committing scandalous
crimes. And he was commuting the said sentence so that he
would be exiled for all the days of his life serving at forced labor
as a slave of his majesty in the Castillo del Morro of the city of
Havana. This sentence is to be carried out and executed with
the first vessel that leaves this presidio by sending a copy of this
auto to the señor don Francisco de Ledesma, Knight of the Order
of Santiago, governor and captain general of the said city. And
by this his auto his honor so provided, ordered, and signed. I
certify this.
Pablo de Hita Salazar
Before me Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the
government.
In St. Augustine of Florida on the said day, month, and year I,
notary, in fulfillment of the auto of this other part, went to the
fort of this presidio where Calesa, a heathen Indian, is imprisoned, and I read it and made it known to him through the
medium of Juan Bautista de la Cruz, nominated interpreter, and
I certify that he understood it.
Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the government.
I, the adjutant, Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for
the government of this city and presidio of St. Augustine of
Florida, certify and give true testimony that on the twentieth
day of the month of November of this present year of 1678 the
sentence pronounced against María Jacoba, Timuquan Indian
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woman, was carried out relative to the lashes. And, likewise,
Calesa, Indian man native to Acuera Province, was passed
through the usual public streets of this city and placed at the
foot of the gallows. And from there he was put back in the royal
fort of this city and redelivered to its lieutenant. And so that it
may be evident, I am putting this present copy in these autos in
St. Augustine of Florida on the said day, month, and year.
Alonsso Solana, notary for the public and for the government.
[End of the record for this case.]
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Osceola’s Legacy. By Patricia R. Wickman. (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1991. xxvi, 255 pp. Acknowledgments, appendices, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95, paper.)

P

R. Wickman’s study of Osceola is not a typical
biography. She outlines the major events in the life of Osceola, but her focus is primarily on Osceolana— that is, the artifacts associated with the hero of the Seminoles’ struggle to
remain in their homeland. She attempts to separate the genuine
accounts of his life and accurate visual representations of him
from those that are derivative, and she authenticates some personal belongings while casting considerable doubt on others. Her
narrative reads like a detective story. Like all detective work,
some of her investigation is technical and dull, while other parts
are exciting historical drama. But the drama lies not so much in
who Osceola was but in who he has become.1
Osceola was born about 1804 in the Creek nation near present-day Tuskegee, Alabama. 2 In his early years, he was known
as Billy Powell. The descendant of an intermarried couple, Osceola probably understood— and perhaps spoke— some English,
but his upbringing was largely traditional. His family sided with
the Red Sticks during the Creek War of 1813-1814, and at the
end of the war they fled to north Florida. Captured and then
released by Andrew Jackson in 1818, Osceola’s family joined
earlier refugees in Florida and became part of the emerging
ATRICIA
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The title of this essay is based on Robert F. Berkhofer’s The White Man’s
Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present (New York,
1978).
The best account of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Creek
history is Michael D. Green, The Politics of Indian Removal: Creek Government
and Society in Crisis (Lincoln, NE, 1982).
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Seminole people . 3 As a young man, he acquired the title Ussa
Yaholo, or Black Drink Singer, which was anglicized to Osceola.
He had at least two, and perhaps four, wives and several children.
Osceola rose to prominence in the 1830s as a leader of the
anti-removal Seminoles.4 After Jackson’s inauguration in 1829,
the United States stepped up its efforts to force Native peoples
to exchange their homelands east of the Mississippi for territory
in what is today Oklahoma. This removal policy dated back to
Thomas Jefferson’s administration (1801-1809). Over the years,
the United States employed a variety of tactics to accomplish
removal: Government trading posts permitted Native customers
to run up debts that land cessions canceled, United States agents
enticed disgruntled individuals to remove, and treaty commissioners bribed chiefs to negotiate land sales.5 By 1830, however,
these efforts had stalled. Government trading posts closed, most
people who wanted to move west had done so, and those who
remained had created governments that made chiefs more responsible to their people and land sales a capital offense. Consequently, the United States turned to more coercive means for
dispossessing the Indians.
In 1830, Congress passed the Indian Removal Act, which
authorized the president to negotiate with Native peoples for a
complete exchange of their lands.6 Soon the Choctaws and Chickasaws in Mississippi and the Creeks in Alabama signed removal
treaties. These agreements provided for a division of the land
among individual tribe members who could then sell their property and remove or retain their land and live under state law.
Few protections of title existed, and thousands of Native people
subsequently lost their land through fraud.7 These experiences
made the two remaining southern Indian nations, the Cherokees
and the Seminoles, determined to resist. The Cherokees, who
had adopted many aspects of Anglo-American culture, decided
3. J. Leitch Wright chronicles this transformation in Creeks and Seminoles: The
Destruction and Regeneration of the Muscogulgee People (Lincoln, 1986).
4. The standard study is John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War,
1835-1842 (Gainesville, 1967: revised ed., Gainesville, 1985).
5. Francis Paul Prucha, American Indian Policy in the Formative Years: The Indian
Trade and Intercourse Acts, 1790-1834 (Cambridge, 1962).
6. Ronald N. Satz, American Indian Policy in the Jacksonian Era (Lincoln, 1975).
7. For an account of the horrors of allotment, see Mary E. Young, Redskins,
Ruffleshirts, and Rednecks: Allotment in Alabama and Mississippi, 1830-1860
(Norman, OK, 1961).
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to fight removal in the United States courts and ultimately won
a paper victory before the Supreme Court in 1832. 8 The
Seminoles, however, had neither the knowledge nor inclination
to resist removal on the white man’s terms.
In 1832, a group of Seminole leaders agreed to go west to
look over the land to which the United States proposed to move
them. While they were a thousand miles from home, their agent
either forced or tricked them into signing a removal treaty. Whatever the circumstances, the United States Senate ratified the
treaty, and the federal government prepared to enforce its terms.
In this context of mounting tensions, Osceola came to the forefront. More outspoken than Micanopy, the Seminole headman,
Osceola became the focal point of resistance to removal. In 1835,
his protests against the fraudulent treaty landed him in prison
by order of Wiley Thompson, the Seminole’s new agent. Only
Osceola’s acquiesence to a removal treaty and the surety of two
pro-removal chiefs secured his release, but this change of heart
was merely a ruse. Osceola soon turned from words to action.
He and a group of warriors executed Charley Emathla, one of
the pro-removal chiefs; then they attacked Fort King, killing
agent Thompson and four others, while another group attacked
Major Francis Dade’s company. Finally, they resisted a United
States assault on their stronghold at Withlacoochee. By the end
of the year, the Seminoles, under Osceola’s military leadership,
were at war with the United States. Osceola’s armed resistance
to removal continued until his capture under a flag of truce in
1837. Imprisoned first at St. Augustine and later at Fort Moultrie
in Charleston, Osceola died in January 1838. Here begins
Wickman’s real story.
Osceola fascinated the American public. Newspapers carried
accounts of his exploits in the Florida swamps, and correspondents described Osceola’s appearance, character, name, and facility with English. They debated the details of events involving
him and the government’s policy in dealing with his followers.
In these accounts, Osceola enjoyed far more prominence than
other leaders such as Micanopy, whom the Seminoles considered
his superior. The fiery warrior, however, made better copy than
8.

The two major studies of Cherokees in this period are William McLaughlin’s
Cherokees and Missionaries, 1789-1839 (New Haven, 1984) and his Cherokee
Renascence in the New Republic (Princeton, 1986).
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the quiet, deliberate old chief. In 1836, two first-hand accounts
of the Seminole War appeared as books and featured descriptions of Osceola. One of these, Myer M. Cohen’s Notices of Florida
and the Campaigns, also contained the first engraved portrait of
Osceola, complete with plumes, gorget, tomahawk, knife, gun,
9
and powderhorn. Wickman concludes, however, that the engraving “bears no relationship whatsoever to reality, nor is it
even well executed artistically” (p. 48).
Osceola’s capture did not put a damper on his popularity; if
anything, defeat enhanced it. While he was in captivity at Fort
Moultrie, the citizens of Charleston clamored to see him. When
Osceola and a group of other captives attended the theater (yes,
the theater!) in early January 1838, it was packed, and the production on stage was not the main attraction. The scene inspired
local author James Birchett Ransom to publish a five-verse poem
two days later in the newspaper and a largely fictitious book,
Osceola; or, Fact and Fiction: a Tale of the Seminole War, by a Southerner, later in the year.10 Artists from far and near sought permission to paint the famous captive, and hoards packed the chamber
to watch Osceola sit for two painters at a time. George Catlin,
the most renowned painter of Native peoples in early nineteenthcentury America, closed his New York gallery, ended his lecture
series, and hurried to Charleston to paint Osceola, whose health
was declining. The lithographs and engravings based on these
original works made Osceola the most recognizable Native American in the antebellum United States.
When Osceola died on January 30, 1838, attending physician
Dr. Frederick Weedon and the commander of the guard, Captain
Pitcairn Morrison, removed his personal effects from the coffin
in clear and cognizant violation of Native burial practices that
interred belongings with the deceased. Rather than turning these
items over to Osceola’s two wives who were with him in captivity
or even to the United States government, they kept them.
Weedon’s share included a carbine, powder horn, lock of hair,
sketch, brass pipe, silver concho and earrings, a garter, and a
knife. Many of his belongings passed through several generations
of Weedons and into the public domain. Morrison took the
9.
10.

Myer M. Cohen, Notices of Florida and the Campaigns (Charleston, 1836;
facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1964).
James Birchett Ransom, Osceola: or, Fact and Fiction: a Tale of the Seminole
War, by a Southerner (New York, 1838).
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plumes Osceola had worn in his turban, the silk shawl he used
for a turban, two belts, a garter, three silver gorgets, and a
mirrored hairbrush. Morrison also obtained Osceola’s plaster
death cast. The cast is now in the Smithsonian, but the other
artifacts changed hands several times and disappeared.
Osceola suffered even greater indignity than theft, however,
before Dr. Weedon consigned his body to the grave: Weedon
removed the head. He kept the embalmed head at Fort Moultrie
for several weeks until the Seminoles that accompanied him from
Florida departed for the West. The good doctor then returned
to his home in St. Augustine and carried the head with him.
According to Weedon family tradition, he displayed the head at
his drugstore or in his home office for several years. Finally, in
1843, his son-in-law, who was also a physician, sent the head to
Dr. Valentine Mott in New York City. Mott was a famous surgeon
who had a collection of over one thousand anatomical specimens.
He indicated his intention to keep the head at home rather than
on display in his museum at the Medical College of the City of
New York for fear that it might be stolen. Whether he ultimately
moved the head to the Medical College is uncertain, but in 1865,
shortly after Mott’s death, fire destroyed the museum. The fate
of Osceola’s head is unknown.
Wickman concludes her book with an account of extant artifacts associated with Osceola and the recent appearance on the
market of a gun and powderhorn, purportedly belonging to
Osceola but probably fraudulent. Appendices summarize the
artifacts and graphic representations, and the lightly annotated
bibliography lists sources for the study of both Osceola and Osceolana. Wickman’s detective work and her presentation of the
evidence is impressive and convincing. She effectively sorts out
what observers actually saw from hearsay or secondhand accounts, and she is able to establish the authenticity of artifacts
and physical remains. We now know, as the author promised,
much more about Osceola’s material legacy. What we do not
learn from the book is why Osceola held such fascination for
Anglo-Americans. Why did they describe him, paint him, steal
from him, and even decapitate his corpse?
Because of their obsession with Osceola, his material legacy
belongs to Anglo-Americans, not Seminoles or other Native
peoples. In fact, Osceola may have played a larger role in AngloAmerican culture than in his own. Among the Seminoles, he
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never achieved the distinction of headman like Micanopy whose
age and wisdom contributed to his stature. Micanopy and others
came into positions of leadership before the removal crisis and
inspired confidence for reasons that Anglo-Americans could not
fathom. Nevertheless, these chiefs did not hold sway over the
Seminoles on each and every issue, and their people sought
leadership from other quarters when circumstance demanded
it. Osceola was, in modern political parlance, a “single-issue candidate.” He spoke passionately against removal, and he developed a following where this issue was concerned. The narrow
scope of his power does not diminish our view of his leadership
abilities because removal, after all, was the major issue in the
1830s. The following his position attracted led Anglo-Americans,
according to Wickman, to give “him more status than had his
cultural peers” (p. 30). He was a leader for troubled times but
not perhaps for all times. He ceased to be much of a factor in
Seminole life or culture after his capture in 1837 and his followers’ deportation to the West in 1838. He never became a folk
hero for resisting removal in the way that Tsali did among the
Eastern Band of Cherokees.11 Tsali has been a unifying symbol
for the Eastern Cherokees, but Osceola’s posthumous role among
the Seminoles seems to have been limited to a request for the
return of his remains in the late 1940s. This turbulent period
in Seminole history ultimately gave rise to the organization of a
separate Miccosukee nation, and the request may well have
grown out of division rather than union.12
If Osceola’s legacy has had relatively little meaning for
Seminoles, why has it captivated Anglo-Americans? Perhaps because Osceola was an Indian whom they believed they understood. In the early nineteenth century, many Anglo-Americans
were almost as perplexed by Native peoples as they had been
two centuries earlier. An intensive effort to “civilize” the Indians— that is, to turn them into literate, Christian, republican
farmers— had achieved limited results.13 In 1813, Thomas Jeffer11. John R. Finger, “The Saga of Tsali: Legend Versus Reality,” North Carolina
Historical Review 56 (January 1979) 1-18.
12. James W. Covington, “Trail Indians of Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly
58 (July 1979), 37-57; Harry A. Kersey, Jr., “‘Give us Twenty-Five Years’:
Florida Seminoles From Near Termination to Self-Determination, 19531957,” Florida Historical Quarterly 67 (January 1989), 290-309.
13. Bernard W. Sheehan, Seeds of Extinction: Jeffersonian Philanthropy and the
American Indian (Chapel Hill, 1973).
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son interpreted the defection of many Native peoples to the
British side as a rejection of the government’s “benevolent plan
. . . to teach them agriculture and the rudiments of the most
necessary arts.“14 Almost twenty years later, Andrew Jackson’s
secretary of war, Lewis Cass, described the failure of the Indians
to become “civilized.” “It is difficult to conceive that any branch
of the human family can be less provident in arrangement, less
frugal in enjoyment, less industrious in acquiring, more implacable in their resentments, more ungovernable in their passions,
with fewer principles to guide them, with fewer obligations to
restrain them, and with less knowledge to improve and instruct
them.“15 Certainly the Cherokees, governed under a constitution
and informed by a bilingual newspaper, seemed to have made
“progress,” but critics charged that even the Cherokee success
was superficial, limited to “half-breeds” and those who had purchased slaves.16
Most Native peoples simply denied that the white man’s way
of life was superior to their own and adamantly refused to exchange their customs, values, and beliefs for his. Despite centuries of observation, exactly what Native peoples clung to remained a mystery to most Anglo-Americans. Materially impoverished, without discernible religion, and lacking formal government, Native culture seemed to be a vacuum. Yet Indians
refused to change, and they refused to move. Their “uncivilized”
societies challenged “progress,” and their recalcitrance impeded
it. The behavior of Native peoples simply made no sense in the
context of an aggressively expanding Anglo-American culture.
Osceola, however, was a man of action; he behaved in understandable ways as he fought for his homeland.
Osceola became the standard by which many Seminoles would
be unfairly judged by subsequent generations of Anglo-Americans. In the 1930s, the federal agent to the Florida Seminoles,
James Glenn, held his charges partly responsible for their own
14.
15.
16.

Thomas Jefferson to Baron von Humbolt, December 6, 1813, The Writings
of Thomas Jefferson, Paul Leicester Ford, ed., 10 vols. (New York, 1892-1899),
IX, 431.
Lewis Cass, “Removal of the Indians,” North American Review 30 (January
1830), 73.
Ibid., 71-72. See also Albert Gallatin, “Synopsis of the Indian Tribes Within
the United States East of the Rocky Mountains,” Archaeologia Americana:
Transactions and Collections of the American Antiquarian Society, 7 vols. (Cambridge, 1836), II, 157.
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material poverty and exploitation by the tourist industry. “What
kind of role do the Indians want to play in their relation to the
other citizens of America? You can bet their last dime that Osceola, the Great Seminole, could answer that. No step-citizenship
for him! No ‘nigger’with his head through a sheet for the white
crowds to throw baseballs at.“17 While Glenn’s outrage at the
humiliation suffered by some Florida Seminoles is commendable,
his implication that Osceola would have demanded full citizenship hardly is supported by the historical evidence. Furthermore,
the tourist industry to which he so adamantly objected helped
to make a traditional way of life economically viable and personally satisfying to many Seminoles and gave them an alternative
to forcible relocation on federal reservations.18 Resistance, at
least from Indians, was easier to comprehend than accommodation.
Anglo-Americans also found Osceola’s military leadership
far more comprehensible than the civic-religious leadership of
Micanopy. Osceola was like Tecumseh, the great Native military
leader in the War of 1812. In the view of most Anglo-Americans,
power rested with Tecumseh; however, among Indians, his
brother, the spiritual leader Tenkswatawa, held sway. Military
might, Americans could understand; moral power was a more
remote concept.19 The line between military and civil authority
was particularly blurred in the 1830s because of the commanding
presence of Andrew Jackson, the United States’ first was hero
since George Washington. If anything, the reverence in which
most Anglo-Americans held Jackson increased during his pres20
idency. The hero of New Orleans salvaged his nation’s honor
17.

James Lafayette Glenn, My Work Among the Florida Seminoles, Harry A.
Kersey, Jr., ed. (Orlando, 1982), 106.
18. Harry A. Kersey, Jr.. The Florida Seminoles and the New Deal, 1833-1942
(Boca Raton, 1989).
19. This is the thesis of R. David Edmunds in The Shawnee Prophet (Lincoln,
1983). The so-called “patriot chiefs” have always enjoyed more fame in
Anglo-American culture than leaders who attempted cultural revitalization
or accommodation. See R. David Edmunds, Tecumseh and the Quest for Indian
Leadership (Boston, 1984), and American Indian Leaders: Studies in Diversity
(Lincoln, 1980). A recent work that links spiritual and military leadership
with a new sense of racial solidarity is Gregory Evans Dowd, A Spirited
Resistance: The North American Indian Struggle for Unity, 1745-1815 (Baltimore, 1992).
20. Robert Remini has written a three-volume biography of Andrew Jackson.
Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Empire (New York, 1977); Andrew
Jackson and the Course of American Freedom, 1822-1832 (New York, 1981);
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at the end of an ignominious war, and his reputed strength in
the face of overwhelming odds gave rise to his nickname, “Old
Hickory.” Like Osceola, Jackson did not always follow the rules;
he disobeyed orders and violated international law. Thus his
perceived indifference to overly restrictive rules added to his
stature in many quarters. Jackson set the heroic standard in the
antebellum United States.
While no one would have compared Osceola favorably to
Jackson, antebellum Americans saw him in a role that Jackson
had defined. Not content merely to continue a doomed way of
life, Osceola struck out against the oppressor and restored his
nation’s honor on the field of battle. Osceola challenged a force
of superior arms and numbers, he broke international law (as
defined by Europeans) by repudiating a signed agreement, and
he fought for his homeland. He fit the heroic standard of the
age. The descriptions of him confirm this view. One source describes him as a “truly great warrior” and another as a “good
warrior and a gentlemanly indian,” (pp. 36, 44).21 One can almost
imagine the notoriously hot-headed Jackson behaving like Osceola reportedly did at a council in 1835. “Becoming more and
more impatient of his exclusion from the conference, he suddenly stalked across the stoop, jerked out his knife, and
flourished it around his head with the most savage vehemence.
Never have I seen a more striking figure than he presented at
that time” (p. 42).22 Most antebellum Americans would have concurred with the army surgeon who wrote, “If only half that has
been said of this indomitable warrior be true, he was a most
remarkable man” (p. 31) .23 Portraits convey this impression of
Osceola, particularly the one by Catlin. Proud, defiant, self-confident, yet haunting and sad, Osceola’s portraits are reminiscent
of Jackson’s. Old Hickory, too, endured tragedy, particularly in
his scandalous, childless marriage to his beloved Rachel who
suffered social snubs, a long illness, and an early death. Jackson’s

21.
22.
23.

and Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Democracy, 1833-1845 (New
York, 1984).
Wickman quotes from the Army and Navy Chronicle 7 (July 28, 1936), 57-58;
and the diary of Henry Prince, January 21, 1837, P. K. Yonge Library of
Florida History, University of Florida Library, Gainesville.
Wickman quotes from the New Bern [N.C.] Spectator, February 26, 1836.
Wickman quotes from Jacob Rhett Motte, Journey Into Wilderness, James F.
Sunderman, ed. (Gainesville, 1963), 140.
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trials, like Osceola’s, enhanced rather than compromised his
heroic image.
Jackson gave Americans a context within which to understand
someone like Osceola, but he also created the need for Osceola.
Jackson’s great victory at New Orleans was glorious and honorable, unlike the guerrilla war that raged in the Florida swamps.
In the Seminole War, thousands of men and countless funds
went into operations against small groups of poorly fed, clad,
and armed Indian men, women, and children. The Seminole
nation was not the British army Jackson had faced at New Orleans, and the Seminole War seemed particularly ignoble by
comparison. Concepts of honor, especially prevalent in the
South, insisted that opponents be equal.24 A participant brought
dishonor to himself by accepting the challenge of an inferior.
Consequently, the Seminole War could be an honorable enterprise only if the Seminoles were worthy foes. Osceola, in the
eyes of many Americans, made the Seminoles a well-matched
enemy and the war an honorable one. Furthermore, the elevation
of Osceola made the victory over him all the sweeter.
Osceola’s capture and death symbolized the end of “savagery”
in the East. Many Anglo-Americans believed that a “civilized”
people and a “savage” one could not coexist, and that “civilization” would triumph because farmers destroyed the forest resources on which “savage” hunters depended. Cass reflected the
conventional wisdom of the age when he wrote, “A barbarous
people, depending for subsistence upon scanty and precarious
supplies furnished by the chase, cannot live in contact with a
civilized community.“25 When Indians fought back in order to
preserve their “savage” way of life, the numerical and technological superiority of “civilized” people simply hastened their destruction. In the defeat of Osceola, the quintessential “savage,”
Anglo-Americans confirmed that they were right: Failure to become “civilized” resulted in death, albeit a heroic and romantic
death.
Osceola’s fate made removal, an alternative to extinction,
seem all the more humane. Alexis de Tocqueville observed that
the United States had solved its Indian problem “with singular
felicity, tranquilly, legally, philanthropically, without shedding
24.
25.

For the classic study on this aspect of southern culture, see Bertram WyattBrown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old South (New York, 1982).
Cass, “Removal of the Indians,” 64.
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blood, and without violating a single great principle of morality
in the eyes of the world. It is impossible to destroy men with
more respect for the laws of humanity.“26 Removal offered temporary protection to “savages” who faced annihilation by “civilizing” forces. Removal also afforded them another chance to adopt
“civilization” and secure their survival before the advancing
Anglo-American frontier reached them.
The conviction that a Native way of life could not survive in
North America may help explain why Weedon and Morrison
removed Osceola’s personal effects. These mementos of “savagery” had antiquarian value because most people presumed that
Native Americans were about to vanish completely from the face
of the earth. Indians represented the past in an era that was
beginning to pay particular attention to the material culture of
ancient peoples. Napoleon’s armies had discovered countless
treasure troves in Egypt, and by the 1820s, Jean-Francois Champollion had deciphered the Rosetta stone, which unlocked the
secret of hieroglyphics. In the 1830s, a young Heinrich
Schliemann began to read about Troy and to dream of finding
the presumably mythical city, and John Lloyd Stephens “rediscovered” the magnificent Mayan ruins of Central America.27 These
events almost certainly did not motivate Weedon and Morrison,
but they did contribute to the intellectual milieu that informed
and shaped scientific investigation and collection development.
Weedon and Morrison may be seen as representative of the same
kind of interest in material culture that led in the 1840s to the
founding of the Smithsonian Institution where Osceola’s death
mask now rests.28 Osceola’s possessions— like those of the Pleistocene, the Egyptians, and the Trojans— belonged to history because “savagery” was passing from the scene.
The nineteenth-century interest in physical remains also
helps explain the treatment of Osceola’s corpse. Reluctant to
26.
27.
28.

Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Henry Reeve, trans. 2 vols.
(New York, 1957), I, 369.
For a lively account of the rediscovery of the material past, see C. W. Ceram,
Gods, Graves, and Scholars: The Story of Archaeology, E. B. Garside, trans. (New
York, 1953).
In particular, see Robert Bieder, Science Encounters the Indian, 1820-1880:
The Early Years of American Ethnology (Norman, 1986). For the role of the
Smithsonian, see Curtis M. Hinsley, Jr., Savages and Scientists: The Smithsonian
Institution and the Development of American Anthropology, 1846-1910
(Washington, 1981).
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inter important “scientific” evidence, Weedon removed and preserved Osceola’s head. His behavior, abhorrent as it may be to
us today, reflected the scientific attitudes of his time. Nineteenthcentury scientists tended to regard humans as physical specimens
rather than spiritual, moral, or intellectual beings. Unfortunately, twentieth-century Anglo-Americans, who are more interested in Indian artifacts than in the cultures that produced
them, frequently do the same. This near obsession with physical
remains led vandals to attempt to remove Osceola’s skeleton
from its grave in 1966, and concern about the authenticity of
the remains prompted subsequent excavation of the gravesite
by National Park Service archaeologists. Most Anglo-Americans
view the archaeologists’excavation as more legitimate than that
of the vandals, but many Native peoples do not. Certainly the
same interest in the material aspects of human culture motivate
both archaeologists and vandals, though for vastly different purposes, and that same interest links them to Dr. Weedon and
Osceola’s head. The issues raised by the theft and the exhumation
are ones that modern archaeologists and Native peoples debate,
another legacy perhaps of Osceola.29 How can we protect the
thousands of Native sites from amateur pot hunters or dealers
in Indian artifacts? How important are physical remains to the
study of the Native past? Who owns Native remains? What does
a scholar do when Native peoples object to the excavation of
burial or sacred sites? Should skeletal remains and sacred objects
be displayed in museums? What responsibilities do archaeologists
and museums with archaeological holdings have toward Native
peoples? Recent federal legislation has addressed these questions, many archaeologists recognize the rights of Native peoples,
but the issues are far from resolved. The scientific traditions of
Native and Western cultures are quite different and make resolution unlikely.
While archaeology continues to be a reputable science,
another line of inquiry that developed, in the nineteenth century
29.

For a survey of the issues, see Harvey Arden, “Who Owns Our Past?”
National Geographic (March 1989) and Devon Abbott, “An Indian Viewpoint
on the Subject of Desecration of Sacred Burial Sites and Questionable Need
for Scientific Study of Indian Remains,” Akwesasne Notes (Spring 1986).
Rayna Green and Nancy Marie Mitchell of the National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, have compiled “American Indian
Sacred Objects, Skeletal Remains, Repatriation and Reburial: A Resource
Guide, 1990” which is very useful.
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has been thoroughly discredited. Phrenology, which was gaining
in popularity at the time of Osceola’s death, sought strictly physical explanations for differences in human beings.30 Or perhaps
more accurately, scientists believed that intelligence and morality
had physical manifestations. In particular, phrenologists
examined skulls, living and dead, for irregularities that revealed
quirks of character. Some phrenologists went beyond individuals.
The “father of American anthropology,” Samuel George Morton, for example, compared Native American and Egyptian
crania.31 Interest in phrenology helps explain the removal of
Osceola’s head, which no doubt became part of the “nature or
nurture” debate.
Western science has long attempted to distinguish between
culture— that is, learned behavior— and heredity or genetically
determined unalterable features. In the eighteenth century,
people tended to attribute most differences in human beings to
culture. Many, for example, believed that Native people had
darker skin color merely because they rubbed themselves with
bear grease and stayed out in the sun with few clothes. By the
nineteenth century, the emphasis had shifted to heredity, and
many differences that we now describe as cultural were believed
to be inherited. Such inquiry gave rise to scientific racism— the
belief that some peoples are genetically inferior to others. It also
called into question the whole “civilization” program. If people
were born “savages,” many argued by the mid nineteenth century, nothing could make them “civilized.“32
The rise of scientific racism must have comforted many
Anglo-Americans who had long grappled with their fears of
“savagery.” Their anxiety had been sparked not by the “savage”
lurking in the forest but by the “savage” within each person.33
“Civilization” restrained “savagery” on a personal level, but the
30.
31.
32.

33.

William R. Stanton, The Leopard’s Spots: Scientific Attitudes Toward Race in
America, 1815-59 (Chicago, 1960).
C. Loring Brace, “The Roots of the Race Concept in American Physical
Anthopology,” A History of American Physical Anthropology, 1830-1980, Frank
Spencer, ed. (New York, 1982), 17.
Reginald Horsman, “Scientific Racism and the American Indian in the
Mid-Nineteenth Century,” American Quarterly 27 (May 1975), 152-68, and
Race and Manifest Destiny: The Origins of American Racial Anglo-Saxonism (Cambridge, 1981).
Roy Harvey Pearce, Savagism and Civilization: A Study of the Indian and the
White Mind (Baltimore, 1953; revised ed., Berkeley, 1988).
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danger always existed that the bonds might break and the “savage” emerge. The freedom and equality Indians seemed to enjoy
offered a compelling attraction to Native life that many AngloAmericans had not been able to resist. Indian country abounded
with traders, loyalists from the Revolution, “Indian countrymen”
who had simply gone over, and war captives who refused redemption. 34 All of these people served to remind Anglo-Americans how seductive “savagery” could be. The depiction of Osceola as a romantic hero had exacerbated these fears. “Civilized”
people found a “savage” admirable, and by his death and decapitation, “civilization” triumphed.
Osceola was and is a multi-faceted symbol in Anglo-American
culture— the war hero, the worthy opponent, the “savage,” the
past. Anglo-Americans seized upon him because he meant something to them within their own cultural parameters. He was a
tawny Andrew Jackson, an unorthodox military and political
leader who inspired admiration and whose daring exploits
brought honor to the United States’war against his people. Yet
Osceola symbolized “savagery” and the American past; AngloAmericans represented “civilization” and the future. Patricia
Wickman notes that at the Battle of Withlacoochee, Osceola wore
a United States Army coat. “Osceola’s motive in wearing the coat
now was almost certainly as a display of contempt, power over
an enemy, protective coloration, or even as sympathetic magic”
(pp. 38-39). Perhaps the motives of writers and painters, of
Weedon and Morrison, and of thousands of Americans who
have been fascinated by the story of Osceola, have not been so
very different.
34. James Axtell, “The White Indians of Colonial America,” William and Mary
Quarterly 32 (January 1975), 55-88.
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FLORIDA MANUSCRIPT
ACQUISITIONS AND ACCESSIONS
The following are recent manuscript acquisitions and accessions as reported by Florida universities, colleges, public libraries,
archives, and other institutions. Anyone interested in particular
collections should correspond with the organization in question.
The P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, Gainesville, has added the following rare books to its
collection: Bernard Romans and Gerrard de Brahm, Complete
Pilot for Gulf Passage (1789); John Campbell, Spanish Empire in
America (1747); David Porter, Minutes of Proceedings of the Court
of Inquiry and Court Denial (1825); Plowden Weston, Documents
Connected with the History of South Carolina (1856); General James
Wilkinson, Memoirs, 3 vols. (1816); John Wurts, Index Digest of
Decisions of the Florida Supreme Court (1889). Maps acquired include Florida Land Colonization Company, Bird’s Eye View of
Sanford (1884) and Bird’s Eye View of Orlando (1884); Lieutenant
M. L. Smith, Survey Across Florida Canal between Espiritu Santo Bay
and St. Johns River (1854); Homann, Mapa Geographica Complectens
Indiae Occidentalis (1740); and Bernard Romans, Gulf and Windward Pilot, 5 charts (1787).
The Florida Collection, State Library of Florida, Tallahassee,
added the following manuscript materials: miscellaneous notes,
deeds, and letters relating to the Union Bank (Tallahassee). Papers include an April 27, 1844, letter signed by John G. Gamble;
Gamble’s will (May 19, 1844) and codicils (May 28, 1838, February 13, 1849); and a note signed on July 1, 1861, by Governor
Richard Keith Call.
The Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, added the following
manuscript collections to its holdings: Chesley and Flanagan
Land Surveyors, Tallahassee (1938-1959); Antioch Baptist
Church, Quincy, Records (1923-1955); United Daughters of the
Confederacy Membership Applications (1898-1928); Richard
Simpson Papers; Tallahasse Music Guild Records (1961-1991);
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Columbus Welch Papers (1889-1925); Florida Alliance for Arts
Education Records (1971-1988); Grand Army of the Republic,
Eustis Post, Minutes (1884-1923); and the Henry Edward Partridge diary (1873-1923). Also added were records from the
following state and local government agencies: Governors Robert
Graham and Robert Martinez; Board of Regents; Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission; Jefferson County Clerk’s Office;
Leon County Sheriffs Office; Commission on the Status of
Women; Department of State; Department of Military Affairs;
Department of Education; Florida Park Service; Florida Supreme Court; Florida House of Representatives; Florida Senate;
Joint Legislative Management Committee; Division of Elections;
Division of State Lands; Council on Organized Crime; Attorney
General’s Office; Florida State Hospital; Department of Community Affairs; Palm Beach County Board of Commissioners; Leon
County Circuit Court; Mechanics Lien Law Study Commission;
Florida State University; State Planning and Budget Commission; and the Secretary of State.
The St. Augustine Historical Society has added the following
monographs: Cullen Chambers, Historic Structures Report: St. Augustine Light Station Restoration Project (1991); Don Secor, ed., St.
Augustine Lighthouse Log (1991); Marsha A. Chance, An Archaeological Resource Assessment of S. R. 207 from S. R. 100 to I-95, Putnam
and St. Johns Counties, FL (1991); Chance, A Preliminary Historic
Evaluation of the Community of Spuds, St. Johns Co., FL (1991);
Suzanne Skipper, Cracker Houses: Low Energy Comfort (1980); Sue
N. Smith and St. Augustine Archaeological Association, A Guide
to the Identification of Post-Contact Period Ceramics in St. Augustine,
Florida (1990). Newly acquired maps and architectural drawings
include sixteen copies of maps of different parts of Florida (18371839) related to Seminole war campaigns (copies are from the
National Archives, Record Group #77); a copy of architectural
drawings of the Bridge of Lions (1924). Added also were four
scrapbooks from the Evelyn Hamblen School (1955-1965); and
a scrapbook of W. B. Tracy, agent for the Florida Motor Lines
in St. Augustine (1930s through early 1940s). Letters and diaries
include copies of letters of George R. Fairbanks (from the 1850s);
a diary of Major Reynold Marvin Kirby (uncle of General KirbySmith) dated from 1838. Also added were photographs from
the Diesel Engine Sales Co., a ship-building company that built
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shrimp trawlers and now specializes in fiberglass speedboats
(1948-1982). The Society also acquired several oral history interviews on the following topics: Faver-Dykes State Park; Pellicer
Creek families and occupations; Maguire Lumber Company and
Nine Mile Road; Palm Valley families and occupations; recollections about Henry Eugene Hernandez; Excelsior School reunion
in Lincolnville; theatre in St. Augustine with Tom Rahner; and
the Jewish community of St. Augustine. Videotapes include “St.
Augustine Race Riots: early 1960s,” highway patrol training tape,
20 minutes long; “Fishing All My Days,” concerning the shrimping industry in St. Augustine during the early twentieth century.
Microfilm additions consist of the papers of General Kirby-Smith
(1824-1893), comprising correspondence and other papers relating to his personal affairs, military career, and life at the University of Nashville and the University of the South (7 reels); correspondence of Patrick Tonyn (1784-1785) from the Public Record
Office (1 reel, #C05/561). Manuscript acquisitions include the
papers of Verne E. Chatelain (1895-1991) pertaining to his research in St. Augustine during the 1930s and 1940s on archaeology, forts, and defenses (20 manuscript boxes); the papers of
Fred and Ada Martin (1910-1917), including tax deeds for the
Martin property, mortgage deeds, correspondence, and a
notebook with records of household expenses and family
mementos.
The Pensacola Historical Society added an extract from the
official log book of the ship Nignetia (1892) and the following
maps: Map of Bohemia, Pensacola Bay Geodetic Survey (1889); Map
of Florida, Coffers Survey (1850); Map of Pensacola Harbor (1891,
1893); Map of Gulf of Mexico (1893). The Society also published
Private Pasco: A Civil War Diary and accessioned a manuscript,
“The Parish of Saint Michael the Archangel: The First Hundred
Years, 1781-1881,” by Mary Dawkins. Also acquired were a newspaper, the Jay Tribune (1939), and the Motek Pitch Pine Code
(1899). The society plans to move its library to new facilities at
117 E. Government Street in June 1992.
The Florida Historical Society added a 50,000-item commercial lithograph collection from the Kane-Greenberg family of
New York. The collection contains lithographically produced
labels, proof books, and artists’ sketches for cigar and alcohol
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manufacturers. Also included are thirty rare Bavarian limestones
used to make labels. This valuable collection makes the Society
the second largest repository for commercial lithography in the
United States. Also acquired were a seventeenth-century church
document concerning the appointment of a vicar for St. Augustine; photographs and postcards of early twentieth-century
Florida; and the United Spanish War Veterans Organization
papers including membership rosters and service records.
The Monroe County May Hill Russell Library, Key West,
added the following microfilm from the National Archives: Custom House Key West Entrances and Clearances (1836-1847);
and Custom House Key West Imports and Duties (1838-1862).
The Jacksonville Public Libraries added Bicycling on the West
Coast of Florida (1888?); and William M. Jones, The Location and
Description of Water Mill Sites in Northeast Florida (1990).
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill acquired
the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad records (1890s-1940s) comprising approximately 45,000 items (249 linear feet). The files are
divided between “President’s Files,” which document railroad
operations and relations with other companies, state and local
governments, and regulatory bodies; and tax files, which contain
records of state and local taxes paid by the railroad. There are
also a set of financial journals.
The Manatee County Library, Bradenton, added the following manuscript items (all of which were term papers written for
history courses at the University of South Florida or as History
Fair entries): “Tampa Women and World War II,” by Jeanne
Bishop; “Thoroughbreds and Florida: A Winning Combination,” Scott Fitzgerald; “History of the Bishop Animal Shelter
of Manatee County,” by Brian Gibson; “The Four Factors of the
50’s: Progress in Manatee County, Florida in the 1950’s,” by
Pamela N. Gibson; ‘Sarasota Bay Mangroves 1991: Past Alterations and Future Possibilities,” by Thomas William Mayers (master’s thesis); “Mayors of the City of Bradenton: Past and Present,”
by Craig R. Roundtree; “West Pasco County is Not a Backwater:
Famous people who have resided there,” Deborah M. Ryon.
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The Robert Manning Strozier Library, Special Collections,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, acquired photocopies of
pages from a letterbook of correspondence from Hardy B.
Croom to his brother Bryan Croom (1831-1837). The letterbook
documents plantation life in Leon County during this period.
The Otto G. Richter Library, University of Miami, accessioned the following brochures: Florida East Coast Railway, The
St. Augustine Route: Menu of Dining Car Service (1936); Sightseeing Red Top Tours: Miami’s Oldest Sightseeing Company
(ca. 1930); Spanish Courts: Riviera Florida (ca. 1930). Manuscripts include a signed letter to Andrew Jackson from Florida
Territorial Governor William P. DuVal, May 23, 1824; diary of
Amos B. Eaton (Second Seminole War, 1837-1838); document
by a member of Company A, 13th Infantry Regiment, containing
the organization of the 5th Army and the Rough Riders in Tampa
Bay during the Spanish American War, 1898; a letter to General
T. S. Jesup, Fort Gardner, April 27, 1838, from General Zachary
Taylor; and the roster of commissioned officers of the 2nd U.
S. Colored Infantry, Fort Taylor, December 29, 1864, by Colonel
John Wilder. The following maps were added: Jacob Blamey,
Port et barre D’Amelia, de la Floride Orientale (1778); Blamey, Plan
del L’Ile D’Amelia á la cote de la Floride Orientale . . . por le Port
D’Amelia (1779); Pierre Mortier, Le Golfe de Mexique et les Isles
Voisines (1685); H. Neuste Radefeld, Karte der Grossen Antillen
(1844); H. D. Rogers, West Indies, Island of Cuba (Spanish), Jamaica
(British) (1857); Bahamas and Windward Passage (1703); and J.
Van Keulen, Pas Kaart vande zuyd kust van Cuba evangeheel Yamaica
(1680). Among the historic photographs added were Randy
Lieberman’s photographs and negatives of the first flights of
Pan American Airways (1930-1950); stereographs of the
Spanish-American War (1898-1900); E. S. Stanton, Florida
Lighthouse, Miami; Underwood & Underwood, pictures relating
to the Spanish-American War.
The Florida Collection at the Miami-Dade Public Library has
recently acquired the microfilm edition of the Draper Manuscripts (123 reels). Records of the Freedmen’s Savings and Trust
Company and indices (Tallahassee) covering the period from
August 25, 1866, to January 15, 1872, contain signatures and
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personal identification data about depositors. The registers are
not indexed. The indices are to ledgers from branches in Jacksonville and Tallahassee.
The Historic Pensacola Preservation Board added the following archival material to its collection: a San Carlos Hotel brochure
and postcards ca. 1960; and several scrapbooks containing assorted deeds, ledgers, news clippings, and photos from the
period 1880-1940.
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A History of Music & Dance in Florida, 1565-1865. By Wiley L.
Housewright. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1991.
xvii, 448 pp. Preface, illustrations, maps, photographs,
epilogue, appendices, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.)
With the publication of this definitive work on the history of
music and dance, Wiley Housewright adds sound and liveliness
to the story of past times in Florida. It is a first of its kind, ably
filling a lacuna in the state’s history.
Covering the period from the founding of St. Augustine
(1565) to, the close of the Civil War, its pages, close-packed with
facts, document the expressive modes of the many peoples who
have occupied the Florida landscape— Indians, Spaniards,
French, English, Africans, and inhabitants of the infant republic
who called themselves Americans. Clarified, moreover, are the
effects of those diverse cultures on each other and the consequent
evolution of some unique Florida musical and dance forms. Such
blended expressions are evident, for example, in the colorful
songs of the Key West wreckers and in the backwoods fiddlin’
frolics of the Crackers. Also affected by the new cultural and
natural environment were the Spanish and Minorcan carnivals
imported from the Old World, as well as the traditional dances
of the Florida Seminoles.
The author demonstrates to a modern audience the importance of music and dance in earlier times. In war, music served
as information and command, affirming routine as well as calling
the charge or the retreat. In work routines, exact musical beats
synchronized the stroke of oars and proper phasing of heaving
and hauling. Campaign songs were political advertisements,
nudging citizens to vote for the “right” candidate. Likewise,
dance established social status, acted as a ritual of courtship,
welded small and scattered communities together, and served
as a form of intergroup display. Song and dance were a kinetic
release after hard work, especially for African-American slaves.
The book is filled with tidbits relating to both well-known
and obscure parts of Florida’s musical past. There is the often-ig-
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nored fact that the founder of St. Augustine, Pedro Menéndez
de Avilés, perhaps because of his love of music, spared musicians
when he ordered the massacre of the French colonists. Also, we
learn that while waltzing was considered lascivious in proper
northern society, it was much earlier and more enthusiastically
embraced in the plantation festivities of Tallahassee and was
added happily to the graceful Spanish dance in Pensacola and
St. Augustine.
Florida was never a musical center, nor was a singular composer ever associated with the state during the period considered.
The possible exception is Stephen Foster, who never set foot in
the state despite writing what is now the state song. Housewright
nevertheless concludes that “the socialization of diverse groups
produced a musical landscape as lush and varied as the flora
that surrounded it.”
The volume is well organized with chapters skillfully blending time sequences and subject matter— a difficult job with a
long time span and diverse data. The first five chapters follow
the various sovereignties in historical sequence. The next four
are subject oriented— music in the military, political, religious,
and social spheres— followed by a chapter on Negro music and
one on folk music. The book concludes with a long chapter on
Civil War music. Examples of music and lyrics enliven the text,
often leading the reader to hum the tunes. The thirty-four-page
bibliography is a gem in itself, containing little-used and some
never-before-used sources.
This work is meticulously researched and well written.
Florida’s musical life emerges with a clarity and focus that will
make the book an instant classic— and a must for the bookshelf
of every serious Florida historian.
St. Augustine, Florida
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Perilous Journeys: A History of Steamboating on the Chattahoochee,
Apalachicola, and Flint Rivers, 1828-1928. By Edward A. Mueller. (Eufaula, AL: Historic Chattahoochee Commission, 1990.
xv, 260 pp. Foreword, photographs, illustrations, maps, references and notes, bibliography, list of ACF river vessels, glossary of terms, tables of landings and distances, index. $24.95.)
The colorful steamboating era along the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, and Flint rivers sytem extended over a full century.
During the period from 1828 to 1928, the character of the river
trade changed many times. In the antebellum period, cotton was
the foundation of the rivers’economy, and the valley’s residents
relied almost exclusively on water transportation for moving
their crops to the port of Apalachicola. By the 1850s Columbus,
Georgia, situated at the head of navigation of the Chattahoochee
River, had rail connections to the Atlantic coast, and Apalachicola
experienced a decline in cotton receipts. The Civil War years
brought a further reduction in river trade as wrecks were abandoned where they lay and the Confederates deliberately
obstructed the river to prevent the Federals from moving upstream from the gulf to destroy Columbus’s vital industries.
The nature of the steamboating business changed in several
ways after the war. Cotton became less and less important to the
economy and by 1880 was supplanted by lumber and timber as
the primary Apalachicola export. In the meantime, the steamboats’cargoes reflected a more diversified economy that included
naval stores and cotton seed, and the passenger business actually
improved.
By the late 1870s, there were fewer boats trading on the river,
but competition among them intensified with the advent of
packet lines that kept to an advertised schedule between river
points. Rate wars were common. The steamers also promoted
group excursions from Columbus and Eufaula, Alabama, to
Apalachicola and back that were for a while quite in vogue.
In the next decade, the United States Army Corps of Engineers began its long involvement in attempting to improve the
rivers for navigation. Their early projects, however, could not
keep the river clear of obstructions, and river trade continued
to diminish. By 1907, the center of steamboat service had shifted
southward to Bainbridge, Georgia, and the lower river. In the
1910s, improved roads allowed cars and trucks to compete with
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the river trade, and the two remaining riverboat lines were reduced to running between railroad junctions in order to form
a water connection between opposing rail lines. In 1928, the last
steamboat company went out of business.
In compiling data and photographs relating to the steamboat
era of the Apalachicola/Chattahoochee rivers system, Mueller
has made an important contribution to regional history and the
history of transportation. His pictorial account is exhaustive and
quite worth the purchase price of the book alone. The work both
looks and reads like an encyclopedia. Arranged chronologically
by year, the book chronicles every incident that is relevant to
the river, the boats that plied it, and the men who owned the
watercraft.
Because of this organizational style, the reader must follow
the text as it skips among various subjects. For example, chapter
five shifts back and forth between a discussion of St. Joseph’s
rivalry with Apalachicola and events of the Second Seminole
War while anecdotes of steamboat disasters are interspersed.
This reader would have much preferred that the author arrange
his voluminous information by subject rather than in a strictly
chronological fashion. Nor will the reader find an analysis of
the data presented, as Harry Owens has done recently in his
work on Yazoo River steamboating. Nonetheless, the patient
reader will find the work chocked full of interesting data and
colorful vignettes on Florida and riverine history.
Winthrop College

L YNN W ILLOUGHBY

Zora in Florida. Edited by Steve Glassman and Kathryn Lee Seidel.
(Orlando: University of Central Florida Press, 1991. 197 pp.
Introduction, notes, appendices, contributors’credentials, bibliograhy, index. $29.95 cloth; $16.95 paper.)
“Zora Neale Hurston— novelist, folklorist, anthropologist,
genius of the South” reads the tombstone Alice Walker placed
on the probable gravesite in Fort Pierce’s Garden of Heavenly
Rest where Florida’s most accomplished native-born writer lies.
As controversial in death as she had been in life, Hurston would
have reveled in the literary scholars “abuzz” like “a hornet’s nest
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in the piney woods” in their attempt to ascertain the truth about
the life and motivation of this most enigmatic woman. Dramatic
at times to the point of flamboyance, Hurston was a devoted
scholar and writer, traits often masked by her talent as a raconteur. Earlier critics like Richard Wright and Darwin Turner reflect their disapproval of the woman in their evaluation of her
work. Wallace Thurman, her collaborator and friend during the
Harlem Renaissance, writes satirically of her in Infants of the
Spring as Sweetie Mae Carr who had to be the center of attention
at every gathering. During this period, however, Hurston was
winning awards and acclaim for her writing as well as receiving
fellowships and grants to collect black folklore. Knowledgeable
figures of the period— Alain Locke, Charles S. Johnson, and
Carl Van Vechten— rewarded her with recognition and encouragement because they respected her intelligence and talent.
Shadows of disparagement still hover, however, among some
scholars who puzzle over her political allegiances and sometimes
seemingly “Pollyanna” attitudes, but they fail to look with perceptive objectivity at the woman and the context in which she wrote.
The fifteen essays contained in this volume focus on
Hurston’s Florida roots and provide the reader with insights that
help to explain some of the supposed contradictions. Placing her
in the company of American realists and naturalists affords fresh
interpretive perspectives, as do the approaches derived from the
application of the methods of more recent schools of literary
criticism. Hurston’s eccentricities are quite the contrary from the
viewpoint of feminist theorists, and her work seems suddenly
more complex when it is argued that Hurston, like Gatsby, took
advantage of the American opportunity to create herself in her
own image and to pursue the American Dream. The addition
of articles delving into lesser-known topics like her Central
Florida folklore productions and her close ties with Rollins College, her association with the WPA Federal Writers Project, and
her involvement in the Ruby McCullum scandal in Live Oak,
Florida, add to the growing mountain of “signifying” in the name
of Zora Neale Hurston.
Other essays use a variety of intriguing avenues to pursue
meaning. Preu examines framing technique as Hurston used it
to provide a stage for isolating and emphasizing segments of
black life. Edward Hopper’s Nighthawks demonstrates effective
use of this device in the visual arts, as do some of John Huston’s
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memorable films. Morris and Dunn provide a thorough and
sensory evocation of native flora and fauna and demonstrate
their central and enhancing functions in the Florida works. Carson presents a detailed discussion of Hurston’s efforts as a
dramatist, in particular her talent for displaying black life as she
experienced it.
Yet another piece in the evolving solution to the Hurston
puzzle, this collection is entertaining and substantive. It provides
a balanced menu of criticism, folklore, voodoo, biography, and
assorted related topics and feeds the appetite of Hurston fans.
Her readers will agree with these critics that her roots were bred
and nurtured in the rich soil of rural Florida, for here she found
the inspiration and the spirit that infused her writing with the
distinctive character of black Floridians.
Florida State University

C HARLOTTE D. H UNT

Mullet on the Beach: The Minorcans of Florida, 1768-1788. By Patricia C. Griffin. (Jacksonville, FL: University of North Florida
Press, 1991. x, 219 pp. Preface, maps, tables, photographs,
illustrations, figures, afterword, bibliography, index. $24.95,
cloth; $14.95, paper.)
Let me start by saying that this is a fine book that rounds out
a relatively well known chapter of Florida and St. Augustine
history. The Minorcan colony of New Smyrna of 1768 is considered one of the largest colonial ventures in Florida history. Professor E. P. Panagopoulos regards it as a fascinating page in
American frontier history.
New Smyrna was not strictly a Minorcan colony since it also
included Greeks, Italians, and Corsicans of Greek origin. While
exact statistics are not available, of the more than 1,400 men and
women brought to Florida, the majority were from Minorca.
The master of the colony was the Scottish entrepreneur Andrew
Turnbull. He had a Greek wife, had served in Greece, and was
fond of that country. He wanted to recruit “hardy Greeks who,
like African slaves, were already habituated to farming in warm
latitudes.” But in the end he could not enlist enough Greeks;
the majority came from Minorca, which the English had acquired
in the Queen Anne’s War. This Greek basis was a pivotal element
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in the origin of the colony, which had high expectations in the
English period of East Florida. The results were a monumental
failure, but its consequences were important for St. Augustine’s
ethnohistory far beyond the English period.
Professor Panagopoulos published an excellent scholarly
study of the New Smyrna colony in 1966 with the University of
Florida Press. Is the Griffin book an updated duplication of the
1966 study? No. Although little additional documentation has
been used, the 1966 publication focused on the Greek factor;
the Griffin book centers on the Minorcans. They were the majority, and eventually the descendants of the Greeks and Italians
lost their recognized identity and came to be considered Minorcans. Furthermore, Griffin is an anthropologist, and her study
is ethnohistory. It goes beyond 1777 when the Mediterranean
colonists abanadoned New Smyrna and settled in St. Augustine.
The second part of the book deals with the St. Augustine experience until 1788, five years into the Second Spanish Period. This
truly is original work.
The first part of the book provides the reader with the basic
events in the origin of the New Smyrna colony and the various
personalities that were part of its story. The central figure is
Andrew Turnbull. His strong drive made the colony possible,
but his negative personality was a main cause for its tragic failure.
The author’s thorough knowledge of the cultural, social, and
political history of St. Augustine, as well as with the archaeology
of the area, are the reasons that the book is such an important
contribution to scholarship. The chapters “Population Characteristics,”“Households,” and “Settlement Pattern and Occupations,” dealing with the Minorcan St. Augustine community, are
excellent ethnohistory. An additional chapter carrying the story
of the Minorcan influence in St. Augustine into the twentieth
century would have been welcomed.
Griffin states in her preface that as an undergraduate she
was a student of Herbert Bolton, the great American historian,
who, together with his students, contributed many of the pioneering studies on the American Spanish borderlands. Mullet on the
Beach was written by a Bolton student, and it reveals both his
inspiration and the abilities of his students. This book is highly
recommended.
University of South Florida
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Florida Archeology: San Pedro y San Pablo de Patale: A SeventeenthCentury Spanish Mission in Leon County, Florida. By B. Calvin
Jones, John Hann, and John F. Scarry. (Tallahassee: Florida
Bureau of Archeological Research, 1991. xii, 201 pp.
Foreword, photographs, tables, maps, appendices. $12.00.)
Since the late 1940s, archaeologists have viewed Florida’s
Spanish mission sites as points of sustained contact between
Spaniard and Indian within which the processes of culture
change could be studied through analysis of material and architectural remains. Mark F. Boyd, the Tallahassee historian,
first interested Hale G. Smith and John W. Griffin in the Franciscan mission sites of Apalachee province. This province, currently in Leon and Jefferson counties, was the Apalachee tribal
homeland during the First Spanish Period. In 1951, Boyd, Smith,
and Griffin published the first cooperative historical and archaeological treatment of these seventeenth-century sites.
The next effort to identify and investigate mission sites was
undertaken during the late 1960s and early 1970s by the Florida
Bureau of Archaeological Research with B. Calvin Jones as the
primary excavator. This volume details excavations conducted
by Jones at an archaeological site northeast of Tallahassee in
1971. Issued twenty years after the excavations were performed,
the book is part of a vigorous program of mission and mission-related research begun by the bureau in late 1983 with the purchase
of the San Luis Archaeological and Historical Site in Tallahassee.
San Luis de Talimali served as a mission, presidio, and Spanish
village in the same location after 1656. Boyd, Jones, and lately
John H. Hann used documentary accounts of official visits to
deduce the location of other mission sites relative to San Luis.
Jones assigned the name San Pedro y San Pablo de Patale to his
archaeological site on this basis.
At the Patale mission site, Jones excavated an area that contained the sacred complex of church, convento (rectory), and
cocina (kitchen or storage building). From beneath the church
floor, he recovered the remains of sixty-seven of the mission’s
dead. The chronology built from material remains and documentary evidence indicates that the mission was among the earliest
founded in the Apalachee province. Thus the Patale mission
may date from as early as 1633 or 1634.
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Dr. Hann’s ethnohistorical chapter provides a chronology of
events that occurred at the mission. He also includes commentary
on population and evidence for elements of the mission settlement (e.g., a council house, plaza, ball field, or school). Hann’s
work greatly assists in evaluating and interpreting excavation
findings. Jones is joined by several collaborators in the analysis
of excavation data. Three chapters present the majority of these
data: an architectural reconstruction (Jones), the material remains (with John F. Scarry and Maurice Williams), and the physical and cultural analysis of the mission cemetery population
(with Rebecca Storey and Randolph Widmer).
In 1971, Jones had barely four months during which to expose the architectural components of the site, recover burials,
and gather cultural materials. Recent work at this site (since
1984) may revise some of Jones’s findings, but this volume is an
important presentation of baseline historical and archaeological
data. In the final chapter (with J. F. Scarry), Jones summarizes
the Patale data and assesses their significance within the larger
domain of mission research.
Florida State University

R OCHELLE A. M ARRINAN

Washington: Florida’s Twelfth County. By E. W. Carswell. (Chipley,
FL: Carswell Publications, 1991. 563 pp. Foreword, photographs, illustrations, bibliography, index. $30.00.)
Washington County, Florida, like many other rural areas of
the state, has suffered from historical neglect. Thus, E. W.
Carswell’s noble effort to illuminate this section of the panhandle
is heartily welcomed. Washington, Florida’s twelfth county, was
created in 1825. It was a sprawling area in its early years, stretching from Choctawhatchee Bay in the west, to Apalachicola in
the southeast, and to the Alabama-Florida border in the north.
Historically it affected a host of west Florida counties— Bay, Gulf,
Holmes, Franklin, Calhoun, Walton, Okaloosa, and Jackson.
From a chain of rolling hills to the bottomlands of Holmes Creek
and the Choctawhatchee River, Washington County offered
early settlers opportunities in agriculture, lumbering, naval
stores, and cattle raising. Especially noteworthy are Carswell’s
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descriptions of the pioneer period, a time filled with Indian wars,
steamboating, and— in the Civil War— the making of salt for the
Confederate war effort.
As in most county histories, the author examines various
topics such as agriculture, transportation, crime, and education.
Washington’s principal communities— Chipley, Vernon,
Caryville, Wausau, and Ebro— are all featured, as well as the
history of such forgotten settlements as Vallombrosa, Orange
Hill, Choctawhatchee Big Spring, and Hagerman. Carswell also
describes the processes which gradually reduced the county’s
size and bred bitter political contests for the county seat.
Carswell’s book is the most thorough account of Washington
County available and should be recognized as such. Serious scholars, however, will find the volume somewhat disappointing. It
would be helpful if the organization of the county’s history were
less erratic. The author’s narrative is sometimes broken and interspersed with unrelated material— a type of historical potpourri. This material, such as lists of county officials, belongs in
an appendix and not in the text. In addition, citations are often
sparse, and the bibliography is meager for a work of this size.
Several maps would have been useful as well, especially for readers unfamiliar with the region.
County histories are by their very nature difficult to construct,
and Carswell’s research was hampered by a courthouse fire in
the late 1800s. Despite its shortcomings, the book has a warmth
which captures the ambiance of rural “Cracker” culture, a folk
culture which is rapidly disappearing. Readers will smile at
Wausau’s annual Possum Day festival (held at the Possum Palace)
and will be intrigued by the geologic beauty of Falling Waters
State Park. The value of “lighterd knots,” the exportation of
gopher tortoises, and Milton Peel’s 500 drunk hogs may be mere
anecdotes, but such discussions inject a refreshing element into
the narrative. Carswell’s description of the extant 1857 Moss Hill
United Methodist Church is a case in point. Still preserved on
the ceiling are the footprints of children who walked on the
resin-filled planks prior to the church’s construction.
Washington: Florida’s Twelfth County is above all else a superb
handbook for anyone interested in the county’s past. The numerous references to county residents, aided by a detailed index
nearly fifty pages in length, make the book a genealogical treasure trove. Washington County citizens and students of pioneer
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life and west Florida history will appreciate Carswell’s significant
contribution.
Pensacola Junior College

B RIAN R. R UCKER

Past the Edge of Poverty: A Biography of Robert Hayes Gore, Sr. By
Paul A. Gore. (Fort Lauderdale, FL: R. H. Gore Company,
1990. ix, 350 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, introduction,
photographs. $22.95; plus postage & handling.)
A multimillionaire newspaper publisher, businessman, and
philanthropist, Robert H. Gore was Fort Lauderdale and Broward County’s premier power broker throughout the middle
decades of the twentieth century. Like others of his class, Gore
was a paradox. Stubborn, resolute, and tyrannical with family
and employees, he was also progressive on many political and
social issues and generous in his support of a host of worthy
causes and institutions. In Past the Edge of Poverty, Paul Gore
recounts the meteoric rise of his grandfather to a position of
wealth and influence and the ramifications of this accomplishment on the world around him.
Born in 1886, Robert H. Gore was the oldest of four children
of an impoverished farm family in Kentucky. He entered the
newspaper business soon after his graduation from college. A
dogged reporter and accomplished writer, Gore rose quickly in
the business. After a stint as managing editor of the Evansville
Press, Gore, at age thirty, became editor and publisher of the
Terre Haute Post. To enhance the circulation of the Post and
bolster his own finances, Gore introduced a limited accident
policy plan available only to subscribers of his journal. The plan,
which cost subscribers one cent per week, became a “spectacular
success,” causing the newspaper’s circulation and profits to increase dramatically. Later, Gore sold the insurance policy plan
to other newspapers. By 1937, 130 newspapers were selling
nearly 600,000 of these policies.
Gore now had the money and time to explore other interests.
Because of his success in selling unusual ideas and raising money,
Gore was selected by the Democratic National Committee as its
finance committee chairman in 1932. As a reward for his fundraising prowess in Franklin D. Roosevelt’s initial presidential
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campaign, Gore received appointment as governor of Puerto
Rico.
Although the author’s account of Gore’s brief, stormy tenure
as governor represents the most carefully documented and skillfully written portion of the study, he spends a seemingly inordinate amount of time on it. While Gore was determined to upgrade the lives of impoverished Puerto Ricans, his outspokeness,
abrasiveness, and ambitious agenda for radical reform angered
many of them, particularly the temperamental leaders of the
Liberal party. Accordingly, Gore stepped down after just six
month.
By this time Gore was firmly entrenched in Fort Lauderdale.
The publisher’s initial foray into the resort city came in 1929
with his purchase of the Fort Lauderdale Daily News and Evening
Sentinel. Gore used his control over the newspaper in the next
three decades to influence virtually every aspect of Fort Lauderdale and Broward County. Moreover, he took an active interest
in every detail of his newspaper. Gore’s biographer maintains,
“His eye was more accurate than a copy editor’s, his intuition
more accurate than a reporter’s, his stamina greater than the
presses.”
Gore sold his newspaper in 1963 to the Tribune Company
of Chicago. By then he had amassed a real estate and business
empire. Gore’s Governor’s Club hotel opened in downtown Fort
Lauderdale in 1937, and quickly became the favorite meeting
place for politicans and businessmen. His Sea Ranch Cabana
Club, located on Fort Lauderdale Beach, hosted the likes of
Winston Churchill. Gore also owned a radio and television station. Additionally, he operated a large orchid nursery and was
regarded as an authority on these plants. Other business interests
stretched across the United States.
Operating from this broad power base, Gore and his family
(his seven sons held high-level positions in various family-owned
businesses) expressed their opinions forcefully and tirelessly on
community issues, especially in lengthy editorials in their Fort
Lauderdale newspaper. While Gore and his family succeeded in
most of their civil crusades, such as their call for a war on organized crime and for municipal ownership of the Bahia Mar
yacht basin, they failed to prevent construction of a tunnel under
the New River, later considered one of the city’s most enlightened
building projects.
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Paul Gore worked for ten years on this biography, yet it
suffers from numerous, though minor, shortcomings and errors. There are problems with sequence and redundancies, as
well as some curious omissions and historical inaccuracies, especially when the author discusses the development of Fort Lauderdale. In spite of these shortcomings, Paul Gore has succeeded
admirably in providing a balanced picture of one of the most
important and complex figures in the history of Broward County.
Miami-Dade Community College,
Wolfson Campus

P AUL S. G EORGE

Carolina Cavalier: The Life and Mind of James Johnston Pettigrew.
By Clyde N. Wilson. (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1990. xiv, 303 pp. Preface, notes, sources, index. $35.00.)
Only once or twice in a decade does a book come along that
despite its lack of pretension succeeds in illustrating a significant
portion of an era. Well researched, flawlessly accurate, deeply
thought out, well written, and timely, Wilson’s biography
breathes life into an intriguing figure well worth the modern
reader’s acquaintance. For aquainted with Pettigrew is what the
reader becomes. When finished with this book, the reader has
the feeling that he is if not a close relative of Pettigrew, at least
a congenial second cousin. As important, the reader has the
experience of living for a time in Pettigrew’s era and of seeing
the world through the eyes of one of its own. This is a remarkable
biography by any standard. It should be required reading for
those of us who make the mistake of thinking we live in the best
of all possible times, in the best of all possible worlds. What
modern man has lost despite his “progress,” his “heightened
sensitivities and sensibilities,” his technology, and his “quality of
life” is clearly and intelligently suggested by the remarkable yet
often representative life of Pettigrew— a man who sadly saw all
too clearly where the future was heading.
Recognizing the rush in England and the American North
to embrace machine culture, Pettigrew cast his lot with “southern” chivalric civilizations like Spain, Italy, and the American
South. These had not yet been totally infected by what he called
“Anglo-Saxonism,” that is the utilitarian, industrial, materialistic
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spirit of the times. Instead, these cultures remained decentralized, principled, friendly, hospitable, individualistic societies
whose values united the “peasant” with the “aristoccrat” in a
relatively coherent way of viewing the world. He believed that
the modern industrial era fragmented society and drove wedges
between classes that increasingly evaluated life exclusively by
cash-register standards. This conflict splintered a coherent social
world into warring labor, management, and special interest
groups that selfishly pursued their own purposes without any
regard for the whole. As a result, the individual too lost his
wholeness and exploded from within as his society did so from
without. The old universal humane values were sacrificed to the
new gods of wealth and industrial “progress.”
When Pettigrew left rainy England and crossed into the clear
atmosphere of Spain, he wrote words which today have the feel
of prophecy about them. His sentences speak as incisively of
“modern” problems as they did in a time when the problems
were just coming to a head. “Adieu to a civilization that reduces
men to machines, which sacrifices half that is stalwart and individual in humanity to the false glitter of centralization, and to
the luxurious enjoyments of manufacturing, money age!” He
similarly rejected the new English and “Yankee” definition of
the state “as a fountain of material favors,” chose honor over
money, and put service above privilege and self-interest. In casting his lot on the battlefield with the Spanish fighters for freedom, Pettigrew rehearsed his defense of his native South in 1861.
As he saw it, the causes were the same, the enemies were the
same, and the causes were worth dying for because the foes, if
victorious, would eventually destroy that which allowed man to
rise above the material, animal side of his nature. Wilson puts
it nicely: “Southerners of Pettigrew’s generation faced the choice
of seeing the values of their civilization wither away or of making
a gamble for political independence which could guarantee their
survival into the forseeable future. Being the kind of men they
were, it was inevitable that they would put aside even the most
persistent doubts and choose a bold and uncertain path.”
In our century of men who so often lack principles, honesty,
a clear sense of purpose and proper values, and even a reason
to live (beyond the hedonism of the day and gratification of the
moment), Pettigrew might truly be an enigma. After one reads
this volume, its subject is likely to haunt and follow him disquiet-
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ingly through his daily routine. What gave him those powers of
self-denial? What taught him the ruthless honesty that cut so
clearly through hypocrisy and with which he viewed himself and
the world? What bred that humility and gentleness of character?
How did he develop such informal dignity and candor? Where
lay the foundations of his incredible discipline and the strength
of will that triumphed over the weakness of body? What lent
him that quality of spiritual purity of mind? Above all, what
allowed him, through all his cerebral powers and education, the
ability to do, and to do bravely, without thought of his own
personal gain or loss? Finally, where lay the springs of his self-sacrifice and the “chivalry of his deeds”? Modern man might well
ponder these questions. The riddle of Pettigrew leads us clearly
to the view of what the modern era has lost in its materialistic
shuffle toward personal comfort. Pettigrew’s was a “clean” life,
remarkably sublimed of the dross of the corrupt, petty, and
inconsequential. If ever a secular man might be purified, it was
he. As the good soldier he died by the sword, but in his thirty-five
years he lived his life fully as if by the sharpness of its silver blade.
What can we say today of such a man? Must not we somehow
show how he and his time and place were lesser things? If this
is our mindset, as too often is the typical stance of modern “enlightened” history, then Pettigrew’s life, if considered honestly,
will indeed be an unsettling experience. Yet this is the experience
of which we need large, healthy doses three times a day— that
is, if the sick patient ever wishes to have a chance of survival.
What Wilson’s book does in its quiet way, without pulling the
obvious punches, is to put our own day under the scalpel, to
reveal the depth of our own “sickness,” and even to suggest a
cure, if one is possible. Such is the role of history deserving the
name. In Carolina Cavalier, Clyde Wilson has given us just such
a book. It is a highly significant contribution and a remarkable
achievement.
University of Georgia
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Divided We Fall: Essays on Confederate Nation Building. Edited by
John M. Belohlavek and Lewis N. Wynne. (Saint Leo, FL:
Saint Leo College Press, 1991. vii, 264 pp. Preface, illustrations, introduction. $15.95.)
This volume uses the biographical approach to explore the
issue of Confederate nation-building as demonstrated in the
careers of nine Rebels. In an excellent preface, the editors state
that their goal “is to examine certain critical problems that confronted the South as it attempted to launch a new nation.” “Our
intent,” they write, “is to focus upon those areas of Rebel policy
and wartime activity that generally receive less coverage in the
traditional classroom and in much of the literature” (p. i). Essays
link each individual with a “series of diplomatic, economic, military and social problems” in the process of Confederate nationbuilding (p. ii). Included in this cadre are an interesting mix of
statesmen, newspaper editors, diplomats, a scientist-physician,
and a businessman who worked for, and sometimes against, the
Richmond government. Space does not allow a full discussion
of the contents and theses of each essay. Briefly, however, they
include a discussion of naval affairs with essays on Floridian
Stephen Mallory by John Belohlavek, and naval purchasing agent
James Bulloch by Warren Spencer. Both the Belohlavek and
Spencer articles dovetail nicely because they demonstrate the
massive difficulties of building a navy from scratch. Two failed
attempts at southern diplomacy are the subjects of James Horgan’s essay on John T. Pickett, Confederate minister to Mexico,
and Lewis Wynne’s essay on Albert Pike and his mission in the
Indian Territory. Highlighting the career of Joseph Anderson,
who headed Richmond’s famed Tredegar Iron Works, George
Daniels explores the policies of the Confederate government
toward industrialization. Daniels finds that the Davis government
fell far short of adopting a “consistent policy integrating the
government and the economy” (p. 149). Traditional laissez-faire
policy prevailed. A state-controlled industrial economy would
have been out of accord with traditional, southern values.
In an essay on Dr. Josiah Nott and the Confederate medical
service, Reginald Horsman explores the seemingly herculean
efforts of physicians, despite shortages of supplies, lack of trained
doctors, administrative failures, and conflicting state and federal
authority. Horsman finds that even Nott, a “rank” secessionist
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and one of the South’s best trained physicians, was incapable of
sustaining his efforts in both combating disease and treating
murderous battle wounds. Readers in Florida will be especially
interested in Robert Taylor’s essay on Pleasant White, commissary officer responsible for providing Confederate troops with
Florida beef. White’s story illuminates conflicting commands,
shortages, and ever-increasing demands. Finally, two excellent
studies of southern newspapermen Edward Pollard and William
Holden represent examples of brilliant yet destructive efforts of
the southern intelligentsia to influence policy in the waging of
war.
Taken together these essays represent an insightful way to
examine the difficulties of Confederate nation-building. They
also demonstrate the conflicting structures of command and the
difficulty of formulating and instituting policies in an atmosphere of constant crisis. Leaving aside common human frailties
that everyone shared, each individual’s odyssey demonstrates
the difficulties of declaring, fighting, and winning independence
in the face of seemingly overwhelming odds without significantly
altering social and economic beliefs. This particular circumstance
crippled the Confederacy’s ability to wage a modern war against
a powerful, determined foe.
Some scholars will not like the exclusion of specific footnote
citations, though quotations are used throughout. Readers must
seek specific citations from the authors themselves and consult
ample For Additional Reading sections following each essay. But
this reviewer thinks the editors have succeeded in their objective
of creating “a provocative and readable collection of essays that
will find acceptance for the general reading public and undergraduates.” They should be commended for their effort.
Florida Southern College

J AMES M. D ENHAM

Lincoln, the South, and Slavery: The Political Dimension. By Robert
W. Johannsen. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1991. xiii, 128 pp. Preface, illustrations, introduction,
index. $19.95.)
Professor Johannsen is well known for his several works dealing with Stephen A. Douglas. When producing his biography of
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Douglas and his other studies focusing on Douglas in the 1850s,
Johannsen devoted considerable time and energy to Abraham
Lincoln. Indeed, to research either Douglas or Lincoln in the
1850s without in-depth attention to the other historical actor
produces poor history. Building upon his vast knowledge of
Lincoln and delving into additional sources, Johannsen now has
produced Lincoln, the South, and Slavery: The Political Dimension.
Having given primary attention in his past writings to Douglas,
Johannsen now brings Lincoln to center stage and relegates
Douglas to a secondary, albeit necessary and important, position.
Johannsen’s primary purpose in this slim volume (the published results of his Walter Lynwood Fleming Lectures in Southern History at Louisiana State University) is to trace the political
implications of Lincoln’s antislavery stance as it evolved from
the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 to his election
as president in 1860. While previous scholars have devoted pages
and chapters to Lincoln’s sometimes nebulous and somewhat
shifting stand (or emphasis) on the subject of slavery, they have
largely ignored the political dimensions of Lincoln’s antislavery
statements. Johannsen argues that while Lincoln always disliked
slavery, he paid little attention to that subject until the six years
preceding his presidency. As his political ambition grew during
those years, Lincoln’s arguments against slavery moved from a
middle-ground stance to a more radical position. Johannsen’s
research reveals that Lincoln’s antislavery statements were made
almost exclusively during political campaigns, suggesting that
this astute and ambitious politician attempted to advance his
political career by his antislavery policy.
Being the even-handed historian that he is, and despite his
attraction to Douglas, Johannsen is not in the tradition of the
Lincoln-bashers. He does not demean the importance of Lincoln’s moral convictions on the subject of slavery, but he does
contend that politics played a larger role than previously acknowledged in the evolution of these convictions. Having argued for
Douglas’s sincerity, Johannsen in this volume gives Lincoln credit
for his sincerity too. It is difficult to find fault with Johannsen’s
thesis, particularly since he strives so hard to be as objective as
possible.
This volume is a welcome addition to the continuing debate
on the enigmatic Lincoln and on the role of the future president
in the events preceding the outbreak of the Civil War.
New Mexico State University
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Struggle for the Shenandoah: Essays on the 1864 Valley Campaign.
Edited by Gary W. Gallagher. (Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 1991. x, 137 pp. Introduction, photographs, maps,
illustrations, bibliographic notes, index. $18.50, cloth; $8.50,
paper.)
The Shenandoah Valley of Virginia was the “breadbasket”
for General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia and also
a natural avenue for the invasion of Maryland, Pennsylvania,
and Washington, DC. This made the valley a key to military
operations in Virginia and its fertile fields and woodlots, the
location of two major campaigns and innumberable battles, skirmishes, and guerrilla actions. Major General Thomas J.
“Stonewall” Jackson’s diversionary campaign in the Shenandoah
during 1862 has been the subject of countless studies, but, until
recently, the 1864 valley campaign has been largely ignored.
Struggle for the Shenandoah is a much-needed discussion of the
final, decisive months of the 1864 campaign.
The five essays that comprise this slim volume are revised
versions of papers presented at an 1989 conference at Pennsylvania State University. It brings together the talents of five wellknown students of the Civil War in Virginia: Gary W. Gallagher,
Jeffry D. Wert, A. Wilson Greene, Robert K. Krick, and Dennis
E. Frye. Each of these talented writers examines a different
aspect of the 1864 valley campaign in intelligent, often engrossing articles.
In the opening essay Gallagher presents an overview of the
last campaign in the Shenandoah and discusses the importance
of the valley to Lee’s army. Wert and Greene examine the respective commanders— Confederate Lieutenant General Jubal A.
Early and Federal Major General Philip H. Sheridan. The cantankerous Early has traditionally received all the blame for Confederate failures in the valley, but he receives a balanced and
objective treatment from Wert. The author concludes, quoting
unnamed Confederate and Union soldiers, that “General Early
did everything a commander could do in the valley with the
number of men he had in his command,” but “[t]he fates
seem[ed] against him.” Krick’s essay on the undisciplined southern cavalry in the valley is particularly well done and is a perfect
tonic for those who cling to the notion that Confederate mounted
troopers were latter-day knights. Filled with fascinating anec-
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dotes, incidents, and characters, this article alone is worth the
price of the book. The final chapter is a reexamination of the
effectiveness of Lieutenant Colonel John S. Mosby’s Confederate
guerrillas. While admitting that Mosby occasionally stung the
Federals, Frye suggests that the “Grey Ghost” deserves less credit
in this campaign than the post-war writing of Mosby and Sheridan indicate.
The reader should be aware that Struggle for the Shenandoah
is an appetizer and not a main course. The editor’s stated aim
is to “spark further interest in the subject,” and this limited
objective is certainly accomplished. The volume’s shortcomings
include a lack of footnotes, a very basic bibliography, and a
skimming of the 1864 valley campaign’s early actions (New Market, Union Major General David Hunter’s operations, Monocacy,
and Early’s raid on Washington). Despite these objections this
book serves as an interesting, well-written introduction to a campaign which has been too long ignored.
Rome, GA

ZACK C. W ATERS

Lee Considered: General Robert E. Lee and Civil War History. By Alan
T. Nolan. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1991. xii, 231 pp. Preface, illustrations, appendices, notes,
bibliography, index. $22.50.)
Unreconstructed Southerners will not enjoy reading Alan
Nolan’s Lee Considered: General Robert E. Lee and Civil War History.
Despite the author’s assertion that Lee was a “great man— able,
intelligent, well-motivated and moral, and much beloved by his
army” (p. ix), some will dismiss Nolan’s work as an assault on
the character and reputation of the general. This is unfortunate,
because Lee Considered is an important book that should be read
by the widest possible audience.
Nolan examines how the image of Lee has developed into
what is, in some quarters, the worst form of unhistorical heroworship. He also explores the larger issue of Civil War historiography and how misinterpretation and misrepresentation have
become “endemic to the study of the history of the Civil War”
(p. 153). Such statements will undoubtedly promote considerable
controversy within the historical community.
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A lawyer by profession but also a respected Civil War historian, Nolan has long been disturbed by the image of Robert E.
Lee. Convinced that certain aspects of this image are not rooted
in historical fact, he sets out to consider the “Mythic Lee.” Nolan
examines specific issues concerning Lee which he feels have been
obscured or distorted by popular myth. Among these are the
general’s supposed anti-slavery convictions, his magnanimity toward his Union enemies, and his postwar concilliatory attitude
toward the northern states.
Nolan contends that all of these images are false. In fact, Lee
held definite views of white superiority; he was angered and
disillusioned by what he felt was the North’s brutal and inhumane
prosecution of the war, and in the postwar years he presented
a “mixed picture” (p. 147) of accepting southern defeat while
simultaneously reaffirming white supremacy, states rights, and
the legality of secession. These views, Nolan correctly points out,
were natural for defeated Southerners to hold, and he does not
condemn Lee for endorsing them. In this way Lee Considered
avoids the harsher tone of Thomas Connelly’s The Marble Man.
Some of Nolan’s arguments are more persuasive than others.
In particular, he is unconvincing when analyzing Lee’s motivations for continuing the war long after he personally believed
the Confederacy’s cause to be lost. Historians such as Douglas
Southall Freeman have commended Lee for his honor and devotion to duty in continuing the war throughout 1864 and into
1865. Nolan argues that Lee’s persistence led to thousands of
additional casualties and increased wartime devastation in the
South. “The issue of Lee’s personal responsibility cannot be escaped by romanticizing his continuation of the war” Nolan contends (p. 131). Instead, “[t]he facts cast serious doubt on the
traditional assumption that Lee’s persistence was wholly admirable” (p. 133). Lee’s persistence may not have been admirable,
but one questions what other course was open to the general,
short of unilaterally surrendering his army while it still had the
means to fight.
The final chapter in Lee Considered is perhaps the most provocative and important of the entire book. In it Nolan argues
that the historical misperception of Robert E. Lee is symptomatic
of a larger misrepresentation of Civil War history. Fiction and
myth about the war “have ousted the facts . . . so that what is
treated as the history of the Civil War is instead a legend, a folk
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epic told over and over again” (p. 154). Examples of Civil War
legend, Nolan contends, are the assertions that slavery was not
a major issue in bringing about the war, that slaves were overwhelmingly loyal to their masters, and that the South was doomed
to defeat from the start of the war.
While few readers will agree with all of Nolan’s conclusions,
fewer still can argue that this is not a significant and thought-provoking work. Lee Considered is intellectual history at its finest. It
is precisely the type of scholarship that is needed for Civil War
history to retain its vibrancy and relevancy, and it should assume
a prominent position in the crowded field of Civil War historiography.
Florida State Archives

D AVID J. C OLES

Chronicles of Faith: The Autobiography of Frederick D. Patterson.
Edited by Martia Graham Goodson. (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1991. x, 220 pp. Foreword, preface,
acknowledgments, photographs, appendix, sources, index.
$35.00.)
Frederick Douglass Patterson became the third president of
Tuskegee Institute, now Tuskegee University, in 1935. Even
today there have been only five presidents: Booker T.
Washington, Robert R. Moton, Frederick D. Patterson, Luther
Foster, and Benjamin Payton. Moton selected Patterson, his prospective son-in-law, and Patterson chose Foster as his successor.
This concentration of power is imbedded in the presidency of
Tuskegee. Patterson acknowledges that the president could hire
and fire at will and received little interference or encouragement
from local whites. It was up to the president to lead, especially
in finding the money for the growing institution. As World War
II neared, students became restive largely over the issue of poor
food quality but perhaps over Patterson’s moderate, low-profile
position on civil rights as well. Patterson weathered the student
storm by insisting that the students take responsibility for administering the dining hall. This cured the problem after only
a few days! While he played the autocrat with his faculty, he
seems to have had little difficulty with them. This may have been
because there was no tenure or, indeed, any assurance of a job
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from one year to the next. Patterson adopted the “ask back”
system.
Although an orphan, Patterson was never without the
nourishing love of a surrogate mother— his sister Bessie. Born
in Washington, DC, he spent most of his youth in Texas where
he graduated from Prairie View Normal and Industrial Institute
with no more than the equivalent of high school training. While
Patterson had a lackadaisical academic career and was especially
weak in English, he found his vocational interest in veterinary
medicine. At Iowa State he experienced only mild discrimination.
He graduated in 1923 with a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
degree and received a Master of Science degree in 1927. In 1932
he received the Ph.D. from Cornell. Patterson taught at Virginia
State College before accepting an appointment to the Tuskegee’s
Agriculture Department.
At Tuskegee, Patterson attempted to update trade school
education that had been started by Washington and to adapt it
to the twentieth century. Programs begun by Patterson include
commercial dietetics, aviation (in World War II), veterinary
medicine, engineering, and home economics. In several cases
substantially increased state appropriations were prompted by
the threat of integration and the promise of General Education
Board (Rockefeller) funds.
There are interesting anecdotes about political figures of the
time. None of the Alabama governors, with the possible exception of Chauncey Sparks, come off well. Atlanta sociologist W.
E. B. DuBois, according to Patterson, confessed on visits to Tuskegee that his opposition to Dr. Washington’s emphasis on vocational education was highly overdrawn.
Much of the book is devoted to Patterson’s imaginative efforts
to raise money for black colleges. The United Negro College
Fund originated with him. Mary McLeod Bethune, president of
Bethune-Cookman College of Daytona Beach, is cited as a
speaker who could be counted on for an inspiring fundraising
talk. In 1953 Patterson left Tuskegee to become director of the
Phelps Stokes Fund, principally devoted to black education and
based in New York. After seventeen years at Phelps Stokes, Dr.
Patterson retired to create the Moton Institute at which he continued his effective fund-raising for black colleges.
Much of the book is based upon tapes in the Oral History
Research Office of Columbia University. The book might have
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been improved by an editor with a sharper eye and a greater
knowledge of the scene. Nevertheless this is an interesting book
about a distinguished career.
Stetson University

E VANS C. J OHNSON

From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt: Federal Policy, Economic Development,
and the Transformation of the South, 1938-1980. By Bruce J.
Schulman. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991. xii,
333 pp. Preface, tables, maps, notes, index. $35.00.)
Bruce Schulman analyzes the effects of federal economic
policies in the South from the depression of the 1930s, when
Franklin Roosevelt referred to the region as “the Nation’s No.
1 economic problem,” to the boom conditions of the “Sunbelt”
of the 1970s. He sees southern liberals such as Claude Pepper
promoting the national government through the New Deal as a
major force in the South. In addition to New Deal projects,
considerable economic growth came to the South as a result of
federal spending during World War II and afterwards during
the Cold War. For example, the South had almost 40 percent of
military base construction during the war, and in the 1960s Georgia Lockheed became the largest industrial organization in the
Southeast. The impact of federal space and missile programs
are readily apparent to Floridians.
Schulman intertwines politics with race relations and concludes that “place” was more important than “people” in national
policies that were designed “not so much to uplift poor people
as to enrich poor places” with programs that benefited white
citizens more than black citizens. He maintains that even liberals
who championed civil rights for blacks looked to economic
growth and not redistribution of wealth as the answer. This is
certainly an interpretation worthy of examination, but it causes
this reviewer to wonder if Schulman’s methodology has not
placed him in the position of making an assumption and then
selecting only those sources which fit his frame of reference.
Adequate attention is not given to non-governmental forces behind economic development such as the technological advances
underway in the 1930s that allowed southern yellow pine to be
economically converted into pulp paper. More specifically for
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Florida, it is obvious that Cape Canaveral’s geography had much
to do with its role in the developing space and missile program
after World War II. Schulman also relies too heavily upon development in North Carolina and Tennessee to represent effectively
the thirteen states comprising the eleven ex-Confederate states
plus Kentucky and Oklahoma.
While Schulman neglects the effect of non-governmental
forces, he carefully analyzes the impact of federal programs in
222 pages of text and 100 pages of annotated sources. In spite
of its limitations the book will be useful to scholars examining
the relationships between government and the economy.
Florida State University

E DWARD F. K EUCHEL

The Civil Rights Era: Origins and Development of National Policy,
1960-1972. By Hugh Davis Graham. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990. x, 578 pp. Preface, introduction, conclusions, essay on sources, notes, index. $29.95.)
What is a neoconservative? A liberal who has been mugged?
A white whose son did not get into medical school? Hugh Davis
Graham defines neoconservativism as the rejection of the way
the civil rights revolution altered the roles of the three branches
of the national government and, in particular, how executive
agencies and the federal judiciary took most of the policy-making
authority from the legislative branch after 1965. Graham offers
a powerful critique of government civil rights policy after 1965,
essentially from the position that equal results, rather than equal
opportunity; and group rights, as opposed to individual rights,
are not correct American values. Graham’s interpretation should
be read in the context of the recent works of Allen Matusow,
Charles Murray, William Julius Wilson, and Nicholas Lemann,
all of whom have demonstrated how many of the policies of the
late 1960s failed to improve the conditions of blacks. But Graham
does something different: he tells us that the policies themselves
arose from undemocratic sources and that their illegitimate origin accounts in large part for the failure of the policies. It is a
provocative thesis.
The contents of a book so large can barely be sketched in a
brief review. Graham follows civil rights policy from 1960 to
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1972, employing a presidential synthesis to organize the policies
considered. His focus is mostly on the executive branch and very
heavily on a new agency— the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. In the presidential framework Graham’s greatest
sympathy lies with Lyndon Johnson who was most responsible
for the successful implementation of “Phase I” civil rights policy— the acts that took down barriers to blacks’voting and using
public accommodations. He emphasizes that these changes were
fundamental, marking a basic discontinuity in American history.
Richard Nixon’s tolerance of “Phase II” policies, or resultsoriented efforts, earns bad marks from Graham. But the real
villains of the second phase were the unelected bureaucrats and
judges who went beyond the statutory authority of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Rights Act to make policies that
undermined the separation of powers— the division of
sovereignty between the states and the national government—
and the meaning of liberty and equality in American life.
Graham impresses the reader with his knowledge of a mass
of primary and secondary material over a long and intense period
of policymaking. Surely he is correct to say that our understanding of the civil rights era is incomplete when we look only at the
protests in the streets of Montgomery and Selma. Graham’s work
is intelligent and comprehensible for even those who are not
naturally at home in policy studies. In places it sparkles with
sharply drawn profiles and telling anecdotes. The only real problem lies in the book’s length. There simply are not many people
who will read 600 pages on any historical subject, much less one
on the ebb and flow of government policy. The length will limit
the book’s influence among those who need to know what is in it.
Another possible definition of a neoconservative is a white
liberal unfamiliar with the racial attitudes of the fire department
in Birmingham, or the steelworkers in Bessemer, or the legislators in Mississippi. For all its intelligent criticism of the changes
in federal policy-making, Graham’s book lacks sufficient understanding of the deep and continuing commitment to white supremacy among so many Americans. The white reaction against
black civil rights that he sees emerging in the years 1966 to 1968
in response to new, unlegislated federal policy can also be
explained— if you look northward from Alabama and Mississippi
rather than southward from Washington— as the effort of entrenched whites to regain the upper hand in the contest for
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dominance of the social order. Regardless of whether blacks
voted, white majorities could still control politics if the electoral
forms were arranged in certain ways. Whites still could
monopolize economic opportunity in the private sector. Whitemajority opposition to congressional action kept that branch
from providing many answers to the continuing racial problems
in the United States after 1965. Professor Graham, of course, is
one neoconservative who knows well the persistence of white
supremacist thinking and influence, but he chose not to emphasize their role in shaping post-1965 civil rights policy. That
represents a basic problem in what otherwise is a powerful book.
University of Alabama

R OBERT J. N ORRELL

Race, Civil Rights, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Judicial Circuit. By John M. Spivack. (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1991. xix, 324 pp. Foreword, preface, acknowledgments, notes, appendices, bibliography. $67.00.)
During the civil rights era the realm of the Fifth Court of
Appeals included Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. The court played a pivotal role in the great
civil rights struggles of the 1950s and 1960s and pioneered the
development of affirmative action and other judicial theories.
Before the circuit was eventually divided, its busy docket required
the addition of a sufficient number of judges, according to John
M. Spivack, to make it “the largest English-speaking court in the
world” (p. 33).
Spivack’s study of the court adds rather little to what is already
known. His work is an unrevised dissertation written in the late
1970s. As a result it is a dated study that fails to build on the
work of J. Harvie Wilkinson, Jack Bass, Frank T. Read, Lucy S.
McGough, and other more recent studies.
The book is also a curiously schizophrenic work. On the one
hand it is a narrative account of the federal judiciary’s performance in accomplishing public school desegregation in Miami,
Dallas, and New Orleans. In Miami, local authorities— aside from
a certain amount of foot-dragging— responded constructively to
the Brown decision, and the Court of Appeals had few duties to
perform. In Dallas, two successive federal district court judges
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vigorously opposed desegregation. As a consequence, Spivack
observes, “the Court of Appeals was required to drag the district
court along, kicking and screaming all the way, into obedience
to the supreme law of the land” (p. 92). In New Orleans, the
state of Louisiana made a determined effort to implement the
doctrine of interposition, thus launching a year-long battle during 1960-1961 between the federal courts and state officials. The
three cases are revealing, and Spivack deals with them in a knowledgeable manner, but he fails to draw from his analysis much
in the way of interpretive generalization.
The other part of the book is an examination of the seven
judges who served on the Court of Appeals during the 1954-1960
period. Like Jack Bass and most other students of the court’s
civil rights decisions, Spivack is friendly toward judicial activism
and therefore is generous in his assessments of Judges Elbert P.
Tuttle, John R. Brown, and particularly John Minor wisdom.
Spivack also admires Richard T. Rives who overcame his own
essentially conservative outlook to ally with Tuttle, Brown, and
Wisdom. These men were “The Four” who dominated work of
the Fifth Circuit. The conservatives on the court were Joseph
C. Hutcheson and Benjamin F. Cameron, each of whom Spivack
credits with intelligence and judgement. Only Warren L. Jones
emerges as something of a nonentity. “Each of the other judges,”
Spivack writes, “was unique, special, and in some respects larger
than life, even in failure. Warren Jones was not” (p. 167).
Spivack’s book is an interesting but flawed work. Aside from
being dated it does not successfully integrate judicial behavior
in Miami, Dallas, and New Orleans desegregation litigation with
the viewpoints of individual judges. The lengthy appendices add
rather little to the material covered in the text. Readers seeking
an introduction to the activities of the Fifth Circuit during the
1950s may find this book helpful. Serious readers would be well
advised to look elsewhere.
University of Georgia
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The South for New Southerners. Edited by Paul D. Escott and David
R. Goldfield. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1991. xi, 168 pp. Preface, illustrations, notes, index. $22.50,
cloth; $9.95, paper.)
Paul D. Escott and David R. Goldfield, two highly respected
southern scholars, have prepared a historical survival manual
for Yankees “gone South.” For the multitudes of Northerners
who have moved to Dixie since World War II, the South is the
promised land, a place of enormous opportunity, but it is also
a strange region with unusual people and curious mores. Escott
and Goldfield, fine historians that they are, believe that an understanding of the South’s unique heritage would greatly facilitate
assimilation. The South for New Southerners, an anthology of perceptive, often light-hearted essays, written mainly by northern-born
scholars, presents the essence of southern history, culture, and
society.
Escott’s opening essay, “The Special Place of History,” traces
the South’s sense of personalism and tightly knit communities
to rural isolation. He additionally notes the impact of the Civil
War, poverty, racial injustice, and social inequity upon the evolution of southern manners and communication by defense
mechanisms that allowed Southerners to function within a potential social powder keg. Escott also observes the ethnic and religious homogeneity of the South. He concludes that the South
is changing, but the region’s devotion to kin, community, and
rootedness merits preservation in a modern world of flux and
estrangement.
John Shelton Reed seeks to identify the South. He cleverly
uses weather, kudzu and cotton growth, lynchings, the Kappa
Alpha fraternity, poor plumbing and bad teeth, third-party presidential candidates, Baptists, low burglary rates, high homicide
rates, the birthplaces of country music performers, colleges with
sports magazines, low percentages of females in traditionally
male jobs, an index of preferences in speech, food, women, use
of the word “Dixie,” and the perceptions of his own students to
fix the South’s borders. He concludes that perhaps the ratio of
“Southern” versus “American” listings in the local telephone directories best define the South’s boundaries.
Nell Irvin Painter comments that most studies of the South
focus on elite whites and ignore blacks. Painter, however, con-
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tends that southern blacks who moved to cities, North and South,
strongly influenced the church and music. This influence eventually affected white performers and audiences. Painter concludes with the assertion that black solidarity carried over into
the union movement in the South and that increasing economic
and political diversity is manifest among blacks today.
Goldfield’s essay on southern cities repeats his thesis that
southern urban centers are creatures of the countryside and
therefore exhibit a regional difference. Julia Kirk Blackwelder’s
piece on southern women examines differences between the
“Southern lady” and the “Southern belle,” the bearing of southern religion and income upon working women in the region,
and social and political activism among southern women. She
argues that the changing role of women in America has transformed the southern concept of ladyhood, but today’s female
Southerners, nonetheless, have retained their distinction.
Goldfield’s essay on southern politics is an outstanding overview of political developments in the South from the Founding
Fathers to the present. He wisely states, “the best way to understand Southern politics is by understanding Southern history”
(p. 134). His essay with Thomas E. Terrell on the transformation
of the southern economy is equally excellent.
Scholars will find little that is new in these essays, but this
book is not for them. There are, for example, no footnotes. This
work is for Northerners who have moved to the South, Northerners who wish to understand the South though they do not live
there, and even Southerners who hope to gain an improved
appreciation and perception of their own region. These individuals will learn much from this entertaining volume. Escott,
Goldfield, and their cohorts have measured their audience correctly and served it well.
Wright State University
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The Future South: A Historical Perspective for the Twenty-first Century.
Edited by Joe P. Dunn and Howard L. Preston. (Urbana, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 1991. x, 251 pp. Preface, overview,
tables, epilogue, index. $34.95, cloth; $12.95, paper.)
With a new century just eight years away, academicians in
various disciplines are attempting to don the hat of “futurist.”
The field of history is increasingly a part of this phenomenon
as practitioners prognosticate future trends. Yet even in the computerized era, historians must still probe the past to understand
the present and to evaluate an uncertain future. This nine-essay
anthology, originally presented in a 1988 symposium commemorating Converse College’s centennial, examines multiple
facets of southern history and culture. Short yet comprehensive,
the book includes articles on urbanization (David F. Goldfield),
politics (Alexander P. Lamis), industrialization and social change
(Robert C. McMath, Jr.), race relations (Howard N. Rabinowitz),
women (Margaret Ripley Wolfe), southern literature (Doris
Betts), and cultural transition (Preston).
The anticipations of these “futurists’‘— they might shun such
a label— may not materialize, but they do present the current
“conventional wisdom” of leading scholars in their respective
fields. The book should please “New South” historians because
each author has researched and documented his findings and
given a full measure of devotion to the past in forecasting developments of the new century.
Common consensus themes dominate the essays: (1) The
South’s future is dependent on the continued progress of its
growing cities and suburbs; (2) political change will continue as
the Democratic party loses its once unchallenged grip on the
former Confederacy; (3) industrialization and high technology
will further expand while traditional textile and agricultural sectors continue to modernize; (4) the steady influx of Northerners
and immigrants will produce a more multicultural and less biracial society in the region once notorious for discriminatory
policies; (5) women, motivated by self-fulfillment and economic
factors, will continue their upward mobility into the workplace;
(6) southern literature will remain rather regionally distinctive
but less so than during the twentieth century; and (7) southern
cultural identity will wane in the next century though it is not
headed to quick extinction.
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Though the South has “retained a certain small-town, rural
identity long since swept away by modern forces of change in
other parts of the country” (p. 206), Preston expects a continuing
diminution of regional cultural differences. Indeed he projects
that the future South will resemble “freeze-dried, fast-food, suburban America. . . . [The] attributes, customs, mannerisms, and
even attitudes traditionally ascribed to the South will endure in
the midst of a more dominant national or possibly even global
culture” (p. 212).
Lamis’s essay should hold particular interest for historians,
journalists, political scientists, and citizens attuned to current
political trends. He explains how the Second Reconstruction of
the 1960s constitutes the dividing line in the South’s political
history. Before the civil rights movement the region was a oneparty bastion bent on maintaining white supremacy. Thereafter,
Republicans and blacks slowly achieved limited success in a still
predominantly Democratic region. Lamis incorporates data from
the 1988 elections along with opinion polls and their regional
ramifications for numerous political questions. Viewing the political future as “open-ended,” Lamis expresses hope that the region can meet the needs of “those who have less” among both
races, a goal that he terms “just and long-overdue” (p. 77).
Readers with limited time can pick and choose from the selections without losing the overall thrust of the book and can still
gain an enhanced appreciation of southern history and culture.
The essays give no particular thrust to any one state; the book
examines Florida history only in reference to modern demographic changes and the 1988 elections. While certain essays will
appeal to readers interested in a particular discipline, the overall
quality of the selections appears fairly consistent. Few ideas presented in these pages are novel or earth-shattering— indeed
much of the information can be found in other recent books
related to the South— but the essays do offer a panorama of
recent developments in southern life that seem destined to exert
further impact into the twenty-first century.
Laredo Junior College
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Political Parties in the Southern States: Party Activists in Partisan
Coalitions. Edited by Tod A. Baker, Charles D. Hadley, Robert
P. Steed, and Laurence W. Moreland. (New York: Praeger,
1990. xiv, 244 pp. Preface, introduction, tables, figures, notes,
appendix, selected bibliography, index. $42.95.)
In the forty-two years since V. O. Key’s Southern Politics was
published, the politics of the South has undergone a transformation. In this volume, twelve political scientists examine the changing party system through an analysis of party elites in selected
southern states. They find that the party system of the South is
undergoing a long-term realignment which is bringing it closer
to the national party system and to the ideologically polarized,
programmatic parties often viewed as the ideal by reformers.
The data for these studies come from a survey of 5,034 delegates to the 1984 state party conventions in six states— Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South
Carolina. This is supplemented with survey results from 2,543
delegates to the 1988 party conventions in South Carolina and
Virginia. The authors draw extensively from the literature on
political parties, voting behavior, and southern politics in the
design and analysis of their research, thereby maximizing the
conclusions which can be drawn from the findings.
Three issues provide a thematic framework for this book:
the role of elite studies in understanding mass politics, the increasing nationalization of American politics due to party reforms, and the realignment of southern politics. In chapters two
through ten, the empirical heart of the book, the personal attributes and political views of the convention delegates are analyzed
as a means of determining the impact on the party coalitions of
party reform and of cultural and economic changes in the South.
The authors find that the Republicans have gained adherents
from the religious right, urbanization, in-migration, and Democratic defections while maintaining an almost monolithic conservatism. On the other hand, Democrats have become both more
heterogeneous and more liberal as a result of the addition of
black voters, women, and Democratic in-migrants. The picture
of the two parties that emerges consistently from all nine studies
is of a deeply divided southern Democratic party that has lost
much of its uniquely regional quality and of a Republican party
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closely identified with the ideological views and issues of traditional southern politics.
The introduction by William Crotty and the conclusion by
Lewis Bowman are particularly valuable in summarizing the findings of the individual studies and discussing the implications of
party realignment for the South and the nation. Also worthy of
special note are Robert Steed’s excellent analysis of party reform
and its impacts, and Steed and McGlennon’s examination of the
divisions within the party coalitions in 1988.
This volume contributes to the growing literature on southern politics by providing empirical evidence of the changing
characteristics of the two parties and, most important, of the
sources of change. It is sophisticated methodologically, carefully
researched, and has numerous and easily comprehended tables
summarizing the differences between the delegates. The study’s
limitations rest in its data base. Conclusions can only be tentative
when the primary research is based on respondents from six
states in one year. While the results from the 1988 survey support
the 1984 findings, further work is needed to determine whether
the convention delegates accurately represent other party activists and the mass electorate and if patterns of change
documented here will continue over time.
Although Florida is not among the states surveyed, the findings of this study help to explain the transformation of Florida’s
party system from the one-party fluid factionalism described by
Key to the competitive, ideologically based party system of today’s
Florida.
Jacksonville University

J OAN S. C ARVER

Opening Doors: Perspectives on Race Relations in Contemporary
America. Edited by Harry J. Knopke, Robert J. Norrell, and
Ronald W. Rogers. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press,
1991. xviii, 234 pp. Acknowledgments, preface, notes, selected
bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Thomas F. Pettigrew describes an encounter between presidential candidate Jesse Jackson and a white man who asked
Jackson to pose with him for a photograph, explaining that he
had marched at Selma. When Jackson congratulated him, the
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man pointed out that he had marched with the Klan. “I don’t
want to be on the wrong side of history again,” he said.
Publication by the University of Alabama Press of the proceedings of a 1988 conference commemorating the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the involuntary desegregation of the University
of Alabama is partial atonement for being on the wrong side of
history. While the immediate event that stimulated the conference was the desegregation of the university, Opening Doors addresses the larger question of race relations in America, reflecting
on the history, causes, and consequences of racial discrimination.
This volume includes contributions by participants in the civil
rights movement, historians, and social scientists. The editors
are administrators and professors at the University of Alabama.
Like any volume with multiple contributors, the essays vary
in style, theme, and relevance. Leon Litwack provides an overview of race relations in the period between the Civil War and
the Second Reconstruction; Fannie Allen Neal tells what it was
like to grow up black in Alabama; and E. Culpepper Clark places
the 1963 episode in the context of the recent history of the
University of Alabama. Dan T. Carter provides a sensitive portrait of George C. Wallace that rises above previous accounts in
its subtleties, while Mortimer Ostow examines prejudice from a
psychoanalytical perspective. Walter Stephen quantitatively
examines racial progress. John Dovidio and Samuel Gaertner
examine prejudice at the societal level; Rhoada E. Johnson provides a prescription for dealing with powerlessness; Thomas E.
Pettigrew examines institutional changes and race relations; and
James Jones argues for a multi-cultural society.
In retrospect, desegregation has produced neither the horrors anticipated by segregationists nor the benefits promised by
its advocates. In education, black scores on standardized tests
have improved marginally, white scores have declined slightly,
and whites who attend desegregated elementary and secondary
schools are more hostile toward blacks than those who attend
segregated schools. Blacks who attend integrated schools have
no higher self-esteem than those who attend segregated ones.
On the other hand, almost all whites are willing to attend an
integrated university, whereas in 1963 only 56 percent were.
Ironically, the South today is more integrated than the North.
The mixed results of integration have precipitated a classic
liberal-conservative debate over whether reform has gone too
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far or not far enough. If the solution is a multi-cultural society,
as James Jones prescribes, it will be purchased at the price of a
politically fragmented nation.
Opening Doors is an important book with a variety of approaches toward the enigma of race. There is nothing specifically
on Florida, but the generalizations apply to all southern states.
A fine synthesis, it not only relates problems but proposes solutions. A paperback edition would be useful in classes on race
relations, southern history, and recent American history.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

G LEN J EANSONNE

Richard B. Russell, Jr., Senator from Georgia. By Gilbert C. Fite.
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1991.
xiv, 566 pp. Preface, photographs, notes, index. $29.95.)
Gilbert Fite has produced an outstanding political biography
of Richard B. Russell. An extremely successful and popular
politician, Russell was elected to the Georgia House of Representatives in 1920 at the age of twenty-three, was chosen as governor
of his state at age thirty-three, and in 1933 was elected as the
youngest member of the United States Senate.
In the Senate, where Russell served for thirty-eight years, he
reached a position of extraordinary power. As chairman of the
Armed Services Committee for sixteen years and as the ranking
member of the Appropriations Committee, Russell had significant impact on agricultural appropriations, defense policy, and
other legislative matters. He spent over half of his life in the
Senate and served during a period of dramatic change in American history. He was a seminal figure in the New Deal, World
War II, the Cold War, and the turbulent sixties until his death
in 1971.
Although no major legislation bore Russell’s name, he influenced the course of legislation by amendments to bills and by
personal contact with colleagues. Early in his career he decided
that he would be a workhorse, not a showhorse, and he got ahead
by listening and learning. Russell became a master of the parliamentary rules in the Senate, worked behind the scenes, and
stayed out of the public eye. According to Fite he was known as
a senator’s senator— a man of integrity and fairness who main-
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tained confidences and accommodated colleagues whenever possible.
Generally regarded as the leader of both the farm bloc and
the southern bloc in the Senate, Russell had perhaps his greatest
influence on defense spending. An unrepentant Cold War warrior, he viewed communism as monolithic, as a grave threat to
America, and thought force was the only thing Communists
understood. As a consequence he did everything he could for
military appropriations. He initially opposed going into Vietnam,
but once the war began he insisted on increased defense spending, opposed withdrawal as “our national honor is at stake,” and
denounced those who protested against the war.
Professor Fite sees Russell as a complex and contradictory
figure. An old fashioned man with nineteenth-century values
who opposed big government, he supported the New Deal assistance programs and fathered the school lunch program. Quiet,
reserved, and distrustful of the press, he loved praise and the
perks of government. In one area he never changed. Russell was
a dedicated white supremacist, and his racism was deep and
uncompromising. While never a demagogue or a race baiter,
Russell believed blacks to be intellectually, morally, and socially
inferior to whites and held that segregation was essential for
harmony and stability in the South. “This is a white man’s country
and we are going to keep it that way,” he stated. He opposed
integration of any kind as it would lead to mongrelization of the
races. He opposed all federal intervention into southern race
relations and fought bitterly against federal anti-lynch laws, integration of the armed services, and all civil rights bills from
1957 through the Voting Rights Bill of 1965. He denounced the
1954 Brown decision as “a clear abuse of judicial power” and
proudly claimed that he had delayed the implementation of federal civil rights laws for twenty years.
Of interest to Floridians was Russell’s campaign for the Democratic nomination for president in 1952. Russell did not expect
to win but hoped to increase the South’s bargaining power in
the party. He entered the Florida preference primary in April
1952, with the support of Senators Smathers and Holland. He
defeated Estes Kefauver in Florida with 56 percent of the vote
and won support from other southern states, but he could never
shake his regional image and lost the nomination to Adlai Stevenson on the third ballot.
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Although his power declined in the 1960s, Fite concludes
that Russell was “one of the few Senate giants of the twentieth
century.” Fite also sees Russell’s career as a tragedy since he
wasted his talents, time, and energy fighting against programs
for racial justice. “He sought to defend a social system that was
indefensible.”
Most of the material for this biography came from the voluminous Richard B. Russell collection at the University of Georgia, but the author failed to provide a bibliographical essay, a
significant omission in a book of its importance. Fite did a superb
job of compiling all of the material into a coherent whole, but
the work might have been enhanced by increased use of newspapers outside Georgia and additional manuscript collections of Russell’s senate colleagues. These criticisms are minor, however, and
do not significantly detract from a thoroughly researched, wellwritten, and long-overdue biography.
University of Florida

J ULIAN P LEASANTS

American Indians and World War II: Toward a New Era in Indian
Affairs. By Alison R. Bernstein. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1991. xiv, 247 pp. Preface, notes, bibliography, index, photographs. $21.95.)
Alison R. Bernstein, associate dean of faculty at Princeton
University, has written an excellent book that analyzes the impact
of the Second World War on American Indian life. Throughout
the text the author generally agrees with historians who have
provided a critical assessment of Commissioner John Collier and
New Deal Indian reform. Major topics discussed in this volume
include an overview of Indian affairs from 1933 to 1940, the
response of Florida Seminoles and other Indians to the Selective
Service Act, the military contributions of 25,000 Native Americans, conditions on the Indian homefront, the diminished role
of the Indian Bureau, the creation of the National Congress of
American Indians (NCAI), postwar political and economic uncertainties, and the emerging Indian concept of self-determination.
Bernstein argues convincingly that World War II had a significant and long-lasting impact on Indian affairs. Before 1940,
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Native Americans continued to live in isolated rural communities.
Five years later they were becoming rapidly assimilated into
mainstream society. The war economy encouraged an unprecedented out-migration of Indians to urban and off-reservation
areas. Over 40,000 people found work in war-related industries.
After becoming acquainted with the outside world, these Indians
were compelled to reconsider whether they wanted to continue
their isolation from the rest of society.
Compulsory military service further accelerated assimilation
when Secretary of War Henry Stimson refused to treat Indians
as a separate class of citizens. Increased contact with other Americans stimulated Indian interest in education, religious conversion, and coping with bureaucratic structures. It also led to expectations for a decent standard of living.
Bernstein suggests that Commissioner Collier’s active support
of Indian involvement in the war effort undercut earlier efforts
to create a tribal alternative to assimilation. Valuable Indian resources were placed at the federal government’s disposal, and
Japanese-American internment camps were established on Indian homelands without tribal consent. Furthermore, the detribalization process accelerated when Indians successfully
served in the military and off-reservation industries without close
Indian Bureau supervision. After 1945 the new challenge would
be for government policymakers and the NCAI to sustain and
guide the momentum for assimilation that had been unleashed
by the Second World War.
This book has only a few shortcomings. More attention should
have been given to the role of the American Indian Federation,
German-American Bund, and Federal Bureau of Investigation
on the Indian homefront. Additional information concerning
the relationship between the creation of the Indian Claims Commission, the NCAI, and the advent of termination also would
have been helpful.
Bernstein’s monograph is an important contribution to Indian New Deal historiography. It is based on extensive archival
research and provides insightful generalizations. American Indians and World War II is the best historical account available on
the impact of the war on Indian culture and federal Indian policy.
University of Texas, Arlington
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The Timber Tycoons: The Camp Families of Virginia and Florida,
and Their Empire, 1887-1987, by Parke Rouse, Jr., recounts the
history of the three Camp brothers— Paul D., Robert J., and
James L. Camp— who devoted their lives to Virginia enterprises.
The other three brothers, the “Florida Camps”— William M.
Camp of Ocala, Dr. Benjamin Franklin Camp of White Springs,
and John Stafford Camp— established lumbering, phosphate,
citrus, and road building material businesses in central Florida.
In 1887, the six brothers incorporated the Camp Manufacturing
Company, which converted pine trees in and around Franklin,
Virginia, into building materials. Shortly afterwards, Benjamin
Franklin Camp moved to Florida because of his health. He established his home and business at Campville, east of Newnan’s
Lake, near Gainesville. One sister settled in Newberry, Florida,
and another in Franklin. The other two Camp brothers arrived
in Florida shortly afterwards. The “Florida Camps” expanded
their business activities, and by the 1930s, they were into pulp
papermaking. By 1956, the Union Camp was recognized as one
of the country’s largest forest products firms. The Camps have
been generous philanthropists, supporting schools and churches
mainly in the communities in which they lived and had their
businesses. The Timber Tycoons may be ordered from the South
Hampton County Historical Society, Route 1, Box 80A, Newsoms, VA 23875. The price is $20.
The Columbus Legacy in Pensacola includes the following articles: “Christopher Columbus: For Gold, God, and Glory,” by
Virginia Parks; “After Columbus: The Path to Pensacola,”
adapted from William S. Coker; “Cross and Crown: Partners in
the Indies,” by Mary Dawkins; “Early Spanish Shipping in Pensacola, 1559-1561,” by Roger C. Smith; “A Clash of Cultures,”
by Sandra Johnson; and “Spanish Heritage in Pensacola,” by
Margaret J. Krohn. There is an epilogue by Virginia Parks and
Mary Dawkins; the volume was edited by Virginia Parks. Following each article there is a short bibliography. Included also are
photographs, many from the Pensacola Historical Society’s col-
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lections. The cover design is by Richard Shackelford. The Pensacola Historical Society published the monograph, and it is available at their office, Old Christ Church, 405 South Adams Street,
Pensacola, FL 32501. The price is $9.95.
Ann Hyman of Jacksonville describes her Chaos Clear as Glass
as a memoir. It includes beautifully written pieces by this important Florida journalist. Mrs. Hyman’s columns appear regularly
in the Florida Times-Union. In this memoir, and in her newspaper
columns, she writes on a variety of subjects— music, theater,
people, events, and almost anything else that strikes her fancy.
Her many readers enjoy her flair and style. Chaos Clear as Glass
carries a foreword by Eugenia Price, the Georgia novelist and
Mrs. Hyman’s good friend. The book was published by
Longstreet Press, 2150 New Market Parkway, Suite 102,
Marietta, GA 30067; it sells for $16.95.
Mayport Remembered: People & Places, by Helen Cooper Floyd,
is based on information gathered from interviews with longtime
residents of the seaport and fishing community. Many of the
sketches first appeared as articles in The Beaches Leader/Sun Times.
Mayport (earlier called Mayport Mills, and before that Hazard)
is located at the mouth of the St. Johns River, some thirty miles
from Jacksonville. A major naval base is located there now. It is
also the site of one of Florida’s historic lighthouses. Included
with Mrs. Floyd’s articles are many photographs. Mayport Remembered may be ordered from the author, 702 Market Street, Pascagoula, MS 39567, for $5 plus $1.50 for handling.
Camping and Cruising in Florida, by James A. Henshall, was
originally published in 1884. Dr. Henshall, of Cynthiana, Kentucky, wrote this account after two winters spent in southern
Florida. He said that he was writing as “an angler, a sportsman,
a yachtsman, a naturalist, and a physician.” Henshall brought
with him on his first trip to Florida several of his young male
patients. He believed that “a plain diet, pure air, bright sunshine,
and varied exercises would work wonders” in restoring them to
good health. The Henshall party traveled by boat from Titusville
to Biscayne Bay and the Florida Keys. They returned by the
same route, sailing down the St. Johns River to Jacksonville. Dr.
Henshall’s wife was his companion on his second visit to the
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state. They sailed by boat down the east coast to the Keys and
then along the west coast to Tampa Bay. Henshall was a careful
observer of the people he met and the countryside through
which he traveled. He listed the fish that he caught and the birds
that he spotted and could identify. The material first appeared
in Forest and Stream and the American Field, and was then compiled
for this travel account. The illustrations are reproductions of
original pen drawings by George W. Putter of Lake Worth,
Florida; the cover painting is by James M. Baker. Camping and
Cruising in Florida has been reprinted by Florida Classics Library,
Port Salerno, Florida. It sells for $13.95.
Two recent publications recount the history of the athletic
program at the University of Florida. Confessions of a Coach, a
revealing examination of college basketball, was written by Norm
Sloan, together with Larry Guests. Sloan describes his basketball
career, most of it spent at the University of Florida and North
Carolina State. The focus of the book is on the University of
Florida where Sloan coached the school’s first conference championship team. Controversies both on campus and with the
NCAA abruptly ended his career as a college head coach in
October 1989. This tumultuous period is described in Confessions
of a Coach. Published by Rutledge Hill Press, Nashville, it sells for
$18.95.
Lady Gators . . . Simply the Best is by Ruth Alexander and Paula
D. Welch. Dr. Alexander became the first administrator of
women’s athletics at the University of Florida. She is a member
of the National Association of Sports and Physical Education’s
Hall of Fame and the University of Florida’s Athletic Hall of
Fame. Dr. Welch was, and is, the first official women’s basketball
coach at the University of Florida and is professor of Exercise
and Sport Sciences at the University. The book is a chronological,
descriptive history of the University women’s intercollegiate programs. While women were involved in intramurals and extramurals as early as 1947, the year the University became coeducational, it was not until 1972 that an officially approved
intercollegiate athletic program for women was established. Lady
Gator golf, swimming, track, and tennis teams have received
national recognition. The program has produced many internationally recognized stars, including several Olympic medal win-
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ners in swimming: Tracy Caulkins, Dara Torres, Laura Walker,
Mary Wayte, Paige Zemina, Theresa Andrews, and Catie Ball.
Winnners in other sports have brought international recognition
to the University, including a number of track stars and diving
champions. Lady Gator golf and tennis teams rank among the
best in the nation. Lady Gators was published by Klane Publications, P. O. Box 14901, University Station, Gainesville, FL 32604.
It sells for $23.54, plus tax.
Indians of the Southeast, by Richard E. Mancini, is useful as a
supplemental text for elementary and middle school classes
studying Native Americans. There is information on the earliest
inhabitants of the area, including the Mississippian Culture and
the Mound Builders. Photographs, many in color, illustrate the
lifestyle and activities— past and present— of Indians living in
what is now the southeastern part of the United States. The
Florida Seminoles are included in this volume. Indians of the
Southeast is part of the eight-volume First Americans Series, published by Facts on File, Inc., 460 Park Avenue South, New York,
NY 10016. It sells for $18.95.
Harper’s Ferry, by Ray Jones, was published by Pelican Publishing Company, P. O. Box 189, Gretna, LA 70053. Harper’s Ferry,
best-known as the site of John Brown’s infamous raid, has suffered many economic crises and natural disasters. Sightseers visit
the community wanting to see the fire engine house where John
Brown made his last stand. Included in this volume is a 1906
photograph of W. E. B. DuBois and a group of black preachers
and professors. All were members of his Niagara Movement
meeting at the time at Storer College. The fire engine house is
now part of Harper’s Ferry National Historical Park, a nationally
recognized historic site. Harper’s Ferry sells for $9.95.
From Abbeville to Zebulon: Early Postcard Views of Georgia reproduces some 600 images taken between 1900 and 1920. It is a
record of everyday life in the cities, towns, and rural communities
of Georgia. The pictures are of churches, schools, homes, business establishments, and public buildings. Also portrayed are
family outings, market days, zoos, recreational facilities, and all
the other activities that people were involved in. Gary L. Doster
of Watkinsville is the editor, and the postcards are from his
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collection. Published by the University of Georgia Press, the volume sells for $34.
The Anatomy of a Lynching: The Killing of Claude Neale, by James
R. McGovern of the University of West Florida, was reviewed
in the Florida Historical Quarterly, Volume 62 (July 1983). It is
the history of a violent lynching that occurred in Jackson County,
Florida, in 1934. The volume has been republished in a paperback edition by Louisiana State University Press, and it sells for
$9.95.
A Woman Rice Planter, by Elizabeth Allston Pringle (“Patience
Pennington”), is an account of her life in South Carolina in
the post-Civil War period. Her family had lost most of its land
and money in the war, and to make a living, Mrs. Pringle, using
the pen name “Patience Pennington,” wrote a series of newspaper
columns for the New York Sun. In 1913, she assembled her material into a book that has now been reprinted by the University
of South Carolina Press in its Southern Classic Series. James G.
Sproat serves as editor of the series. Dr. Charles Joyner of the
University of South Carolina, Coastal Carolina College, has written an interpretive essay for this edition. The paperback sells
for $15.95, and it may be ordered from the University of South
Carolina Press.
Southern Country Editor, by Thomas D. Clark, is another volume reprinted by the University of South Carolina Press in its
Southern Classics Series. It covers from the end of the Civil War
to the 1930s and shows the important role that weekly newpapers
in the South played in shaping public opinion. The paperback
includes an introduction by Gilbert C. Fite. The price is $14.95.
The Confederacy as a Revolutionary Experience, by Emory M.
Thomas, is also a reprint in the Southern Classics Series. It includes an updated bibliography and sells for $9.95.
Ralph L. Kerby’s Kirby Smith’s Confederacy: The Trans-Mississippi South, 1863-1865 has been reprinted in a paperback edition
by the University of Alabama Press. With the surrender of Vicksburg in July 1863, the Trans-Mississippi Department— Texas,
Arkansas, Missouri, Western Louisiana, and Indian Territory—
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was cut off from the rest of the South where most of the fighting
occurred. The Confederates were also deprived of desperately
needed food stuffs— beef, corn, cattle feed, etc. This volume
examines the many factors that led to the Department’s final
disintegration in the closing months of the Civil War. This work
is of special interest to Floridians because of the association of
General Kirby Smith and his family with Florida, particularly St.
Augustine. It sells for $18.95.
Other paperback reprints include Lee’s Maverick General:
Daniel Harvey Hill, by Hal Bridges. The introduction is the work
of Gary W. Gallagher. Published by the University of Nebraska
Press, Lincoln, NE, it sells for $11.95.
The Trans-Appalachian Frontier: Peoples, Societies, and Institutions, 1775-1850 is by Malcolm J. Rohrbough. The reprint edition
includes an updated bibliography. It was published by
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Bellmont, CA.
Louisiana State University Press has reprinted Eugene D.
Genovese’s From Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Slave Revolts
in the Making of the Modern World. These essays were presented
first as the Walter Lynwood Fleming Lectures in Southern History at Louisiana State University. It sells for $9.95.
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Annual Meeting
The ninetieth convention of the Florida Historical Society
will be held in St. Augustine, May 7-9, 1992, at the Ponce de
Leon Resort and Conference Center. Reservations should be
made with the hotel (904-824-2821). The Florida Historical Confederation will hold its sessions on the first day of the meeting.
These will cover Resources, Programs, and Opportunities; Interactive Exhibits; and Projections for Public Funding. Sara Van
Arsdel, Confederation chair, will discuss “Is the Confederation
Needed?” at the luncheon session.
A total of fifty-one historians, anthropologists, archaeologists,
Indian specialists, teachers, graduate students, and writers will
present papers and chair the sessions. Papers and panels will
relate to Florida artists and authors, women in Spanish Florida,
the cattle industry, Minorcans, medicine in early Florida, Colonial Florida, African-Americans in Florida, Conservation and
Recreation, Land Acquisitions, Archaeological Surveys, Indians,
the postbellum and Gilded Age periods, the Plant and Flagler
steamships, famous Floridians, colonial and territorial St. Augustine, World War II in Florida, and European discovery and
exploration.
The Lightner Museum is sponsoring a reception from 4:457:00 p.m. on Thursday evening, and on Friday evening there
will be a wine and cheese party hosted by the University Presses
of Florida and the Florida Historical Society. Hampton Dunn,
the outgoing president, will preside at the banquet on Friday
evening. The winners of the Golden Quill Media Awards, Frederick Cubberly Prize, Governor LeRoy Collins Prize, Carolyn
Mays Brevard Prize, Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Prize,
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize, Charlton W. Tebeau
Prize, and the President’s Service Awards will be announced at
the banquet. Special Donor Awards will be made to Hector C.
Borghetty, the Raymond C. Kane family, Caroline P. Rossetter,
and Ella Fort Rossetter.
The annual J. Leitch Wright Walk-Run-Crawl Mile Adventure, led by Thomas Graham, will be held on Saturday morning.
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The St. Augustine Historical Society will be the hosts for the
annual picnic on Saturday at the close of the session. There will
be a general membership and business meeting at 9:00 a.m. on
Saturday. Two historic houses— the Oldest House and the
Ximenez-Fatio House— will be open for convention attenders.
History fair projects will be displayed in the Flagler Room,
and prizes will be awarded at a ceremony in the Ponce Room,
from 5:00-6:00 p.m. on Saturday. The History Fair exhibits will
be coordinated by Scott Brown. The chairman of the joint local
arrangments and program committee for the convention is Dr.
Eugene Lyon. Members of this committee are Susan Parker,
Page Edwards, and Daniel Schafer.
Journeys for the Junior Historian
The most recent issue— Winter 1992— of Journeys for the Junior
Historian, published by the Florida Historical Society, includes
several articles that are geared to young readers: “Baseball in
the 1890s,” by James J. Horgan; “The Manatee, A Florida Steamboat,” by Pamela N. Gibson; “Colonial Pensacola: A Kid’s-Eye
View,” by Kent Rossow; and “Cracker,” by James M. Dehnam.
The winner of the “Draw the Ships” contest from the fall issue
of Journeys is Gisela Garcia, a seventh-grade student at Sligh
Junior High School in Tampa. Journeys is published three times
a year by the Florida Historical Society. The editor is Lucy Fuchs.
The annual subscription rate is $5 a year. For subscription and
membership information, write to the Society, P. O. Box 290197,
Tampa, FL 33687-0197.
National Register of Historic Places
The Florida Department of State, Division of Historical Resources, reports that the following Florida properties were added
to the National Register of Historic Places during the year 1991:
Alachua County— High Springs Historic District. Brevard County—
Aladdin Theater. Broward County— Old Dillard School. Charlotte
County— Bull Bay Icing Station; H. W. Smith Building; First National Bank Building; Punta Gorda Residential Historic District;
Punta Gorda Woman’s Club; West Coast Fish Cabin; and Willis
Fish Cabin. Clay County— Green Cove Springs Historic District.
Dixie County— Garden Patch Archaeological Site. Duval County—
Carling Hotel and Little Theater. Escambia County— King-Hooten
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House. Hardee County— Albert Carlton Estate. Hendry County—
Clewiston Inn. Hillsborough County— Episcopal House of Prayer;
and Old Tampa Free Public Library. Indian River County— Old
Palmetto Hotel. Jefferson County— Lloyd Historic District. Lake
County— Eustis Woman’s Club. Lee County— Captiva Rocks Ice
House; Edison Winter Home; Henderson Fish Cabin; Larson
Fish Cabin; Leneer Fish Cabin; Norton Fish Cabin; Point Blanco
Ice House; Whidden Fish Cabin; and White Rock Shoals Fish
Cabin. Orange County— Mitchill-Tibbetts House. Palm Beach
County— Old Palm Beach Junior College Building. Pinellas
County— Arfares Sponge Warehouse; Meres Sponge Warehouse;
and Tarpon Springs Historic District. Polk County— Mountain
Lake House. St. Johns County— Lincolnville Historic District and
Shell Bluff Landing Site. Santa Rosa County— Blackwater
Schooner Site. Sarasota County— Eagle Point Historic District and
Keith Estate. Volusia County— Southern Cassadaga Historic District and Stetson University Historic District.
Little White House Museum
Dedication of President Harry S. Truman’s Little White
House as a museum took place November 8, 1991. Located on
the grounds of the Navy Submarine Base in Key West, it was
the vacation home of President and Mrs. Truman from 1946
through 1952. The property was donated to the state of Florida
in 1986, and was restored by private funds under the direction
of Arva Moore Parks of Miami and Elizabeth K. Ehrbar. Built
in 1890, the house and grounds have been restored to reflect
the 1940s era. Thomas Alva Edison lived in the house for a few
months during World War I when he was refining his depth
charge invention. The house is open Monday-Sunday from 9:00
a.m to 5:00 p.m. Elizabeth Newland is the director of the Little
White House Museum.
Meetings
A symposium on “World War II: The Homefront in the
South,” will be held May 1-2, 1992, at Georgia State University,
Atlanta, Georgia. The symposium is sponsored by a consortium
composed of the National Archives-Southeast Region, Georgia
Department of Archives and History, Southern Labor Archives,
Kennesaw State College History Department, the Atlanta Chap-
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ter of Tuskegee Airmen, Clark Atlanta University Historical Society, Georgia World History Association, and the Georgia Historical Society. Sessions at the two-day event will examine many
topics including the experiences of blacks and women, culture
in the South, military camps and towns, the Air Force, trade and
industry, and urban and everyday life on the homefront. The
keynote speaker will be Air Force General Benjamin O. Davis,
Jr., USAF (Retired). For information and registration, contact
David E. Hilkert, National Archives-Southeast Region, 1557 St.
Joseph Avenue, East Point, GA 30344 or call 404-763-7477.
The Historical Association of Southern Florida, Miami, will
host the annual meeting of the Society of the History of Discoveries, October 1-4, 1992. Lectures and papers on various
aspects of exploration, especially Columbus, will be presented.
The American Association for State and Local History— the
professional organization for board, staff, and volunteers in historical societies, museums, and agencies— will hold its annual
meeting at the James L. Knight Center, Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Miami, September 13-20, 1992. The program will cover all aspects of historical organization operations, such as fund-raising,
collection management, education programing, volunteers, trustee and board development, and exhibition design and construction.
Miami, Florida, is the site of the National Preservation Conference, October 7-11, 1992. The focus of the conference will
be multiculturalization. For information contact the vice-president for Programs, Services, and Information, National Trust
for Historic Preservation, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, DC 20036.
Museums
The exhibition “Seeds of Change: From Sailing Ships to Soaring Ships, The First 500 Years,” opened March 1 at the Brevard
Museum of History and Natural Science, Cocoa, Florida. The
exhibition is a collaborative project by the National Museum of
Natural History of the Smithsonian Institution and the Brevard
Museum. The exhibition will continue until February 28, 1993.
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A film introduces the exhibition, and it and the exhibit explain
how the elements, or seeds, of change affected both the Old and
New Worlds. The elements were corn, potatoes, disease, the
horse, and sugar. All had global consequences, changing the
flora and fauna across the planet, transforming the diets and
health of millions of people, and even changing indigenous populations in many parts of the world. The emphasis is on Florida.
A large curved mural depicts Florida both before and after the
Columbus voyages. It is a pictorial history of Florida from the
Ice Age to the Space Age. In the section on Florida, Native
American artifacts from the Windover Archaeological Site are
displayed for the first time. The exhibition includes a walkthrough Spanish fort and information and artifacts on Spanish
missions. The historic eighteenth-century mission bell owned by
the Florida Historical Society is part of the exhibit. Also on exhibit
is a collection of historic Florida maps, some on loan from the
Library of Congress. The oldest of these maps was printed in
1544. Each map is accompanied by a descriptive text. The map
exhibition will continue until June 1992. The Brevard Museum
is located at 2201 Michigan Avenue in Cocoa. It is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and on Sunday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The Historic Pensacola Preservation Board and its support
organization, Historic Pensacola, Inc., are the curators and directors of the T. T. Wentworth, Jr., Florida State Museum. This
collection was given to the state of Florida in 1983. A major part
of the museum collection consists of archival materials relating
to the history of Florida, particularly West Florida. Material is
available for scholarly research but under direction of the board’s
curatorial staff. The collection includes nineteenth- and twentieth-century documents and personal papers of prominent Pensacolians, business records, maps, photographs, and postcards.
Also included are records from area civic groups, including the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, International Order of
Odd Fellows, Woodmen of the World, veterans groups, Kiwanis,
Fiesta of Five Flags, and the Pensacola Open Golf Tournament.
The collection also contains paintings, lithographs, stamps, postal
covers, local magazines and newspapers, currency and script,
sheet music, promotional literature, and books. For information
about the museum and use of the collection, contact Historic
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Pensacola, 205 East Zaragoza Street, Pensacola, FL 32501 (904444-8905).
Daniel Tomberlin, formerly on staff at the South Carolina
State Museum, has been appointed as the curator of the Seminole
County Historical Museum. He will direct the Museum’s plans
to upgrade its programs, collections, and exhibits. The Seminole
County Historical Society, organized in 1986, and the County
Historical Commission direct the activities of the Museum. It
occupies a building on the grounds of the Five Points County
Complex at the intersection of Highways 17-92 and County
Home Road in Sanford. It is open from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. on Saturdays
and Sundays. For more information call the Museum at 407-3212489.
Grants and Prizes
The Historical Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention will award study grants for research projects focusing on
Baptists, separation of church and state, and Baptists and the
peace movement. Grants cover travel costs and research-related
expenses at the Southern Baptist Historical Library and Archives.
For information contact Historical Commission, SBC, 901 Commerce Street, Suite 400, Nashville, TN 37203-3630.
The Cushwa Center for the Study of American Catholicism
at the University of Notre Dame is offering three $12,000 dissertation fellowships for the academic year 1993-1994. The work
must be on the history of United States Hispanic Catholics. The
deadline for application is January 1, 1993. The Center is also
offering at the post-doctoral level smaller research grants for
the summer of 1993. These stipends are also to promote and
encourage research on the United States Hispanic Catholic community. Recipients may be historians or anyone doing work in
fields such as literature, theology, anthropology, and the social
sciences. The deadline for application is December 15, 1992. For
information contact Dr. Jaime R. Vidal, 614 Hesburgh Library,
Notre Dame, IN 46556.
The University of Kentucky announces a $500 Martin Luther
King, Jr., Prize for research in African-American history. It will
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be awarded biennially for an article published in the preceding
two years. Scholarly articles published in the calendar years 1991
and 1992 are eligible. The deadline is December 31, 1992. Send
submissions to Martin Luther King, Jr., Prize Committee, Department of History, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
40506-0027.
The Florida Humanities Council awarded a grant to the Collier County Museum and the Seminole Tribe of Florida for a
series of quincentennial programs. A film series, traveling
exhibits, and a symposium will use anthropology, archaeology,
ethnography, and history data to explore the Columbian Quincentennial from a multicultural point of view.
Announcements and Activities
The Jacksonville Historical Society will sponsor “Heritage
Days in Jacksonville: 1562-1992,” May 8-10, 1992. Many civic
and cultural organizations and all of the area’s historical, preservation, anthropological, and museum organizations will be involved as planners and participants of this city-wide event.
The Preservation Institute: Nantucket, sponsored by the University of Florida College of Architecture, selects students from
throughout the United States each summer to participate in its
interdisciplinary curriculum. The Institute addresses preservation as an aspect of professional practice and uses Nantucket as
a laboratory for case studies. Undergraduate credits may be
earned during the mid-June to mid-August session. For more
information contact Susan Tate, Department of Interior Design,
University of Florida, 350 Architecture Building, Gainesville, FL
32611.
A poster relating to the history of the Seminole Indians of
Florida has been published by Sarasota artist Theodore Morris.
It is the second in a series of posters on Florida’s Native Americans. It may be purchased for $9, plus tax, from the artist, 1211
34th Street, Sarasota, FL 34234 (813-351-1490, or fax, 813-3515835):
The Jacksonville City Council is providing the financial support that will allow the pavilion on the Southbank River Walk
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east of the Main Street Bridge to be enclosed and established as
a historical center where visitors can secure information about
the community, Duval and surrounding counties, and the state.
A walking and driving tour of historic High Springs, Florida,
has been published by Murray Laurie with support from the
Bureau of Historic Preservation, Florida Department of State,
the Historic Preservation Advisory Council, the City of High
Springs, the High Springs Chamber of Commerce, and the High
Springs Area Historical Society. The graphics are by Stacey Breheny. The photographs are by Stacey Breheny, Joel Glenn, Murray Laurie, and Wes Skiles. For information, contact the High
Springs Chamber of Commerce, P. O. Box 863, High Springs,
FL 32643.
The Mississippi Quarterly will publish a special issue in 1993 on
the South since 1945. Traditional and interdisciplinary articles
are welcome. Persons who wish to contribute should contact
Stanley Godbold, Drawer H, Mississippi State, MS 39762. The
deadline is October 1992.
Persons doing genealogical and family history research will
be interested in the Southern Queries genealogy magazine. It consists mostly of queries from people researching their southern
(including Florida) ancestors and seeking assistance. The
magazine also includes genealogical how-to features, and a calendar of family reunions, genealogy meetings, and other events.
Subscriptions are $24 per year or $42 for two years. For information write to Southern Queries, 1115 Sundial Circle, Birmingham, AL 35215. Steve Smith is editor and publisher of the journal.
The Jacksonville Historical Society invites submissions of articles for publication in the first issue of its annual Journal, tenatively scheduled for June 1992. It will feature articles relating
to the history of the entire northeast Florida region. Send typed,
footnoted, and double-spaced manuscripts to Brenda Brown,
Jacksonville Historical Society, 4114 Herschel Street, #111,
Jacksonville, FL 32210.
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Obituary
James C. Craig, former president of the Florida Historical
Society, died in Jacksonville after a brief illness on January 12,
1992. Mr. Craig was an alumnus of the University of Florida.
After a twenty-eight year career with the Florida Times-Union as
a writer, reporter, and editor, he joined Independent Life Insurance Company as director of public relations and advertising.
Mr. Craig was past-president of the Jacksonville Historical Society and the author of volume three of the Society’s Papers. He
was also a member of the St. George Historical Sites Advisory
Council and served on the Florida Civil War Centennial Commission. He was especially active in the Florida Historical Society.
Mr. Craig served as director of the Society in 1964-1965; vicepresident, 1966-1967; president-elect 1968-1969; and president,
1970-1972. He continued to serve on the Board of Directors.
He played an active role in many Jacksonville community organizations, including the American Cancer Society, the Duval
County Mental Health Association, and the Jacksonville Council
of Arts. Mr. Craig was the husband of the late Julia Bryan Craig.
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING
The semi-annual meeting of the officers and board of directors of the Florida Historical Society was convened at 8:40 a.m.
in the Special Collections department of the University of South
Florida library, Tampa, December 7, 1991, by Hampton Dunn,
president.
Those attending included Kathleen H. Arsenault, William S.
Coker, David R. Colburn, Sam Davis, Emily Perry Dieterich,
Russell Hughes, Lester N. May, Stuart B. McIver, Joan P. Morris,
Thomas Muir, John W. Partin, Niles F. Schuh, Jerrell H. Shofner,
Rebecca A. Smith, and executive director Lewis N. Wynne. Also
present were David Horne, Milton Jones, Thomas J. Kemp, Gary
Mormino, and Marilyn Potts. Mr. Dunn announced that Arlene
Commings has declined election to the board.
Nick Wynne summarized the Rossetter property proposal
with a short slide presentation of the buildings and grounds.
Two properties in Eau Gallie with endowments, have been offered to the Society. The Rossetter House itself would be maintained as a house museum, and the Rush House would serve as
headquarters for the Society. The Rush House Project Assessment, distributed to board members, analyzed house condition,
renovation recommendations and estimated cost, and possible
funding through the Florida Historic Preservation Grants-in-Aid
program. Wynne noted that the site is centrally located, 165-168
miles from Miami, Jacksonville, and Tampa. The Eau Gallie-Melbourne area has a population of about 400,000. State law requires
five parking places for a facility of the projected size; twelve
spaces can be placed in the “potato patch” empty lot without
removing any trees. A small park, with a cemetery, adjoins the
property. The Rossetters and the city are open to discussions of
the transfer of the park to the Society.
Milton Jones, the Society’s attorney, reported that the houses
are in a family trust, which is willing to contract with the Society.
Funding for the endowment is dependent upon the real estate
market, as most of the family resources are in real estate. For
these and other reasons, the donations for the endowments may
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not be forthcoming immediately on the death of the Rossetter
sisters. The sisters, however, are willing to enter a binding contract at this time.
Dr. Wynne noted that the Rush House could be donated in
the near future. The Society has asked for $260,000 in addition
to the endowment to cover moving and renovation expenses.
Mr. Jones added that the Society endowment would not be restricted.
Mr. Dunn introduced Tom Kemp, head of Special Collections
at the University of South Florida library, who presented an
assessment of the Society library. If the library is moved to Eau
Gallie, the Society will need to hire additional staff; Kemp
suggested three positions— librarian, archivist, and assistant—
and a budget of $80,000-$100,000 annually for the positions.
He recommended that $50,000 annually be spent to build and
maintain the collection. Concerning cataloging, he noted that
the Society’s collection is marked and tagged and could be downloaded into the Notis system. The Society’s collection, in his
opinion, is nice, but modest; the photographs are the premier
holdings. Dr. Wynne remarked that 1) the Society has been offered space in Melbourne libraries, but not services; and 2) in
two to three years the $1,700,000 gift of lithographs possibly
could be sold.
Dr. Wynne introduced David Horne, who led a group analysis
and discussion of the proposed Society move to Eau Gallie. The
meeting briefly recessed for lunch, then resumed with presidentelect David Colburn presiding. Individual assessments were combined to form a composite analysis. The board favored the Rossetter houses site for location, services, marketing, and funding
sources.
Dr. Colburn led a discussion of the analysis. Mr. Jones foresaw
continued financial difficulties at the University of South Florida
location and cautioned that the Society cannot move until after
the Rossetter donation for the Society endowment and moving
expenses have been received. Tom Muir urged that the financial
gift be considered seed money upon which to build a larger
endowment.
It was moved and seconded that the Florida Historical Society
accept the offer and move to Melbourne, pending the signing
of an agreeable contract between the Florida Historical Society
and the Rossetter trust, and that this contract be negotiated and
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executed by the executive committee. Dr. Colburn asked Jerrell
Shofner to be included in the contract negotiations. The motion
passed unanimously.
Dr. Wynne submitted Mr. Dunn’s recommendations for committees to plan for the move to and operations at Melbourne:
1) Funding— Marinus Latour (chair), John Partin, Stuart McIver;
2) Marketing/Volunteers— Tom Muir (chair), Rebecca Smith,
Niles Schuh; and 3) Library— Kathleen Arsenault (chair), Lester
May, Joan Morris. A motion was made, seconded, and approved
to establish these committees.
Dr. Colburn proposed that the winter board meeting be
moved from December to late January in order to enable board
members to examine the actual budget. The motion was approved. In the absence of Marinus Latour, Dr. Wynne led a
review of the current budget and operations. He reported that
the first issue of the Junior Historian has received a positive response. It was noted that, although a $200 prize is given for the
annual Patrick Award, only $700 or $800 is in the endowment
fund; most of the prize, therefore, comes from general operating
funds.
Five to six hundred copies of the Florida Portrait remain.
Pineapple Press has a second printing. The Society is using its
copies as a premium for certain membership categories and is
selling copies to members for $17.95, plus $3.50 postage, and
to stores at the same price for a minimum order of ten copies.
Dr. Wynne reported that the debt to the University of South
Florida presently is $16,500. Dr. Colburn asked that future financial reports include an endowment report. Dr. Wynne observed
that an endowment report was unavailable at this board meeting
because of the need to transfer the Society’s account. A motion
was made and seconded to transfer the Society’s accounts from
Shearson to Dean Witter. The motion passed. Those attending
reviewed the proposed budget for 1992. Dr. Wynne anticipates
no change in the University of South Florida agreement, which
will be renewed in June 1992.
Hector C. Borghetty of Clearwater has donated $20,000 to
underwrite quincentenary-related projects. Three-quarters of
the gift will be spent in 1992, the remainder in 1993.
Dr. Wynne noted that the number of copies to be printed
for the second issue of the Junior Historian magazine will be
reduced; the third issue will be by subscription only.
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Those attending discussed and approved the increase of annual meeting registration from $35 to $45. The proposed budget
reflects the increase. The proposed budget includes a 10 percent
raise for the executive director who has not received a salary
increase in three years. Florida Historical Quarterly expenses are
expected to remain constant. The History Fair line item, $1,000,
is the final part of $6,000 the Society agreed to provide over a
three-year period.
Society Report expenses are expected to decrease, as layout
is now being done in-house. Dr. Colburn suggested that the
newsletter continue to be published quarterly, rather than bimonthly, as the Society needs to operate with a conservative
budget in light of the present economy.
A motion was made to approve the budget, with the adjustment that the Society Report be printed quarterly. The motion
was approved.
In the absense of Dr. Proctor, Dr. Colburn read his Florida
Historical Quarterly report. He urged the board to encourage
people to submit manuscripts for possible publication.
The board discussed the need to find an editor when Dr.
Proctor retires. Although Dr. Proctor has not yet determined
when he will retire, all felt the need to begin planning for that
eventuality. Dr. Colburn reported that he and Dr. Proctor have
discussed the situation. Dr. Colburn will continue to monitor the
situation and will submit a report at the May 1992 board meeting.
He will also ask Mr. Dunn to appoint a committee of three to
pursue the matter.
Dr. Wynne announced that the 1992 annual meeting will
take place at the Ponce de Leon Resort in St. Augustine, May
7-9, 1992.
Those present reviewed the written report regarding the
future of the Florida Historical Confederation, submitted by
Sara Van Arsdel. Her report recommended: 1) that the Florida
Historical Confederation be dissolved and reconstituted as a
standing committee of the Florida Historical Society; 2) whatever
funds are left be integrated into the Society’s operating account;
3) that the Society continue to publish a biennial directory of
local historical societies involved with Florida history, 4) that a
liaison be appointed to serve as a representative of the Florida
Historical Society with the Florida Association of Museums. After
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discussion, the matter was tabled until the May 1992 board meeting.
Dr. Colburn commended David Horne for his efforts leading
the discussion on the proposed move to Eau Gallie. Stuart McIver
suggested that the nominating committee seek someone from
Brevard County, where Eau Gallie and Melbourne are located,
to serve on the board.
The meeting was adjourned at 2:45 p.m.
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A. Philip Randolph, A Pioneer of the Civil Rights Movement, by Pfeffer, reviewed, 226.
Abandoned by Lincoln: A Military Biography of General John Pope,
by Schutz and Trenerry, reviewed, 90.
Aboriginal Artifacts of Tampa Bay, by Mulder, reviewed, 400. Adler,
Jeffrey S., review by, 378.
“An ‘African Prince, Majestic is his Wrath’: William S. McFeely’s
Biography of Frederick Douglass,” review essay by Gatewood,
192.
Agrarianism and Reconstruction Politics: The Southern Homestead Act,
by Lanza, reviewed, 219.
Albrecht, Ernest, A Ringling By Any Other Name: The Story of John
Ringling North and His Circus, reviewed, 383.
Alexander, Ruth, and Paula D. Welch, Lady Gators . . . Simly the
Best, reviewed, 536.
Alger-Sullivan Historical Society, A Sawmill Scrapbook, reviewed,
397.
Alias Bill Arp: Charles Henry Smith and the South’s “Goodly Heritage”,
by Parker, reviewed, 389.
Ambrosius, Lloyd E., ed., A Crisis of Republicanism: American Politics in the Civil War Era, reviewed, 216.
American Association for State and Local History, annual meeting, September 16-19, 1992, Miami, FL, 543.
American Association for State and Local History Certificate of
Commendation, presented to Lillian Grant Burns, 405.
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American Indians and World War II: Toward a New Era in Indian
Affairs, by Bernstein, reviewed, 532.
An American Iliad: The Story of the Civil War, by Roland, reviewed,
367.
The Anatomy of a Lynching: The Killing of Claude Neale (paper
reprint), by McGovern, reviewed, 538.
Andrew Jackson: A Portrait Study, by Barber, reviewed, 117.
The Archaeology of Mission Santa Catalina de Guale: 2. Biocultural
Interpretations of a Population in Transition, ed. by Larsen, reviewed, 402.
Arnade, Charles W., reviews by, 203, 500.
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize, presented by the Florida
Historical Society to Susan R. Parker, 123.

Baker, Tod A., Charles D. Hadley, Robert P. Steed, and Laurence
W. Moreland, eds., Political Parties in the Southern States: Party
Activists in Partisan Coalitions, reviewed, 527.
Bankers, Builders, Knaves and Thieves: The $300 Million Scam at
ESM, by Maggin, reviewed, 107.
Barber, James G., Old Hickory: A Life Sketch of Andrew Jackson,
reviewed, 117; Andrew Jackson: A Portrait Study, reviewed, 117.
Bardon, Doris, and Murray D. Laurie, Museums & More! A Guide
to Florida’s Cultural & Heritage Attractions, reviewed, 112.
Barth, Gunther, Fleeting Moments: Nature and Culture in American
History, reviewed, 209.
Bartlett, Richard A., review by, 209.
Bartley, Numan V., review by, 521.
The Battle at the Loxahatchee River: The Seminole War, by Wolf,
reviewed, 114.
Bearss, Edwin C., review by, 369.
Beers, Henry Putney, French and Spanish Records of Louisiana: A
Bibliographical Guide to Archive and Manuscript Sources, reviewed,
241.
“Before the Seminoles: Football at Florida State College, 19021904,” by Kabat, 20.
Belohlavek, John M., and Lewis N. Wynne, eds., Divided We Fall:
Essays on Confederate Nation Building, reviewed, 510.
Bergeron, Paul H., ed., The Papers of Andrew Johnson, Volume 8,
May-August 1865, reviewed, 218.
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Bernstein, Alison R., American Indians and World War II: Toward
a New Era in Indian Affairs, reviewed, 532.
Berry, J. Bill, ed., Located Lives: Place and Idea in Southern Autobiograghy, reviewed, 231.
Billington, Monroe, review by, 511.
Black Property Owners in the South, 1790-1915, by Schweninger,
reviewed, 376.
Blakey, Arch Fredric, General John H. Winder, C.S.A., reviewed,
214.
Boca Raton, A Pictorial History, by Curl and Johnson, reviewed,
399.
Booker, Karen M., ed., Languages of the Aboriginal Southeast, reviewed, 119.
Boswell, Thomas D., ed., South Florida: The Winds of Change,
reviewed, 397.
Bozeman, Barbara, From Despair to Victory: An African-American
Woman’s Struggle With Alcohol, reviewed, 398.
Braund, Kathryn E. Holland, review by, 388.
Brevard Museum of History and Natural Science, Cocoa, “Seeds
of Change: From Sailing Ships to Soaring Ships, The First
500 Years,” exhibit, 543.
Bridges, Hal, Lee’s Maverick General: Daniel Harvey Hill (paper
reprint), reviewed, 539.
Brown, Canter, Jr., Florida’s Peace River Frontier, reviewed, 55;
“Tampa’s James McKay and the Frustration of Confederate
Cattle-Supply Operations in South Florida,” 409.
Brundage, W. Fitzhugh, presented E. Merton Coulter Award by
the Georgia Historical Society, 124.
Buchan, Russell, and Robert Tolf, Florida, A Guide to the Best
Restaurants, Resorts, and Hotels, reviewed, 242.
Buker, George E., review by, 214.
Bull, Kinlock, Jr., The Oligarchs in Colonial and Revolutionary Charleston: Lieutenant Governor William Bull and His Family, reviewed,
362.
Burns, Augustus M., III, and Julian M. Pleasants, Frank Porter
Graham and the 1950 Senate Race in North Carolina, reviewed,
105.
Burns, Lillian Grant, presented Certificate of Commendation by
the American Association for State and Local History, 405.
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Calhoon, Robert M., reviews by, 82, 366.
The Camp-Fires of the Everglades, or, Wild Sports in the South (paper
reprint), by Whitehead, reviewed, 398.
Camping and Cruising in Florida (paper reprint), by Henshall,
reviewed, 535.
Carolina Cavalier: The Life and Mind of James Johnston Pettigrew by
Wilson, reviewed, 507.
Caroline Mays Brevard Prize presented by the Florida Historical
Society to Laurie Lomascolo, 124.
Carswell, E. W., Washington: Florida’s Twelfth County, reviewed, 503.
Carver, Joan S., review by, 527.
Caudle, Everett W., review by, 373.
Cavallo Prize, presented by Michael Cavallo to Stetson Kennedy
and Elizabeth Rickey, 243.
Chaos Clear as Glass, by Hyman, reviewed, 535.
Charles III: Florida and the Gulf, ed. by Wickman, reviewed, 203.
Charleston! Charleston!: The History of a Southern City by Fraser,
reviewed, 97.
Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award, presented by the Florida Historical Society to Mary E. Lyons, 123.
The Cherokee, by Perdue, reviewed, 240.
Chronicles of Faith: The Autobiography of Frederick D. Patterson, ed.
by Goodson, reviewed, 516.
Citrus Growing in Florida, by Jackson, reviewed, 114.
The Civil Rights Era: Origins and Development of National Policy,
1960-1972, by Graham, reviewed, 519.
Clark, Ella C., and Margot Edmonds, Voices of the Winds: Native
American Legends, reviewed, 229.
Clark, James C., presented Golden Quill Award by the Florida
Historical Society, 124.
Clark, Thomas D., Southern Country Editor (paper reprint), reviewed, 538.
Clark, Thomas D., and John D. W. Guice, Frontiers In Conflict:
The Old Southwest, 1795-1830, reviewed, 84.
Clayton, Bruce, W. J. Cash: A Life, reviewed, 228.
Coker, Edward Caleb, and Daniel L. Schafer, “A New Englander
on the Indian River Frontier: Caleb Coker Brayton and the
View from Brayton’s Bluff,” 305.
Colburn, David R., review by, 226; Racial Change & Community
Crisis, St. Augustine, Florida, 1877-1980 (paper reprint), reviewed, 240.
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Coleman, Kenneth, ed., A History of Georgia, 2nd ed., reviewed,
118.
Coles, David J., review by, 514.
Collier County Museum and Seminole Tribe of Florida, grant
received from Florida Humanities Council, 546.
Colonel Grover Criswell’s Compendium (Guide) To Confederate Money,
by Criswell, reviewed, 397.
Columbian Consequences, Volume 2: Archaeological and Historical Perspectives on the Spanish Borderlands East, ed. by Thomas, reviewed, 79.
The Columbus Legacy in Pensacola, edited by Parks, reviewed, 534.
The Confederacy as a Revolutionary Experience (paper reprint), by
Thomas, reviewed, 538.
Confessions of a Coach, by Sloan, reviewed, 536.
The Conquest of Paradise: Christopher Columbus and the Columbian
Legacy, by Sale, reviewed, 360.
Constitutions and Constitutionalism in the Slaveholding South, by
Fehrenbacher, reviewed, 211.
Craig, James C., obituary, 548.
The Creeks, by Green, reviewed, 240.
A Crisis of Republicanism: American Politics in the Civil War Era, ed.
by Ambrosius, reviewed, 216.
Criswell, Grover, Colonel Grover Criswell’s Compendium (Guide) To
Confederate Money, reviewed, 397.
Crooks, James B., review by, 104.
Crow, Jeffrey J., review by, 105.
Cuba and the United States: Singular Ties of Intimacy, by Perez,
reviewed, 234.
Curl, Donald W., Palm Beach County: An Illustrated History (paper
reprint), reviewed, 400.
Curl, Donald W., and John P. Johnson, Boca Raton, A Pictorial
History, reviewed, 399.
Current, Richard N., review by, 218.
Cushwa Center for the Study of American Catholicism, University of Notre Dame, dissertation fellowships offered, 545.

D. B. McKay Award, presented by the Tampa Historical Society
to Gary R. Mormino, 404.
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D’Alemberte, Talbot, The Florida State Constitution, A Reference
Guide, reviewed, 238.
Davis, Harold E., Henry Grady’s New South: Atlanta, a Brave and
Beautiful City, reviewed, 222.
Davis, William C., Diary of a Confederate Soldier: John S. Jackman
of the Orphan Brigade, reviewed, 375.
Denham, James M., “‘Some Prefer the Seminoles’: Violence and
Disorder Among Soldiers and Settlers in the Second Seminole
War, 1835-1842,” 38; review by, 510.
DeSantis, Vincent P., review by, 393.
Desegregating the Altar: The Josephites and the Struggle for Black
Priests, 1871-1960, by Ochs, reviewed, 224.
Destroyer of the Iron Horse: Joseph E. Johnston and Confederate Rail
Transport, 1861-1865, by Lash, reviewed, 371.
Diary of a Confederate Soldier: John S. Jackman of the Orphan Brigade,
by Davis, reviewed, 375.
Dillon, Rodney E., Jr., review by, 367.
Din, Gilbert C., review by, 85.
Dirt Roads to Dixie: Accessibility and Modernization in the South, 18851935, by Preston, reviewed, 380.
Divided We Fall: Essays on Confederate Nation Building, ed. by Belohlavek and Wynne, reviewed, 510.
Doherty, Herbert J., review by, 86.
Doster, Gary L., ed., From Abbeville to Zebulon: Early Postcard Views
of Georgia, reviewed, 537.
Doyle, Don H., New Men, New Cities, New South: Atlanta, Nashville,
Charleston, Mobile, 1860-1910, reviewed, 378.
Drago, Edmund L., Initiative, Paternalism, & Race Relations: Charleston’s Avery Normal Institute, reviewed, 99.
Dunn, Joe P., and Howard L. Preston, eds., The Future South: A
Historical Perspective for the Twenty-first Century, reviewed, 525.

E. Merton Coulter Award, presented by the Georgia Historical
Society to W. Fitzhugh Brundage, 124.
Eckert, Ralph Lowell, John Brown Gordon: Soldier, Southerner,
American, reviewed, 91.
Edmonds, Margot, and Ella C. Clark, Voices of the Winds: Native
American Legends, reviewed, 229.
Eliades, David K., review by, 233.
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Escott, Paul D., and David R. Goldfield, eds., The South for New
Southerners, reviewed, 523.
Evans, Arthur S., and David Lee, Pearl City, Florida: A Black
Community Remembers, reviewed, 359.
Ewen, Charles R., From Spaniard to Creole: The Archaeology of Cultural Formation at Puerto Real, Haiti, reviewed, 241.
Fehrenbacher, Don E., Constitutions and Constitutionalism in the
Slaveholding South, reviewed, 211.
Fichter, George F., Floridians All, reviewed, 239.
The Final Campaign of the American Revolution: Rise and Fall of the
Spanish Bahamas, by Lewis, reviewed, 364.
Fine, Gary Alan, review by, 389.
Fite, Gilbert C., Richard B. Russell, Jr., Senator from Georgia, reviewed, 530.
Fleeting Moments: Nature and Culture in American History, by Barth,
reviewed, 209.
Florida, A Guide to the Best Restaurants, Resorts, and Hotels, by Tolf
and Buchan, reviewed, 242.
Florida Agricultural Archive, George A. Smathers Libraries,
University of Florida, 406.
Florida Archeology: San Pedro y San Pablo de Patale: A SeventeenthCentury Spanish Mission in Leon County, Florida, ed. by Jones,
Hann, and Scarry, reviewed, 502.
Florida Cow Hunter: The Life and Times of Bone Mizell, by Tinsley,
reviewed, 78.
Florida Folk Heritage Award, presented by the St. Augustine
Historical Society, Flagler College, the St. Augustine Archaeological Association, and the Florida Folk Council to X.
L. Pellicer, 243.
Florida Handbook, 1991-1992, by Morris, reviewed, 237.
Florida Historical Society, Annual Meetings, 122, 247, 540; Historical Confederation, 122, 247, 540; Minutes of the Business
Meeting, 257; Minutes of the Board Meeting, 253, 549; Prizes,
123, 251; Treasurer’s Report, 260; Journeys for the Junior Historian, 404, 541.
Florida History Fair, 125.
Florida History Research In Progress, 345.
Florida Humanities Council, awarded grant to the Collier County
Museum and the Seminole Tribe of Florida, 546.
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Florida Manuscript Acquisitions and Accessions, 489.
Florida Public Radio Center, presented Golden Quill Award by
the Florida Historical Society, 124.
The Florida State Constitution, A Reference Guide, by D’Alemberte,
reviewed, 238.
Florida’s Air Force: Air National Guard, 1946-1990, by Hawk, reviewed, 204.
“Florida’s Confederate Guerrillas: John W. Pearson and the Oklawaha Rangers,” by Waters, 133.
Florida’s Labor History, ed. by Wilson, reviewed, 114.
Florida’s Peace River Frontier, by Brown, reviewed, 55.
Floridians All, by Fichter, reviewed, 239.
Floyd, Helen Cooper, Mayport Remembered: People & Places, reviewed, 535.
Flynt, Wayne, review by, 385.
“A Forgotten Sacrifice: Richard Gentry, Missouri Volunteers,
and the Battle of Okeechobee,” by Tucker, 150.
Foster, John T., Jr., and Sarah Whitmer Foster, “The Last Shall
Be First: Northern Methodists in Reconstruction Jacksonville,” 265.
Foster, Sarah Whitmer, and John T. Foster, Jr., “The Last Shall
Be First: Northern Methodists in Reconstruction Jacksonville,” 265.
Francis Parkman Prize, presented by the Society of American
Historians to Paul E. Hoffman, 124.
Frank Porter Graham and the 1950 Senate Race in North Carolina,
by Pleasants and Burns, reviewed, 105.
Fraser, Walter J., Jr., Charleston! Charleston!: The History of a Southern City, reviewed, 97.
Frederick Douglass, by McFeely, reviewed, 192.
Freehling, William W., The Road to Disunion: Secessionists at Bay,
1776-1854, reviewed, 88.
French and Spanish Records of Louisiana: Bibliographical Guide to
Archive and Manuscript Sources, by Beers, reviewed, 241.
From Abbeville to Zebulon: Early Postcard Views of Georgia, edited
by Doster, reviewed, 537.
From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt: Federal Policy, Economic Development,
and the Transformation of the South, 1938-1980, by Schulman,
reviewed, 5 18.
From Despair to Victory: An African-American Woman’s Struggle With
Alcohol, by Bozeman, reviewed, 398.
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From Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Slave Revolts in the Making of the Modern World (paper reprint), by Genovese, reviewed,
539.
From Spaniard to Creole: The Archaeology of Cultural Formation at
Puerto Real, Haiti, by Ewen, reviewed, 241.
Frontiers In Conflict: The Old Southwest, 1795-1830, by Clark and
Guice, reviewed, 84.
The Future of the Past, by Woodward, reviewed, 393.
The Future South: A Historical Perspective for the Twenty-first Century,
ed. by Dunn and Preston, reviewed, 525.

Galishoff, Stuart, review by, 212.
Gallagher, Gary W., ed., Struggle for the Shenandoah: Essays on the
1864 Valley Campaign, reviewed, 513.
Gannon, Michael, review by, 360.
Gatewood, Willard B., review essay by, 192.
Gawalt, Gerald W., Paul H. Smith, and Ronald M. Gephart, eds.,
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 17: March
1-August 31, 1781, reviewed, 366.
General John H. Winder, C.S.A., by Blakey, reviewed, 214.
Genovese, Eugene D., From Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American
Slave Revolts in the Making of the Modern World (paper reprint),
reviewed, 539.
George, Paul S., review by, 505.
Georgia Historical Quarterly Index, reviewed, 120.
Gephart, Ronald M., Paul H. Smith, and Gerald W. Gawalt, eds.,
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 17: March
1-August 31, 1781, reviewed, 366.
Glassman, Steve, and Kathryn Lee Seidel, eds., Zora in Florida,
reviewed, 498.
Golden Quill Awards, presented by the Florida Historical Society
to Florida Public Radio Center, Pensacola News-Journal, Stuart
McIver, Leland M. Hawes, James C. Clark, and WUFT-TV5
at the University of Florida, 124.
Goldfield, David R., and Paul D. Escott, eds., The South for New
Southerners, reviewed, 523.
“Gone But Not Forgotten: Wakulla County’s Folk Graveyards,”
by Stokes, 177.
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Goodson, Martia Graham, ed., Chronicles of Faith: The Autobiography of Frederick D. Patterson, reviewed, 516.
Gore, Paul A., Past the Edge of Poverty: A Biography of Robert Hayes
Gore, Sr., reviewed, 505.
Graham, Hugh Davis, The Civil Rights Era: Origins and Development
of National Policy, 1960-1972, reviewed, 519.
Green, Henry, and Marcia Kerstein Zerivitz, Mosaic: Jewish Life
in Florida, reviewed, 237.
Green, Michael D., The Creeks, reviewed, 240.
Greenbaum, Susan, review by, 109.
Griffin, Patricia C., review by, 495; Mullet on the Beach: The Minorcans of Florida, 1768-1788, reviewed, 500.
Guice, John D. W., and Thomas D. Clark, Frontiers In Conflict:
The Old Southwest, 1795-1830, reviewed, 84.
Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference, Pensacola, October 3-5, 1991, 129, 244.
Gurney, J. Thomas, Summing Up Or A Walk Through a Century,
reviewed, 399.

Haas, Edward F., review by, 523.
Haas, Irvin, Historic Homes of American Authors, reviewed, 401.
Hadley, Charles D., Tod A. Baker, Robert P. Steed, and Laurence
W. Moreland, eds., Political Parties in the Southern States: Party
Activists in Partisan Coalitions, reviewed, 527.
Hallam, George, review by, 231.
Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists During the Great Depression,
by Kelley, reviewed, 385.
Hann, John H., “Heathen Acuera, Murder, and a Potano Cimarrona: The St. Johns River and the Alachua Prairie in the
1670s,” 451.
Hann, John, B. Calvin Jones, and John F. Scarry, eds., Florida
Archeology: San Pedro y San Pablo de Patale: A Seventeenth-Century
Spanish Mission in Leon County, Florida, reviewed, 502.
Harper’s Ferry by Jones, reviewed, 537.
Hathorn, Billy B., review by, 525.
Hawes, Leland M., presented Golden Quill Award by the Florida
Historical Society, 124.
Hawk, Robert, Florida s Air Force: Air National Guard, 1946-1990,
reviewed, 204.
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“Heathen Acuera, Murder, and a Potano Cimarrona: The St.
Johns River and the Alachua Prairie in the 1670s,” by Hann,
451.
Henry Grady’s New South: Atlanta, a Brave and Beautiful City, by
Davis, reviewed, 222.
Henshall, James A., Camping and Cruising in Florida (paper reprint), reviewed, 535
“Heritage Days in Jacksonville: 1562-1992,” sponsored by
Jacksonville Historical Society, 546.
Hickey, Donald R., The War of 1812: A Forgotten Conflict, reviewed, 85.
Higginbotham, Don, review by, 362.
Higginbotham, Jay, Old Mobile, Fort Louis de la Louisiane, 1702
-1711, reviewed, 117.
High Springs, FL, historic walking and driving tour published,
547.
Hill, Samuel S., review by, 220.
Hill-Lubin, Mildred A., review by, 391.
Historic Gainesville. A Tour Guide to the Past, ed. by Pickard, reviewed, 113.
Historic Homes of American Authors, by Haas, reviewed, 401.
“The Historic Stetson University Campus in DeLand,” by
Johnston, 281.
Historical Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, research grants, 545.
History of Fort Meade, Florida, by White, reviewed, 120.
A History of Georgia, 2nd ed., ed. by Coleman, reviewed, 118.
A History of Hollywood, Florida (1920-1950), by TenEick (paper
reprint), reviewed, 398.
History of Music & Dance in Florida, 1565-1865, by Housewright,
reviewed, 495.
History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842 (paper reprint), by
Mahon, reviewed, 241.
Hobby, Daniel T., review by, 359.
Hoffman, Paul E., review by, 79; presented Francis Parkman
Prize by the Society of American Historians, 124; A New Andalucia and a Way to the Orient: The American Southeast During
the Sixteenth Century, reviewed, 205.
Hopwood, Fred A., Pioneer Settlers of Melbourne, Florida, reviewed, 113.
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Housewright, Wiley L., A History of Music & Dance in Florida,
1565-1865, reviewed, 495.
Howard, Victor B., Religion and the Radical Republican Movement,
1860-1870, reviewed, 220.
Huebner, Timothy S., review by, 211.
Hunt, Charlotte D., review by, 498.
Hurston, Zora Neale, Seraph on the Suwanee (paper reprint), reviewed, 117; Their Eyes Were Watching God (paper reprint),
reviewed, 402.
Hyman, Ann, Chaos Clear as Glass, reviewed, 535.

Indian-Religious Relations in Colonial Spanish America, ed, by
Ramirez, reviewed, 81.
Indians of the Southeast, by Mancini, reviewed, 537.
Ingle, John P., Jr., review by, 204.
Initiative, Paternalism, & Race Relations: Charleston’s Avery Normal
Institute, by Drago, reviewed, 99.
Inscoe, John C., and John David Smith, Ulrich Bonnell Phillips:
A Southern Historian and His Critics, reviewed, 95.
Iron Horse in the Pinelands, Building West Florida’s Railroad: 18811883 (paper reprint), by Pensacola Historical Society, reviewed, 400.

Jackson, Larry K., Citrus Growing in Florida, reviewed, 114.
Jacksonville Historical Society, sponsor of “Heritage Days in
Jacksonville: 1562-1992,” 546; call for papers for its annual
Journal, 547.
James Weldon Johnson, “Lift Every Voice and Sing”, by McKissack
and McKissack, reviewed, 239.
Jeansonne, Glen, review by, 528.
Johannsen, Robert W., Lincoln, the South, and Slavery: The Political
Dimension, reviewed, 5 11.
John Brown Gordon: Soldier, Southerner, American, by Eckert, reviewed, 9 1.
Johnson, Evans C., review by, 516.
Johnson, John P., and Donald W. Curl, Boca Raton, A Pictorial
History, reviewed, 399.
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Johnston, Sidney, “The Historic Stetson University Campus in
DeLand,” 281.
Jones, B. Calvin, John Hann, and John F. Scarry, eds., Florida
Archeology: San Pedro y San Pablo de Patale: A Seventeenth.-Century
Spanish Mission in Leon County, Florida, reviewed, 502.
Jones, Maxine D., review by, 99.
Jones, Maxine D., and Joe M. Richardson, Talladega College: The
First Century, reviewed, 100.
Jones, Ray, Harper’s Ferry, reviewed, 537.
Journeys for the Junior Historian, publication of the Florida Historical Society, 404, 541.
Joyce, Harlon E., Clifford M. Kuhn, and E. Bernard West, Living
Atlanta: An Oral History of the City, 1914-1948, reviewed, 104.
Joyner, Charles, review by, 97.

Kabat, Ric A., “Before the Seminoles: Football at Florida State
College, 1902-1904,” 20.
Kaster, Kent, II, review by, 382.
Keegan, William F., review by, 241.
Kelley, Robin D. G., Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists During
the Great Depression, reviewed, 385.
Kennedy, Stetson, Southern Exposure (paper reprint), reviewed,
241; presented the Cavallo Prize by Michael Cavallo, 243.
Kerby, Ralph L., Kirby Smith’s Confederacy: The Trans-Mississippi
South, 1863-1865 (paper reprint), reviewed, 538.
Kersey, Harry A., Jr., review by, 229.
Keuchel, Edward F., review by, 518.
Keys, Thomas Bland, The Uncivil War: Union Army and Navy
Excesses in the Official Records, reviewed, 401.
Kharif, Wali R., review by, 376.
Kibler, James, review by, 507.
Kirby Smith’s Confederacy: The Trans-Mississippi South, 1863-1865
(paper reprint), reviewed, 538.
Kitchens, Joseph, Quail Plantations of South Georgia & North
Florida, reviewed, 396.
Knopke, Harry J., Robert J. Norrell, and Ronald W. Rogers,
eds., Opening Doors: Perspectives on Race Relations in Contemporay America, reviewed, 528.
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Kuhn, Clifford M., Harlon E. Joyce, and E. Bernard West, Living
Atlanta: An Oral History of the City, 1914-1948, reviewed, 104.

Lady Gators . . . Simply the Best, by Alexander and Welch, reviewed,
536.
Land, Aubrey C., review by, 207.
Languages of the Aboriginal Southeast, ed. by Booker, reviewed, 119.
Lanza, Michael L., Agrarianism and Reconstruction Politics: The
Southern Homestead Act, reviewed, 219.
Larsen, Clark Spencer, ed., The Archaeology of Mission Santa
Catalina de Guale: 2. Biocultural Interpretations of a Population
in Transition, reviewed, 402.
Lash, Jeffrey N., Destroyer of the Iron Horse: Joseph E. Johnston and
Confederate Rail Transport, 1861-1865, reviewed, 371.
“The Last Shall Be First: Northern Methodists in Reconstruction
Jacksonville,” by Foster and Foster, 265.
Laurie, Murray D., and Doris Bardon, Museums & More! A Guide
to Florida’s Cultural & Heritage Attractions, reviewed, 112.
Leckie, Robert, None Died In Vain: The Saga of the American Civil
War, reviewed, 337.
Lee Considered: General Robert E. Lee and Civil War History, by
Nolan, reviewed, 514.
Lee, David, and Arthur S. Evans, Pearl City, Florida: A Black
Community Remembers, reviewed, 359.
Lee’s Maverick General: Daniel Harvey Hill (paper reprint), by
Bridges, reviewed, 539.
LeRoy Collins Prize, presented by the Florida Historical Society
to James A. Schnur, 124.
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 16: September 1,
1780-February 28, 1781, ed. by Smith, reviewed, 82.
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 17: March 1 -August 31, 1781, ed. by Smith, Gawalt, and Gephart, reviewed,
366.
Levine, Robert M., review by, 234.
Lewis, James A., The Final Campaign of the American Revolution:
Rise and Fall of the Spanish Bahamas, reviewed, 364.
Lichtenstein, Alex, review by, 380.
Lincoln, the South, and Slavery: The Political Dimension, by
Johannsen, reviewed, 511.
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Lineage of John Carlton, by Stone, reviewed, 120.
Link, William A., review by, 95.
Little White House Museum, Key West, dedication ceremony,
542.
Living Atlanta: An Oral History of the City, 1914-1948, by Kuhn,
Joyce, and West, reviewed, 104.
Located Lives: Place and Idea in Southern Autobiography, ed. by Berry,
reviewed, 231.
Log of the Peep O’Day, Summer Cruises in West Florida Waters, 19121915, ed. by Rucker and Woolsey, reviewed, 401.
Lomascolo, Laurie, presented Caroline Mays Brevard Prize by
the Florida Historical Society, 124.
Lyons, Mary E., presented Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award by
the Florida Historical Society, 123; ed., Raw Head, Bloody Bones:
African-American Tales of the Supernatural, reviewed, 402; Sorrows Kitchen: The Life and Folklore of Zora Neale Hurston, reviewed, 391.

Major Robert Farmar of Mobile, by Rea, reviewed, 333.
Maggin, Donald L., Bankers, Builders, Knaves and Thieves: The
$300 Million Scam at ESM, reviewed, 107.
Mahon, John K., “Missouri Volunteers at the Battle of
Okeechobee: Christmas Day 1837,” 166; History of the Second
Seminole War, 1835-1842 (paper reprint), reviewed, 241.
Mancini, Richard E., Indians of the Southeast, reviewed, 537.
Marable, Manning, Race, Reform, and Rebellion: The Second Reconstruction in Black America, 1945-1990 (paper reprint), reviewed,
119.
The Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Journal of Florida Literature, Vol. II
(1989-1990), reviewed, 112.
Marrinan, Rochelle A., review by, 502.
Martin Luther King, Jr., Prize, call for submissions, 545.
Mathews, Holly, ed., Women in the South: An Anthropological Perspective, reviewed, 109.
Mayport Remembered: People & Places, by Floyd, reviewed, 535.
McFeely, William S., Frederick Douglass, reviewed, 192.
McGovern, James R., The Anatomy of a Lynching: The Killing of
Claude Neale (paper reprint), reviewed, 538.
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McIver, Stuart, presented Golden Quill Award by the Florida
Historical Society, 124.
McKissack, Fredrick, and Patricia McKissack, James Weldon
Johnson, “Lift Every Voice and Sing”, reviewed, 239.
McKissack, Patricia, and Fredrick McKissack, James Weldon
Johnson, “Lift Every Voice and Sing”, reviewed, 239.
McMillen, Sally G., Motherhood in the Old South: Pregnancy,
Childbirth, and Infant Rearing, reviewed, 212.
McMurry, Richard M., Two Great Rebel Armies: An Essay in Confederate Military History, reviewed, 369.
McNally, Michael J., review by, 226.
Meleney, John C., The Public Life of Aedanus Burke: Revolutionary
Republican in Post-Revolutionary South Carolina, reviewed, 207.
Miami, The Magic City (revised ed.), by Parks, reviewed, 395.
The Miracle Years: A Biography of Alexander Brest, by Simpson,
reviewed, 396.
The Mississippi Quarterly, call for papers on the South Since 1945,
547.
“Missouri Volunteers at the Battle of Okeechobee: Christmas
Day 1837,” by Mahon, 166.
Mohl, Raymond A., ed., Searching for the Sunbelt: Historical Perspectives on a Region, reviewed, 382.
Moore, John Hebron, review by, 219.
Moreland, Laurence W., Tod A. Baker, Charles D. Hadley, and
Robert P. Steed, eds., Political Parties in the Southern States:
Party Activists in Partisan Coalitions, reviewed, 527.
Morgan, David T., review by, 102.
Mormino, Gary R., review essay by, 55; presented D. B. McKay
Award by the Tampa Historical Society, 404.
Morris, Allen, Florida Handbook, 1991-1992, reviewed, 237.
Morris, Theodore, artist of posters relating to history of Seminole
Indians of Florida, 546.
Mosaic: Jewish Life in Florida, by Green and Zerivitz, reviewed, 237.
Mosby’s Rangers, by Wert, reviewed, 373.
Motherhood in the Old South: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Infant Rearing, by McMillen, reviewed, 212.
Mueller, Edward A., Perilous Journeys: A History of Steamboating
on the Chattahoochee, Apalachicola, and Flint Rivers, 1828-1928,
reviewed, 497.
Mulder, Kenneth W., Aboriginal Artifacts of Tampa Bay, reviewed,
400.
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Mullet on the Beach: The Minorcans of Florida, 1768-1788, by Griffin, reviewed, 500.
Museums & More! A Guide to Florida’s Cultural & Heritage Attractions, by Bardon and Laurie, reviewed, 112.

“A Nation Divided: Robert Leckie’s Narrative Account,” review
essay by Rogers, 337.
National Trust for Historic Preservation, annual meeting, October 7-11, 1992, Miami, FL, 543.
National Register of Historic Places, Florida Additions, 541.
A New Andalucia and a Way to the Orient: The American Southeast
During the Sixteenth Century, by Hoffman, reviewed, 205.
“A New Englander on the Indian River Frontier: Caleb Coker
Brayton and the View from Brayton’s Bluff,” by Coker and
Schafer, 305.
New Men, New Cities, New South: Atlanta, Nashville, Charleston,
Mobile, 1860-1910, by Doyle, reviewed, 378.
Niven, John, review by, 88.
Nolan, Alan T., Lee Considered: General Robert E. Lee and Civil
War History, reviewed, 514.
None Died In Vain: The Saga of the American Civil War, by Leckie,
reviewed, 337.
Norrell, Robert J., review by, 519.
Norrell, Robert J., Harry J. Knopke, and Ronald W. Rogers,
eds., Opening Doors: Perspectives on Race Relations in Contemporary America, reviewed, 528.

Ochs, Stephen J., Desegregating the Altar: The Josephites and
the Struggle for Black Priests, 1871-1960, reviewed, 224.
Old Hickory: A Life Sketch of Andrew Jackson, by Barber, reviewed,
117.
Old Mobile, Fort Louis de la Louisiane, 1702-1711, by Higginbotham, reviewed, 117.
The Oligarchs in Colonial and Revolutionary Charleston: Lieutenant
Governor William Bull and His Family, by Bull, reviewed, 362.
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Opening Doors: Perspectives on Race Relations in Contemporary
America, ed. by Knopke, Norrell, and Rogers, reviewed, 528.
“Oseola: The White Man’s Burden,” review essay by Perdue, 475.
Oseola’s Legacy, by Wickman, reviewed, 475.
Owens, Harry P., Steamboats and the Cotton Economy: River Trade
in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, reviewed, 93.
Ownby, Ted, Subduing Satan: Religion, Recreation, and Manhood
in the Rural South, 1865-1920, reviewed, 102.
Owsley, Frank L., Jr., review by, 85.

Palm Beach County: An Illustrated History (paper reprint), by Curl,
reviewed, 400.
Palm Beach Houses, by Schezen, reviewed, 238.
The Papers of Andrew Johnson, Volume 8, May-August 1865, ed. by
Bergeron, reviewed, 218.
The Papers of John C. Calhoun: Volume XIX, 1844, ed. by Wilson,
reviewed, 86.
Parker, David B., Alias Bill Arp: Charles Henry Smith and the South’s
“Goodly Heritage”, reviewed, 389.
Parker, Susan R., presented Arthur W. Thompson Memorial
Prize by the Florida Historical Society, 123.
Parks, Arva Moore, Miami, The Magic City (revised ed.), reviewed,
395.
Parks, Virginia, ed., The Columbus Legacy in Pensacola, reviewed,
534.
Past the Edge of Poverty: A Biography of Robert Hayes Gore, Sr., by
Gore, reviewed, 505.
Pearl City, Florida: A Black Community Remembers, by Evans and
Lee, reviewed, 359.
Pearson, F. Lamar, Jr., review by, 205.
Pellicer, X. L., presented the Florida Folk Heritage Award by
the St. Augustine Historical Society, Flagler College, the St.
Augustine Archaeological Association, and the Florida Folk
Council, 243.
Pensacola Historical Society, Iron Horse in the Pinelands, Building
West Florida’s Railroad: 1881-1882 (paper reprint), reviewed,
400.
Pensacola News-Journal, presented Golden Quill Award by the
Florida Historical Society, 124.
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Perdue, Theda, The Cherokee, reviewed, 240; “Osceola: The
White Man’s Indian,” review essay, 475.
Perez, Louis A., Cuba and the United States: Singular Ties of Intimacy,
reviewed, 234.
Perilous Journeys: A History of Steamboating on the Chattahoochee,
Apalachicola, and Flint Rivers, 1828-1928, by Mueller, reviewed,
497.
Pfeffer, Paula F., A. Philip Randolph, A Pioneer of the Civil Rights
Movement, reviewed, 226.
Philp, Kenneth R., review by, 532.
Pickard, Ben, ed., Historic Gainesville, A Tour Guide to the Past,
reviewed, 113.
Pioneer Settlers of Melbourne, Florida, by Hopwood, reviewed, 113.
Pleasants, Julian M., review by, 530.
Pleasants, Julian M., and Augustus M. Burns III, Frank Porter
Graham and the 1950 Senate Race in North Carolina, reviewed,
105.
Pocahontas’s People: The Powhatan Indians of Virginia Through Four
Centuries, by Rountree, reviewed, 388.
Political Parties in the Southern States: Party Activists in Partisan
Coalitions, ed. by Baker, Hadley, Steed, and Moreland, reviewed, 527.
Porter, Charlotte M., “William Bartram’s Travels in the Indian
Nations,” 434.
The Powhatan Indians of Virginia: Their Traditional Culture, by
Rountree, reviewed, 233.
The Preservation Institute: Nantucket, sponsored by the University of Florida College of Architecture, 546.
Preston, Howard Lawrence, Dirt Roads to Dixie: Accessibility and
Modernization in the South, 1885-1935, reviewed, 380.
Preston, Howard L., and Joe P. Dunn, eds., The Future of the
South: A Historical Perspective for the Twenty-first Century, reviewed, 525.
Pringle, Elizabeth Allston, A Woman Rice Planter, reviewed, 538.
The Public Life of Aedanus Burke: Revolutionary Republican in PostRevolutionary South Carolina, by Meleney, reviewed, 207.

Quail Plantations of South Georgia & North Florida, by Kitchens,
reviewed, 396.
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Race, Civil Rights, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Judicial Circuit, by Spivack, reviewed, 521.
Race, Reform, and Rebellion: The Second Reconstruction in Black
America, 1945-1990 (paper reprint), by Marable, reviewed,
119.
Racial Change & Community Crisis, St. Augustine, Florida, 1877-1980
(paper reprint), by Colburn, reviewed, 240.
Ramirez, Susan E., ed., Indian-Religious Relations in Colonial
Spanish America, reviewed, 81.
Raw Head, Bloody Bones: African-American Tales of the Supernatural,
ed. by Lyons, reviewed, 402.
Rea, Robert R., Major Robert Farmar of Mobile, reviewed, 333;
review by, 365.
Red Hills and Cotton, An Upcountry Memory (paper reprint), by
Robertson, reviewed, 242.
Religion and the Radical Republican Movement, 1860-1870, by Howard, reviewed, 220.
Rembert, W. Patrick History Memorial Lecture at Guilford College, Greensboro, NC, delivered by Paul D. Scatt Reynolds,
129.
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award, presented by the
Florida Historical Society to Joseph Frazier Wall, 123.
Reynolds, Paul D. Scatt, delivered Rembert W. Patrick Memorial
Lecture at Guilford College, Greensboro, NC, 129.
Richard B. Russell, Jr., Senator from Georgia, by Fite, reviewed, 530.
Richardson, Joe M., and Maxine D. Jones, Talladega College: The
First Century, reviewed, 100.
Rickey, Elizabeth, and Stetson Kennedy, presented Cavallo Prize
by Michael Cavallo, 243.
A Ringling By Any Other Name: The Story of John Ringling North
and His Circus, by Albrecht, reviewed, 383.
“A River of Peace? The South Florida Frontier in the Nineteenth
Century,” review essay by Mormino, 55.
Rivers, Larry E., “Slavery and the Political Economy of Gadsden
County, Florida: 1823-1861,” 1.
The Road to Disunion: Secessionists at Bay, 1776-1854, by Freehling,
reviewed, 88.
Robertson, Ben, Red Hills and Cotton, An Upcountry Memory (paper
reprint), reviewed, 242.
Robertson, James I., Jr., review by, 90.
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Rogers, Ronald W., Harry J. Knopke, and Robert J. Norrell,
eds., Opening Doors: Perspectives on Race Relations in Contemporary America, reviewed, 528.
Rogers, William Warren, Sr., review essay by, 337.
Rogers, William Warren, Jr., review by, 216.
Rohrbough, Malcolm J., The Trans-Appalachian Frontier: Peoples,
Societies, and Institutions, 1775-1850, reviewed, 539.
Roland, Charles P., An American Iliad: The Story of the Civil War,
reviewed, 367.
Rountree, Helen C., The Powhatan Indians of Virginia: Their Traditional Culture reviewed, 233; Pocahontas’s People: The Powhatan
Indians of Virginia Through Four Centuries, reviewed, 388.
Rouse, Parke, Jr., The Timber Tycoons: The Camp Families of Virginia
and Florida, and Their Empire, 1887-1987, reviewed, 534.
Rucker, Brian R., ed., A Topographical Description of Pensacola and
Vicinity in 1821, reviewed, 116; review by, 503.
Rucker, Brian R., and Nathan F. Woolsey, eds., Log of the Peep
O’Day, Summer Cruises in West Florida Waters, 1912-1915, reviewed, 401.
Ryant, Carl, review by, 228.
Sale, Kirkpatrick, The Conquest of Paradise: Christopher Columbus
and the Columbian Legacy, reviewed, 360.
Saunders, Rebecca, review by, 81.
A Sawmill Scrapbook, by the Alger-Sullivan Historical Society, reviewed, 397.
Scarry, John F., B. Calvin Jones, and John Hann, eds., Florida
Archeology: San Pedro y San Pablo de Patale: A Seventeenth-Century
Spanish Mission in Leon County, Florida, reviewed, 502.
Schafer, Daniel L., and Edward Caleb Coker, “A New Englander
on the Indian River Frontier: Caleb Coker Brayton and the
View from Brayton’s Bluff,” 305.
Schene, Michael G., review by, 93.
Schezen, Robert, Palm Beach Houses, reviewed, 238.
Schnur, James A., presented LeRoy Collins Prize by the Florida
Historical Society, 124.
Schulman, Bruce J., From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt: Federal Policy,
Economic Development, and the Transformation of the South, 19381980, reviewed, 518.
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Schutz, Wallace J., and Walter N. Trenerry, Abandoned by Lincoln:
A Military Biography of General John Pope reviewed, 90.
Schweninger, Loren, Black Property Owners in the South, 17901915, reviewed, 376.
Searching for the Sunbelt: Historical Perspectives on a Region, ed. by
Mohl, reviewed, 382.
“Seeds of Change: From Sailing Ships to Soaring Ships, The
First 500 Years,” exhibit, Brevard Museum of History and
Natural Science, Cocoa, 543.
Seidel, Kathryn Lee, and Steve Glassman, eds., Zora in Florida,
reviewed, 498.
Seminole County Historical Museum, Sanford, appointment of
Daniel Tomberlin as curator, 545.
Seminole Indians of Florida, poster relating to the history of, by
Theodore Morris, 546.
Seminole Tribe of Florida and Collier County Museum, grant
received from Florida Humanities Council, 546.
Seraph on the Suwanee (paper reprint), by Hurston, reviewed, 117.
Simpson, Deborah, The Miracle Years: A Biography of Alexander
Brest, reviewed, 396.
Skinner, John H., ed., The Skinner Miracle, reviewed, 115.
The Skinner Miracle, ed. by Skinner, reviewed, 115.
“Slavery and the Political Economy of Gadsden County, Florida:
1823-1861,” by Rivers, 1.
Sloan, Norm, Confessions of a Coach, reviewed, 536.
Smith, John David, and John C. Inscoe, Ulrich Bonnell Phillips:
A Southern Historian and His Critics, reviewed, 95.
Smith, Paul H., ed., Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789,
Volume 16: September 1, 1780-February 28, 1781, reviewed,
82.
Smith, Paul H., Gerard W. Gawalt, and Ronald M. Gephart, eds.,
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 17: March
1 -August 31, 1781, reviewed, 366.
Snyder, Robert E., review by, 383.
Society of the History of Discoveries, annual meeting, October
1-4, 1992, Miami, FL, 543.
“Soldier of British West Florida: Major Robert Farmar of
Mobile,” review essay by Starr, 333.
“‘Some Prefer the Seminoles’: Violence and Disorder Among
Soldiers and Settlers in the Second Seminole War, 18351842,” by Denham, 38.
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Sorrows Kitchen: The Life and Folklore of Zora Neale Hurston, by
Lyons, reviewed, 391.
South Florida: The Winds of Change, ed. by Boswell, reviewed, 397.
The South for New Southerners, ed. by Escott and Goldfield, reviewed, 523.
Southern Country Editor (paper reprint), by Clark, reviewed, 538.
Southern Edition (paper reprint), by Kennedy, reviewed, 241.
Spivack, John M., Race, Civil Rights, and the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Judicial Circuit, reviewed, 521.
Starr, J. Barton, review essay by, 333.
Steamboats and the Cotton Economy: River Trade in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, by Owens, reviewed, 93.
Steed, Robert P., Tod A. Baker, Charles D. Hadley, and Laurence
W. Moreland, eds., Political Parties in the Southern States: Party
Activists in Partisan Coalitions, reviewed, 527.
Stephenson, Marion, Viewing, Understanding, Appreciating Bok
Singing Tower, reviewed, 240.
Stokes, Sherrie, “Gone But Not Forgotten: Wakulla County’s
Folk Graveyards,” 177.
Stone, Spessard, Lineage of John Carlton, reviewed, 120.
Struggle for the Shenandoah: Essays on the 1864 Valley Campaign,
ed. by Gallagher, reviewed, 513.
Subduing Satan: Religion, Recreation, and Manhood in the Rural
South, 1865-1920, by Ownby, reviewed, 102.
Summing Up Or A Walk Through a Century, by Gurney, reviewed,
399.

T. T. Wentworth, Jr., Florida State Museum, Pensacola, 544.
Talladega College: The First Century, by Jones and Richardson,
reviewed, 100.
“Tampa’s James McKay and the Frustration of Confederate Cattle-supply Operations in South Florida,” by Brown, 409.
Taylor, Robert A., review by, 371.
TenEick, Virginia Elliott, A History of Hollywood, Florida (19201950) (paper reprint), reviewed, 398.
Their Eyes Were Watching God (paper reprint), by Hurston, reviewed, 402.
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Thomas, David Hurst, ed., Columbian Consequences, Volume 2:
Archaeological and Historical Perspectives on the Spanish Borderlands East, reviewed, 79.
Thomas, Emory M., The Confederacy as a Revolutionary Experience
(paper reprint), reviewed, 538.
The Timber Tycoons: The Camp Families of Virginia and Florida, and
Their Empire, 1887-1987, by Rouse, Jr., reviewed, 534.
Tinsley, Jim Bob, Florida Cow Hunter: The Life and Times of Bone
Mizell, reviewed, 78.
Tolf, Robert, and Russell Buchan, Florida, A Guide to the Best
Restaurants, Resorts, and Hotels, reviewed, 242.
Tomberlin, Daniel, appointment as curator of the Seminole
County Historical Museum, Sanford, 545.
A Topgraphical Description of Pensacola and Vicinity in 1821, ed. by
Rucker, reviewed, 116.
Trautmann, Frederic, ed. and trans., Travels on the Lower Mississippi, 1879-1880: A Memoir by Ernst von Hesse-Wartegg, reviewed, 93.
The Trans-Appalachian Frontier: Peoples, Societies, and Institutions,
1775-1850, by Rohrbough, reviewed, 539.
Travels on the Lower Mississippi, 1879-1880: A Memoir by Ernst von
Hesse-Wartegg, ed. and trans. by Trautmann, reviewed, 93.
Trenerry, Walter N., and Wallace J. Schutz, Abandoned by Lincoln:
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